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FOREWORD
'l'l_ls _s the Final Summary Report of the "Advanced Extravehic,flar Protective System
(AEPS) Study". This effort was conducted by Hamilton Standard under contract
NAS 2-6021 for the Ames Research Center of the National Aeronautics & Space
Administration from July 1, 1970 to November 30, 1971. The AEPS Study was di-
rected by Mr. James G. Sutton, and the principal investigators were Messers. Philip
F. Heimlich and Edward H. Tepper.
Special thanks are due to Dr. Alan B. Chambers, Environmental Control Research
Branch, Biotechnology Division of the NASA Ames Research Center, Mr. William L.
Smith, Chief of Crew Equipment Office for Manned Space Flight, Life Sciences Office
of NASA Headquarters, and Mr. Thomas W. Herrala, Space Systems Department of
Hamilton Standard for their advice and guidance.
This total report is contained in two volumes as listed below:
Volume I Final Summary Report
Volume II Subsystem Studies
I
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I.0 IN_ RODUCTION
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The United States manned space effort planned for the late 1970's and the 1980's
consi,,_ts of long duration missions with earth-to-orbit shuttles, orbiting space stations,
possibly lunar bases, and eventually Mars landings. Extravehicular activity (EVA)
is likely to take an increasingl) important role in the completion of these future mis-
sions. However, with the potential of numerous EVA missions per man per week, the
use of expendables in the portable life support system may become prohibitively
expensive mud burdensome. For future EVA missions to be effective in the total sys-
tems context, the portable life support system may need to have a regenerable capa-
bility.
The prim,try objectwe of the Advanced Ext_ =vehicular Protective _,stem (AEPS) study
is to provide a meaningful apprisal of various regenerable and partially regenerable
portable life support system concepts for EVA use in the late 1970's and the 1980's.
The first phase of the AEPS Study was eleven montko in duration and was devoted to
an appraisal of portable life support system concepts for Space Station, Lunar Base
and Mars EVA missions. The second phase was six months in duration and was
devoted to an appraisal of portable life support system concepts for Shuttle EVA mis-
sions and emergency life support system concepts for Shuttle, Space Station, Lunar
Base and Mars EVA missions.
This volume presents the Final Summary Report. General conclasions and recom-
mendations emanating from this effort are presented in section 2.0. The Space Station,
Lunar Base, Mars and Shuttle AEPS specifications and Emergency System specifica-
tions are contained in section 3.0. Detailed descriptions of the study methodology
utilized in the conduct of both phases one and two of the AEPS Study are found insection
4.0. A summary of the subsystem studies, including schematics and parametric data,
are presented in section 5.0. Section 6.0 discusses the systems integration effort and
contains schematics, flow chart and pictorial sketches of potential candidate system
configurations. New technology requirements and recommendations are di.scussed in
section 7.0. A complete bibliography of the texts and references utilized tn the conduc-
tion of the AEPS Study is li_ted in section 8.0.
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2.1 Conclusions
Generalconclusionsemanating from theAEPS studyeffortare:
a. For longdurationspace missions suoh as Space Station,Lunar Base and Mars
missions, an AEPS configurationincorporatipga regenerableCO2 controlsub-
system and _ thermal controlsubsystem utilizinga minimum ofexpendables
dramaticallydecreasesthevehiclepenaltyassociatedwithpresentconfigurations
(suchas the ApolloEMU PLSS) and can be designedtobe withinan acceptable
AEPS volume and weightrange.
b. For shorterdurationspace missions such as Shuttlemissions, an AEPS config-
urationincorporatingan expendablewater thermal controlsubsystem isthe
most competitivesubsystem from botha presentvehicleand AEPS basis. How-
ever, regenerableCO2 controlsubsystems, ifproperlydeveloped,are com-
petitivewiththeirnonregenerablecounterparts(such as LiOH) which are being
utilizedon presentday EVA missions.
d. CO 2 reductionand oxygen reclamation,withintheparentvehicle,of the CO2
removed by theAEPS CO2 controlsubsystem isonlycompetitivewhen there
are threeor more parentvehicleresupplyperiods(SeeSection5.3).
e. For longdurationemergency systems ofone hour or more, inherentredundancy
withintheprimary AEPS configurationtoprovideemergency thermal controlis
the most competitive approach. However, separate and independent equipment
are required to provide emergency CO2 control and 0 2 supply, regardless of
emergency duration.
2.2 Recommendations
As a result of the AEPS Study Progr.am, the following major areas of new technology
were identified and are recommended for future research and development:
a. Thermal Control
1. Thermal Stnrage - Investigate and dewkop a ther,_ml storage material(s)
whose 1 'at of fusion exceeds 300 BTU/Ib. One such candidate material,
PH 4 CI, has already been identified and analytically evaluated during
conduction of the AEPS study.
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2.2 (Continued_
2. Radiation - Investigate and develop radiator surface coatings and treatments
to optimize performance and minimize potential surface degradation. In
addition, develop a lightweight, deployable radiator concept.
b. CO2 Control
Develop a solid regenarable CO2 sorbent that provides the pe_ 7ormanee, re-
generation and life characteristics required for AEPS type apt '!cations. Two
candidate families of solid regenerable sorbents -- metallic oxides and solid
amines -- have already been identified and evaluated during conduct of the
AEPS study.
c.
Develop a high cyclic life (1000 eycles)/high pressure (6000 psi nominal) 02
supply subsystem that minimizes EVA equipment vohtme and meets life
requirements for AEPS- type applications.
These major areas of new technology, together with other areas having lesser impact,
are discussed in Section 7.0.
2-4
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;3.0 AEPS SPI_CIFICATIONS REVIEW
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:l. 0 AEI)S S1)I_CI F1CATIONS AND EMERGENCY SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS REVIEW
This section presents the four (4) AEPS specifications ,'rod the four (4) Emergency
System specifications (Space Station, Lunar Base, Mars and Shuttle) t_Lat the study
;uld fired system selections were based on. Since any system result, is quite dependent
upon the initial requirements established, a review of the specifications is advisable
to provide a common understanding of the study results.
The basic specification provided by NASA at the start of the pro, gram has been
expanded to provide the overall depth required for final systems integration and selec-
tion and continually updated to reflect the latest projecticns of requirements for EVA
missions in the 1980Vs. A series of reviews and diseuss_ons, both within Ha.milton
Standard and ,vith NASA personnel resulted in these final specifications.
3-3/3-4
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3.1 SPACE STATION _EPS SPECIFICATION
1972015250-015
SPACE STATION AEPS SPECIFICATION
1.0 SCOPE
This specification defines the basic requirements to be considered for the Space
Station AEPS Design Analysis effort.
2.0 DESCRIPTION
The AEPS shall be a portable system capable of supplying the functions of presstu:iza-
tion, ventilation, breathing oxygen supply, contaminant control, humidity control,
thermal control and communi.'ations. The AEPS shall be a mission regenerable/re-
chargeable system and/or shall be capable of operating from a vehicle umbilical.
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Performance Requirements
3.1.1 EVA Mission Duration - 4 hours _ominal
, 3.1.2 Thermal Control
The AEPS shall maintain crewman thermal equilibrium when subjected to the follow-
ing conditions.
i 3.1.2.1 Metabolic Profile1
a. Average 1000 Btu/hr :
b. Peak 2500 Btu/hr
c. Minimum 400 Btu/hr
3.1.2.2 Thermal Loads
a. Maximum inward heat leak 300 Btu/hr
b. Maximum outward heat leak 350 Btu/hr
c. Equipment thermal loads As required
3.1.2.3 Crewman Thermal Stora[e - None
3.1.3 Pressurization - 6.75 ± 0.2 psia ,
3.1.4 External I_akag_ - 200 scc/min (PLSS + suit) '_
3.1.5 Ventilation _
i;
a. Suit Inlet Flow Rate 6 acfm
3-7 ,_
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b. Suit Inlet Gas Temperature 50-80°F
3.1.6 Humidity Control
a. Nominal Suit Inlet Dewpoint 45°F
b. Maximum Suit Inlet Dewpoint 60°F
3.1.7 Contamination Control
3.1.7, 1 CO2 Control
a. Nominal Suit Inlet CO 2 Level 4 mm Hg
b. Maximum Suit Inlet CO2 Level 7.5 mm Hg
3.1. l. 2 Particulate Contamination - The AEPS shall be capable of removing 100% of
all particles 28 microns or larger, 99% of all particles between 7 and 27 microns, and
85% of all particles under 7 microns from the ventilation loop.
3.1, 7.3 Trace Contaminants - The maximum allowable concentrations and biological
generation rates of trace contaminants are defined in Table 3-1.
3.1.7.4 Odors - The AEPS shall be capable of removing all unpleasant odors from]
the ventilation loop.
3.1.8 Life Re_]uirements
3.1.8.1 Useful Life - Defined to be that period from the time of delivery untq it is
downgraded to an uncontrolled status. The useful life is composed of the shelf life and
the operational life.
3.1.8.2 Shelf Life - Defined as that period of time that the AEPS can be stored under
controlled conditions during which it can be removed and put into service without re-
placement of parts. Routine servicing is allowable. Shelf life of the AEPS shall be
5 years.
3.1.8.3 Operational Life - Defined as that period of time for which the AEPS is
intended to be used, beginning with acceptance testing, preflight olrerations and actual
usage. Operational life of the AEPS shall be 10 years consisting of 500 EVA missions.
Ground maintenance and refurbishment is allowable.
3.2 Design Requirements
3.2,1 Mobility
The AEPS shallnotencumber thecrewman intheperformance ofhis missiontasksas
definedby theEVA/IVA taskseffort.
3-8
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3.2.2 Controls and Displays
AEPS controls and di splays shall be located within the sight of and normal reach of
the suited crewman.
3.2.3 Center of Gravity
The CG of the suit/AEPS and the man shall be as close as possible to the CG of the
nude crewman, m,d shall not shift in excess of 3 inches during conduct of the mission.
3.2.4 Maintainability
a. The AEPS shall be capable of being regenerated/recharged prior to each EVA
mission.
b. The AEPS shall permit maximum case of access to components requiring opera-
tional maintenance.
3.2.5
The AEPS shall minimize the possibility of injury to crewman, service personnel, etc.,
because of fire, explosion, toxicity, contamination, burns or shock.
3.2.6 Structural Requirements
a. Proof pressure 1.5 x nominal pressure
b. Burst pressure 2.0 x nominal pressure
c. Collapsing pressure 15 psid 4
d. Cyclic Life 6000 cycles at nominal pressure
3.2.7 Natural Environment
The AEPS shall be compatible with an Earth ambient and Earth orbital environment.
3.2.8 Induced Environment
The AEPS shall be compatible with the vehicle environments and operating fluids and
shall be capable of meeting the structural requirements of launch, operational use and
re-entry.
3.2.9 Space Station Resupply Period - 90 days
::' 3-9
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TABLE 3-I
TRACE GAS CONTAMINATION MODEL
Maximum Concentrationand BiologicalProductionRate ofTrace Contaminants
Contaminant BiologicalProduction
Rate Ib/hr Allowable
' Concen_ation
Acetaldehyde 9.16 x 10-9
360
Acetone
2.02 × 10-6
2400
Ammonia
2.62 × 10-5
70
n-Butanol
1.2 x 10-7
303
Butyric Acid 6.92 ): 10-5
144
Carbon Monoxide 1.43 x 10-6
Ethanol
3.68 x 10-7
1880
Hydrogen
8.08× 10-7
(4.I%)
Hydrogen Sulfide 4.61 x 10-10
Indole 28
• 9.18x 10-6
126
Methane
1.3 x 10-5
(5.3%)Methanol
1.39 x 10 -7
Phenol 262
3.46 x 10-5
19
Pyruvic Acid
1.92 x 10-5
9.2i
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LUNAR BASE AEPS SPECIFICATION
1.0 SCOPE
The specification defines the basic requirements to be considered for the Lunar Base
AEPS Design Analysis effort.
2.0 DESCRIPTION
The AEPS shall be a portable system capable of supplying the functions of pressuriza-
tion, ventilation, breathing oxygen supply, contaminant control, humidity control,
thermal control and communications. The AEPS shall be a mission regencrable/re-
chargeable system and/or shall be capaLle of operating from a vehicle umbilical.
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Performance Requirements
3.1.1 EVA Mission Duration- 8 hours nominal
3.1.2 Thermal Control
The AEPS shall maintain crewman thermal equilibrium when subjected to the follow-
ing conditions.
3.1.2.1 Metabolic Profile
a. Average 1050 Btu/hr
b. Peak 2500 Btu/hr
c. Minimum 400 Btu/hr
.... 3.1.2.2 Thermal Loads
a. Maximum inward heat leak 700 Btu/hr
b. Maximum outward heat leak 350 Btu/hr
c. Equipment thermal loads As required
3.1,2.3 Crewman Thermal Storage - None
3.1.3 Pressurization - 5.0 to 6.75 psla (dependent on Lunar Base pressure level)
3.1.4 External Leakage - 200 scc/min (PL_ + suit)
!: 3. I. 5 Ventilation
_: a. Suit Inlet Flow Rate 6 acfm i
3-13
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b. Suit Inlet Gas Tc._perature 50-80°F
3.1.6 Humidity Control
a. Nominal Suit Inlet Dewpoint 45°F
b. Maximum Suit Inlet Dewpoint 60OF
3.1.7 Contamination Control
3.1.7.1 CO2 Control
a. Nominal Suit Inlet CO 2 Level 4 mm Hg
b. Maximum Suit Inlet CO2 Level 7.5 mm Hg
3.1.7.2 Particulate Contamination - The AEPS shall be capable of removing 100% of
all particles 28 microns or larger, 99% of all particles between 7 and 27 microns,
and 85% of all particles under 7 microns from the ventilation loop.
3.1.7.3 Trace Contaminants - The maximum allowable concentrations and biological
generation rates of trace contaminants are def!ned in Table 3-1.
3.1.7.4 Odors - The AEPS shall be capable of removing all unpleasant od,.,rs from the
ventilation loop.
3.1.8 Life Requirements
3 o1.8.1 U so_dl Life - Defined to be that period from the time of delivery until it is
downgraded to an uncontrolled status. The useful life is comvosed of the shelf life
and the operational life.
3.1.8.2 Shelf Life - Defined as that period of time that the AEPS can be stored under
cortrolled conditions during which it can be removed and put into service without re-
pl.cement of parts. Routine servicing is allowable. Shelf life of the AEPS shall be
5 y_ars.
3.1.8.3 Operational Life - Defined :_s that period of time for which the AEPS is
intended to be used, beginning with acceptance testing, preflight operations and actual
usage. Operational life of the AEPS shall be 10 years consisting of 500 EVA missions.
3.2 Design Requirements
3.2. I Mobilit T
The AEPS shall not encumber the crewman in the performance of his m'.ssion tasks
as defined by the EVA/IVA tasks effort.
_ 3-14
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.2.2.2 Controls "rod Displays
AEPS controls and displays shall be located within the sight of and normal reach of
the suited crewman.
3.2.3 Center of Gravity
The CG of the suit/AEPS and the man shall be as close as possible to the CG of the
nude crewman, and shall not shift in excess of 3 inches during conduct of the
mission.
3.2.4 Maintainability
a. The AEPS shall be capable of being regenerated/recharged prior to each EVA
mission.
b. The AEPS shall permit maximum ease of access to components requiring opera-
tional maintenance.
The AEPS shall minimize the possibility of injury to crewman, service personnel,
etc., because of fire, explosion, toxicity, contamination, burns or shock.
3.2.6 Structural Requ_'ements
,I a. Proof pressure 1.5 x nominal pressure
b. Burst pressure 2.0 x nominal pressure
c. Collapsing pressure 15 psid
_ d. Cyclic Life 6000 cycles at nominal pressure
o 3.2.7 Natural Environment
The AEPS shall be compatible with an Earth ambient, Earth orbital, lunar oribit_l,
and a lunar surface environment.
3.2.8 Induced Environment
The AEPS shall be comptaible with the vehicle environments and operating fluids and
shall be capable of meeting the structural requirements of launch, lunar landing,
operational use and re-entry.
3.2.9 I,unar Base Resupply Period - 180 days
_ 3-15
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TABLE 3-1
_TRACE GAS CONTAMINATIO N MODEL
Maximum Concentration and BiologicalProduction Rate of Trace Contami :ante
Contaminant Biological Production Allowable
Rate, lb/hr Concentration
_ mg/m 3
--4
Acetaldehyde 9.16 x 10-9 360
Acetone
2.02 x 10 -8 2400
Ammonia 2.62 x 10-5
70
n-Butanol
1.2 x 10-7 303
Butyric Acid 6,92 x 10 -5 144
Carbon Monoxide 1.43 x 10-6 115
Ethanol
3.68 x 10-7
1880
Hydrogen 8.08 x 10 -7 (4. 1%)
llydrogen Sulfide 4.61 x 10-10
28
Indole 9.18 × 10-6 126
Methane
,. 3 x 10-5 (5.3%)
Methanol 1.39 x 10 -7
262
Phenol
3.46 x ]0 -5 1Q
Fyruvic Acid I.92 x 10-5
9.2
_(_ 3-16
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MARS AEPS SPECIFICATION
1.0 SCOPE
This specification defines the basic requirements to be considered for the Mars
AEPS Design Amdysis effort.
2.0 DESCI_IPTIOtl
The AEPS sh_l be :t portable system capable of supplying the fua"tions of pressuriz-
ation, ventilation, breathing o_gen supply, eontaminae control, humidity c_ntrol,
thermal control ,and commur_ications. The AEPS shall be a miqsion regenerable/
recharge,qble system and/or shall be capable of operating from a vehicle umbilical.
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Perform,-mee Requirements
3.1.1 EVA Mission Duration - 8 hours nominal
3.1.2 Thermal Control
The AEPS shall maintain crewman thermal equilibrium when subjected to the following
conditions. --
3.1.2.1 Metabolic Profile
a. Aver'lge 1200 Btu/hr
b. Peak 3000 Btu/hr
c. Minimum 400 Btu/hr
3.1.2.2 Thermal L_ads
a. .Maximtml inward heat leak 100 Btu/hr
b, Maximum outwalxt heat leak 700 Btu/hr
c. Equipment thermal loads As required
3.1.2.3 Crewman Thermal Storage - None
3.1.3 Pressurization - 5.0 to 6.75 psia (dependent on Mars Excursion Module (MEM)
pressure level)
3.1.4 External Leakage - 200 scc/min (PLSS + suit)
3.1.5 Ventilation
a. Suit Inlet Flow Rate 6 acfm
b. Suit Inlet Gas Temperature 50- 80° F
3-19 i
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3.1.6 Humidity Control
a. Nominal Suit Inlet Dewpoint 45°F
b. Maximum Suit Inlet Dewpoint 60°F
3, 1.7 Contamination Control
3.1.7.1 CO2 Control
a. Nominal Suit Inlet CO2 Level 4 mmHg
b. Maximum Suit Inlet CO2 Level 7.5 mmHg
3.1.7.2 Particulate Contamination - The AEPS shall be capable of removing 100%
of all particles 28 microns or larger, 99% of all particles bet_ven 7 and 27 microns,
and 85% of all particles under 7 microns from the ventilation loop.
3.1.8.3 Trace Contaminants - The maximum allowable concentrations and biological
generation rates of trace contaminants are defined in Table 3-1.
3.1.7.40dor_.__s - The AEPS shall be capable of removing all unpleasant odors from
the ventilation loop.
3. _. 8 Life Requirements
3. I. 8. ! Useful Life - Defined to be that period from the time of delivered until it is
downgraded to an uncontrolled status. The useful life is composed of the shelf life and
the operational life.
3. I. 8.2 Shelf Life - Defined as that period of time that the AEPS can be stored under
controlled conditions during which it can be removed and put into service without
replacement of parts. Routine servicing is allowable. Shelf life of the AEPS shall
be 3 years.
3. ]. 8.3 Operational Life - Defined as that period of time for which the AEPS is
intended to be used, beginning with acceptance testing, preflight operations and actual
usage. Operational life of the AEPS shall be 3 years consisting of 22 EVA missions.
3.2 Design Requirements
3.2.1 Mobility
The AEPS shall not encuraber the crewman in the Performance of his mission tasks
as defined by the EVA/IVA tasks effort.
3-20
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3.2.2 Controls and Displays
AEPS t:ontrols and displays shall be located within the sight of and normal reach of the
suited crewman.
3.2.3 Center of Gravi_
The CG of the suit/AEPS and the man zhaIl be as close as possible to the CG of the
nude crewman, and shall not shif_ in excesn of 3 inches during conduct of the mission.
3.2.4 Maintainability
a. The AEPS shall not require in-flight maintenance.
b. The AEPS shall be capable of being regenerated/recharged prior to each EVA
mission.
3.2.5
The AEPS shall minimize the possibility of injury to crewman, service pei_sonnel, etc.,
because of fire, explosion, toxicity, contamination, burns or shock.
3.2.6 Structural Requirements
a. Proof pressure 1.5 x nominal pressure
b. Burst pressure 2.0 x nominal pressure
c. collapsing pressure 15 psid
d. Cyclic Life 6000 cycles at nominal pressure
3.2.7 Natural Environment
The AEPS shall be compatible with an Earth ambient and Earth orbital, Mars orbital
and Mars surface environment.
3.2.8 Induced Environment
The AEPS shall be coml_tible with the vehicle environments and operating fluids an:l
shall be eapo.bie of meeting the structural requirements of launch, Mars landing,
operational use and re-entry.
i
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TABLE 3-1
_NTAMINATION MODEL
Maximum Concentration and Biological Production Rate of Trace Contaminants
Contaminant Biological Production
Rate, lb/hr Allowable
Concentration
Acetaldehyde 9.16 × 10-9
360
Acetone
2.02 x 10-8
2400
Am monia
2.62 x 10-5
70
n-Butanol
1.2 x 10-7
303
Butyrm Acid 6.92 x 10 -5
144
Carbon Monoxide 1.43 x 10-6
115
Ethanol
3.68 x 10-7
1880
Hydrogen 8.08 x 10-7
(4.1%)
Hydrogen Sulfide 4.61 x 10-10
28
Indole 9.18 x _'0-6
126
Methane
1.3x 10-5
(5.3%)
Methanol 1.39 x 10 -7
262
Phenol
3.46 x 10-5
19
Pyruvic Acid 1.92 x 10-5
9.2
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3.4 SHUTTLE AEPS SPECIFICATION
i 3-23/3-24
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SHUTTLE AEPS SPECIFICATION
1.0 SCOPE
This specification defines the basic requirements to be considered for the Shuttle
AEPS Dcsign Analysis effort.
2.0 DESCRIPTION
The AEPS shall be a portable system capable of supplying the functions of pressuriza-
tion, ventilation, breathing oxygen supply, contaminant control, humidity control,
thermal control and communications. The AEPS shall be a mission regenerable/re-
chargeable system mid/or shall be capable of operating from a vehicle umbilical.
3.0 REQU IREMEMENTS
3.1 Performance Requirements
3.1.1 EVA Mission Duration - 4 hours nominal
3.1.2 Thermal Control
The AEPS shall maintain crewman thermal equilibrium when subjected to the follow-
ing conditions.
3.1.2, 1 Metabolic Profile
a. Average 1000 Btu/hr .....
b. Peak 2500 Btu/hr
c. Minimum 400 Btu/hr
3.1.2.2 Thermal Loads
a. Maximum inward heat leak 300 Btu/hr
b. Maximum outward heat leak 350 Btu/hr
c. Equipment thermal loads As required
3.1.2.3 Crewman Thermal Storage - None
3.1.3 Pressurization - 6.75 + 0.2 psla
i
3.1.4 External Leakage - 200 sce/min (AEPS + suit)
3.1.5 Ventilation _:
a. Suit Inlet Flow Rate 6 acfm i
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b. Suit Inlet Gas Temperature 50-80°F
3.1.6 Humidity Control
a. Nominal Suit Inlet Dewpoint 45°F
b. Maximum Suit Inlet Dewpoint 60_F
3.1.7 Contamination Control
3.1.7.1 CO 2 Control
a. Nominal Suit Inlet CO 2 Level 4 ram Hg
b. Maximurri Suit Inlet CO 2 Level 7.5 mm Hg
3.1.7.2 Particulate Contamination - The AEPS shall be capable of removing 100% of
all particles 28 microns or larger, 99% of all particles between 7 and 27 microns, and
85% of all particles under 7 microns from the ventilation loop.
3.1.7.3 Trace Contaminants - The maximum allowable concentrations and biological
generation rates of trace contaminants are defined in Table 3-1.
3.1.7.4 Odors - The AEPS shall be capable of removing all _mpleasant odors from the
,,_utilation loop.
3.1.8 Life Requirements
3.1.8.1 U seful Life - Defined to be that period from the time of delivery until it is
downgraded to an uncontrolled status. The useful life is composed of the shelf life
and the operational life.
3.1.8.2 Shelf Life - Defined as that period of time that the AEPS can be stored under
controlled conditions during which it can be removed and put into service without re-
" placement of parts. Routine servicing is allowable, Shelf life of the AEPS shall be
5 years.
3.1.8.3 Operational Life - Defined as that period of time for which the AEPS is
intended to be used, beginning with acceptance testing, preflight operations and
actual usage. Operational life of the AEPS shall be 10 years consisting of 100 Shuttle
missions requiring a total of 2400 hours of actual operation. Ground maintenance and
refurbishment between Shuttle missions le allowable.
3.2 Design Requirements
3.2.1 Mobility
The AEP8 shall not encumber the crewman in the performance of his mission tasks
_! as defined by the EVA/IVA tasks effort.
3-26
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3.2.2 Controls and Displays
AEPS controls and displays shall be located within the sight of and normal reach of
the suited crewman.
3.2.3 Center of Gravity
The CG of the suit/AEPS and the man shall be as close as possible to the CG of the
nude crewman, and shall not shift in excess of 3 inches during conduct of the mission.
3.2.4 Maintainability
a. The AEPS shall not require in-flight maintenance.
b. The AEPS shall be capable of being regenerated/recharged prior to each EVA
mission.
c. The AEPS shall be capable of rapid refurbishment during on-the-ground turn-
around time.
3.2.5
The AEPS shall minimize the possibility of injury to crewman, service personnel,
etc., because of fire, explosion, toxicity, contamination, burns or shock.
3.2.6 Structural Requirements
a. Proof pressure 1.5 x nominal pressure
b. Burst pressure 2.0 x nominal pressure
c. Collapsing pressure 15 psid
d. Cyclic Life 6000 cycles at nominal pressure
3.2.7 Natural Environment
The AEPS shall be compatible with an Earth ambient and Earth orbital environment.
3.2.8 Induced Environment
The AEPS shall be compatible with the vehicle environments and operating fluids and
shall be capable of meeting the structural requirements of launch, operational use
and re-entry.
/
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TABLE 3-1
C--- ONTA  AT ON
MaXimum Concentration and Biological Pro4uctlon Rate of Trace Contamtnant_
Biological Production Allow_
_/hr Content:Acetalflehyfle -______
9.16 x 10 -9
Acetone
2.02 x 10 -8 360
Ammonia
2.62 x 10 -5 2400
n-Butanol
1.2 x 10-7 70
Butyric Acid
6.92 x 10-5 303
Carbon Monoxide
1.43 x 10-6 144Ethanol
3.68 x 10-7 115
HYdrogen
8.08 x 10 -7 1880
Hydrogen Sulfide
4.61 x i0-I0 (4.1%)In do le
9.18 x 10 -6 28
, Methane
1.3 x 10 -5 126
Me thane I
1.39 x 10-7 (5.3_o)Phenol
3.46 x 10 -5 262
PYruvic Acid
1.92 x 10 -5 19
9.2
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3.5 SPACE STATION EMERGENCY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
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SPACE STATION EMERGENCY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
1.0 SCOPE
This specification defines the basic requirements to be considered for the Space
Station AEPS Emergency System (ES).
2.0 DESCRIPTION
This ES sl_J1 be a portable system capable af supplying all the recfaired life support
functions in the event of an AEPS failure.
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3, 1 Performance Requirements
3.1.1 Emergency Mode Duration.- 20 minutes minimum
3.1.2 Thermal Control
The ES shall maintain crewman thermal equilibrium when subjected to the following
condition s :
3.1.2.1 Metabolic Profile
a. Average 1500 BTU/hr.
b. Peak 3000 BTU/hr.
e. Minimum 400 BTU/hr. ,
3.1.2.2 Thermal Loads
a. Maximum inward heat leak 300 BTU/hr.
b. Maximum outward heat leak 350 BTU/hr.
c. Equipment thermal loads As required
3.1.2.3 Crewman Thermal Storage - 2c)_ BTU Maximum
3.1.3 Pressurization - 6.75 + 5.2 psia
3.1.4 Contamination Control
3.1.4.1 CO2 Control - Maximum !niet CO2 level - 15 mm Hg. _,
_ 3.1.4.2 Trace Contaminants - The maximum allowable concentrations and biological _
= generation rates of trace contaminants are defined in Table 3-1.
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3.1.4.3 Odors - Odor level must not adversely affect crewman performance.
3.1.5 _tsor _- Visor defogging shall be provided by the ES to enm_re crew-
man visibili'j.
3.1.6 Life Requirements
3.1.6.1 Uscful Life - Defined to be that period from the time of delivery until it is
downgraded to an uncontrolled status. The useful life is composed of the shelf life
and the operational life.
3.1.6.2 Shelf Life - Defined as that period of time that the ES can be stored under
controlled conditions during which it can be removed and put into service without
replacement of parts. Routine servicing is allowable. Shelf life of the ES shall be
5 years.
3.1.6.3 Operational Life - Defined as that period of time for which the _S is in-
tended to be used, beginning with acceptance testing, preflight operations and actual
usage. Operatienal life of the ES shall be 10 years. Ground maintenance and re-
furbishment is allowable.
3.2 Design Requirements
3.2.1 Mobilit_ - ES shall provide minimum encumbrance to the crewman in per-
formance of his mission tasks.
3.2.2 Controls & Displays - All ES controls and displays shall be located within
the sight of and normal reach of the suited crewman.
3.2.3 Maintainability
a. The ES shall not require in-flfght maintenance.
b. The ES will not be capable of being regenerated/recharged in-flight.
3.2.4 _ - The ES shall minimize the possibility of injury to crewman, service
personnel, etc., because of fire, explosion, toxicity, contamination, burns or shock.
3.2.5 Structural ttequirements
a. Proof pressure 1.5 x nominal pressure
b. Burst pressure 2.0 x nomina! pressure
c. Collapsing pressure 15 paid
d. Cyclic Life 2500 cycles a_ nominal pr68sure
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3.2.6 Natural Er,vlronment - The ES shall be compatible with an Earth ambient and
I,;arth orbital environment.
3.2.7 Induced Envirol_ment - The ES shall be compatible with the vehicle envirotl-
rnen_s and operating fluids and shall be ca_,_le of meeting the structural require-
ments of la_mch, operational use and re-entry.
3.2.8 Space Station Resuppl_ Period - 90 days,
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3.G LIJNAR BASE EMERGENCY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
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LUNAR BASE EMERGENCY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
I.0 SCOPE
This specificationdefinesthebasicrequirementstobe consideredforthe Lunar Base
AEPS Emergency System (ES).
2.0 DESCRIPTION
The ES shall be a portable system capable of supplying all the required life support
functions in the event of an AEPS tallure.
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Performance Requirements
3.1.1 Emergency Mode Duration - 2 hours minimum
3. !. 2 Thermal Control
The ES shall maintain crewman thermal equilibrium when subjected to the follow_g
comiitlon s:
3.1.2.1 Metabolic Profile
a. Average 1600 Btu/hr
b. Peak 3500 Btu/hr
c. Minimum 400 Btu/hr
3.I.2.2 Thermal Loads
a. Maximum inwardheat leak 700 Btu/hr
" b. Maximum outward heat leak 350 Btu/hr
c. Equipment thermal loads As required
: 3.1.2.3 Crewman Thermal Storage - 200 Bt_, Maximum
3.1.3 Pressurization - 5.0 to 6.75 (dependent on lunar base pressure level)
3.1.4 Contamination Control
3.1.4.1 CO2 Control - Maximum inlet CO 2 level- 15 mm Hg.
3.1.4.2 Trace Contaminants- The maximum allowable concentrations and biological
:: generation rates of trace contaminants are defined in Table 3=1.
,, _:
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3.1.4.3 Odors - Odor level must not adversely affect crewman performance.
3.1.5 Visor Fogging - Visor defogging shall be provided by the ES to ensure crewman
vi sibili'ty.
3.1.6 Life Requirements
3.1.6.1 U seful Life - Defined to be that period from the time of delivery until it is
downgraded to an uncontrolled status. The useful life is composed of the shelf life
and the operational life,
3.1.6.2 _k^,¢ ,.¢_ ,-,_t:__., .....u,,_,_ _,,_ - _,_,u,_u as real period of time that the ES can be stored under
controlled conditions during which it can be removed and put into service without re-
placement of parts. Routine servicing is allowable. Shelf life of the ES shall be 5
year s.
3.1.6.3 Operational Life - Defined as that period of time for which the ES is intended
to be used, beginning with acceptance testing, preflight operations and actual usage.
Operational life of the ELSS shall be 10 years. Ground maintenance and refurbish-
ment is allo_able.
3.2 Design Requirements
3.2.1 Mobility - ES shall provide minimum encumbraace to the crewman in perfor.-
mance of his mission tasks.
3.2.2 Controls & Displays - All ES controls and displays shall be located within the
sight of and normal reach of the suited crewman.
3.2.3 Maintainability
a. The ES shall not require in-flight maintenance.
b. The ES will not be capable of being regenerated/recharged in-flight.
3.2.4 _- The ES shall minimize the possibility of injury to crewman, service
personnel, etc., because of fire, explosion, toxicity, contamination, burns or shock.
3.2.5 Structural Requirements
a. Proof pressure 1.5 x nominal pressure
b. Burst pressure 2.0 x nominal pressure
n, Collapsing pressure 15 prod
d. Cyclic Life 2500 cycles at nominal pressure
3.2.6 Natural Environment - The ES shall be compatible with an Earth ambient, Earth
orbital and a lunar surface environment.
4.
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3.2.7 Induced Environment - The ES shall be compatible with the vehicle environ-
ments and operating fluids and shall be ¢.pable of meeting the structural require-
mcnts of launch, lunar landing, operational use and re-entry.
i_-
l
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3.7 MARS ErIERGENCY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
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MARS EMERGENCY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
I.0 SCOPE
This specificationdefinesthebasicrequirementstobe consideredfortheMars AEPS
Emergency System (ES).
2.0 DESCRIPTION
The ES shallbe a portablesystem capableof supplyingalltherequiredlifesupport
functionsintheeventof an AEPS failure.
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Performance Requirements
3.1.1 Emergency Mode Duration- 1 hour minimum
3.1.2 Thermal Control
The ES shallmaintaincrewm_n thermal eqvilibriumwhen subjectedto thefollowing
conditions: _.
3.1.2. I Metabolic Profile
t
a. Average 2000 Btu/hr
b. Peak 3500 Btu/hr
c. Minimum " 400 Btu/hr -'
3.1.2.2 Thermal Loads
a. Maximum inward heat leak 100 Btu/hr
b. Maximum outward heat leak 700 Btu/hr
c. Equipment thermal loads As required
3.1.2.3 Crewman Thermal Storage- 200 Btu Maximum
3.1.3 Pressurization- 5.0 to6.75 psia (dependenton MEM pressure level)
3.1.4 ContaminationControl
z
3.I.4.1 CO 2 Control- Maximum inletCO_ level- 15 mm Hg. ,
3.I.4.2 Trace Contaminants- The maximum allowableconcentrationsand biological i
generation rates of trace contaminants are defined in Table 3-1.
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3.1.4.3 Odors - Odor level must not adversely affect crewman performance.
3.1.5 Visor Fogging - Visor defogging shah be provided by the ES to ensure crew-
m.'m visibility.
3.1.6 Life Requirements
3.1.6.1 Useful Life - Defined to be that period from the time of delivery until it is
downgraded to an uncontrolled status. The useful life is ro_posed of the shelf life
and the operational life.
3.1.6.2 Shelf Life - Defined as that period .,_ _ime that the ES can be stored under
controlled conditions during which it can be emoved and put into service without re-
placement of parts. Routine servicing is t _wable. Skolf life of the ES shall be 3
years.
3.1.6.3 (_)erational Life - Defined as _bac period of tit _ for which the ES is intend-
ed to be used, beginning with acceptance testing, prcK._, _ operations and actual us-
age. Operational life of the ES shall be 3 years.
3.2 Design Rec_uirements
3.2.1 Mobility - ES shall provide minimum encumbrance to the crewman in perform-
ance of his mission tasks.
3.2.2 Controls & Displays - All ES controls and displays shall be located within the
sight of and normal reach of the suited crewman.
3.2.3 Maintainability
a. The ES shall not require in--flight maintenance.
b. The ES will not be capable of being regenerated/recharged in-flight.
3.2.4 Safety - The ES shall minimize the possibility of injury to crewman, service
personnel, etc., because of fire, explosion, toxicity, contamination, burns or shock.
3, 2.5 Structural Requirements
a, Proof pressure 1.5 x nominal pressure
b. Burst pressure 2.0 x nominal pressure
c. Collapsing pressure 15 psid
- d. Cyclic Life 2500 cycles at nominal pressure
3.2.6 Natural Environment - The ES shall be compatible with an Earth ambient,
Earth orbital_Mars oribtal and Mars surface environment.
._.
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:i. 2.7 Induced Environment - The ES shall be compatible with the vehicle environ-
ments and operating fluids and shall be capable of meeting the structural requirements
of launch, Mars landing, operational use and re-entry.
_- |
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3.8 SHUTTLE EMERGENCY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION p
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SHUTTLE EMERGENCY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
1.0 SCOPE
This sPecificationdefinesthebasicrequirementsto be consideredforthe Shuttle
AEPS Emergency System (ES)
2.0 DESCRIFTION
The ES sb"]!be a portablesystem capableof supplyingal!the requiredlifesupport
functionsintheeventof failure.
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.I Performance Requirements
3.1.1 Emergency Mode Duration- 30 minutes ndnimum
3.1.2 2_nermalControl
The ES shallmaintaincrewman thermal equilibriumwhen subjectedtothefollowing
conditions:
3.1.2.1 MetabolicProfile
a. Average 1500 BTU/hr
b. Peak 3000 BTU/}Ir
c. Minimum 400 BTU/hr
3.I.2.2 Thermal Loads
a. Maximum inwardhr_itleak 300 BTU/hr
b. Maximum outwardheat leak 350 BTU/hr
c. Equipment thermal loads As required
3.1.2.3 Crewman Thermal Storage- 200 BTU Maximum
3.1.3 Pressurization - 6.75 + O.2 psia
3.1.4 Contamination Control
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3. I. 4.1 CO 2 Control- Maximum inlet CC2 level - 15 mmHg
3.1.4. > Trace Contaminants - The maximum allowable concen2rations and biological
generation rates of trace contaminants are defined in Table 3-1.
3.1.4.3 Odors - Odor level must not adversely affect crewman performance.
3.1.5 Visor I, ogging - Visor defogging shall be provided by the ES to -,nsure crewman
visibility.
3. i. 6 Life Requirements
3.1.8.1 Useful Life - Defined to be that period from the time of delivery until it is
downgraded to an uncontrolled status. The useful life is composed of the shelf life and
the operational life.
3.1.6.2 Shelf LiIe - Defined as that pc1 iod of time that the ES can be stored under
controlled conditLons during which it can be removed and pat into service without
replacement of ,carts. Routine servicing is allowable. Shelf life of the ES shall be
5 years.
3.1.6.3 Operational Life - Defined as that period of time for which the ES is intended
to be used, beginning with acceptance testing, preflight operations and actual usage.
Operational life of tbc ES shall be 10 years consisting of 100 Shuttle missions. Ground
ma,menance and refurbishment between Shuttle missions is allowable.
3.2 Design Requirements
3,2.1 Mobility- ES shall provide minimum encumbrance to the crewman in performance
of his mission tasks.
3.2.2 Controls & Displays - All ES controls and displays shall be located within the
sight of and normal reach _ :"the suited crewman.
3.2.3 Maintainability
a. The ES shall not require in-flight maintenance.
b. The ES shall be maintained after each Shuttle mission.
c. The ES will not be capable of be:,_g regenerated/recharged in-flight.
3.2.4 Safety- The ES shall minimize the possibility of injury to crewman, service
personnel, etc., because of fire, explosion, toxicity, contamination, burns or shock.
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3.;'. 5 Structural Requirements
a. Proof pressure 1.5 x nominal pressure
b. Burst pressure 2.0 x nominal pressure
c. Collapsing pressure 15 psid
d, Cyclic Life 2500 cycles at nominal pressure
3.2.6 Natural Environment - The ]_.Sshall be compatible with an EartL ambient and
Earth orbital environment.
3.2.7 Induced Environment - The ES shall be compatible with the vehicle environments
and operating fluids and shall be capable of meeting the structural requirements o.
launch, operational use and re-entry.
$
>
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4.0 STUDY METHODOLOGY
This section describes Hamilton Standard's conduct of the 2-_PS study. Included in the
following discussion are a brief summary of the study approach, the study objectives,
guidelines and constraints, the study evaluation criteria, and a description of the study
flow.
4.1 PLase One Effort
4.1.1 Study Approach Summary
To ensure that the proper study perspective was established as early as possible in the
AEPS study, maximum use was made of prior pertinent studies and discussions with
the technical monitor and other NASA personnel to prepare and release a comprehensive
AEPS Study Plan and a set of AEPS specifications for the Space Station, Lunar Base,
and Mars missions.
The subsystem studie:_ task was initiated by the identification of numei Jus subsystem
concepts in the area of thermal control, humidity control, CO2 control, 02 supply,
trace contaminant control and power. Utilizing the AEPS specification as a guide to
system requirements, these candidate subsystem concepts were analyzed and parametric
data generated. Subsystem comparative evaluations were then conducted ix_accordance
with the study evaluation criteria defined in section 4.1.4 of this volume. The subsystems
_elected were then carried into the system studies task and integrated into several
baseline AEPS schematic concepts and, once again, evaluated in accordance with
the study evaluation criteria. Based on the results of the systems evaluation, AEPS
concepts were selected for each of the three missions--Space Station, Lunar Base, and
Mars.
After establishment of the selected AEPS concepts, a prioritized listing of required
technology development activity to permi_ _.the recommended AEPS concepts to be
developed was generated.
4.1.2 Objective
The objective of phase one of the AEPS study was tc :rovide a meaningful appraisal of
various regenerable and partially regenerable portable life support system concepts
for EVA used in the 1980's.
4.1.3 Guidelines & Constraints
The above objective was accomplished within the following a_sumDtions and guidelines
as agreed to with the NASA Ames Research Center: i
1-. The effort was not to be confined to the conventional techniques of system i
portability, i.e., backpacks. Rather, in generating concepts for the AEPS,
consideration is also to be given to ideas such as: _
4-3 ::!
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4.1. :/ (continued)
a. Total or pa_'tial subsystem integration into the protective suit.
b. Placing of the life support subsystems on a cart or vehicle with umbilical to
the suit.
c. Integration of the life support system into a pack or suit with subsystem
modules removable for regeneration on a cart or vehicle.
2. The degree of regenerability was an important consideration of this study. A
spectrum of system configuration was possible, ranging from totally expendable to
completely regenerable. Degl_es of regenerability are defined as follows:
a. A completely regenerative life support system is defined in this study as
essentially a closed life support system. It removes exhaled CO2 for
reclamation of the oxygen, and it captures water lost from the astronaut
for collection and purification. Furthermore, no water or other material
is sublimated or evaporated to space as a mechanism of heat removal.
There is no loss of mass from the system as a result of its use except
possibly for trace contaminant disposal, or a small amount of external
leakage of fluids from the life support system and suit. Moreover, all
systems are reuseable and are not diacarded after 'se.
b. A partially regenerable life support system is defined as a system which has
one or more, but not all, subsystems dependent on expendables. For
example, a portable life suppcrt system may use a space radiator to reject
heat rather than subliming water, but it may still use l,iOH to remove CO2,
charcoal for adsorption of trace contaminants, e*_c.
c. A fully expendable life support system, such as the Apollo EMU Portable
Life Support System (PLSS), uses expendables for CO2 removal, heat
rejection, trace contamination control, and power.
3. There was no requirement that recharging or regeneration of the regenerable
portions of the system occur specifically within the AEPS; the regeneration may
also occur within the parent vehicle. For example, oxygen need not be reclaimed
from the CO2 within the structure of the AEPS, but rather the CO 2 may be
collected in the AEPS and returned to the vehicle for reduction. However, ff
reclamation and recharge are to take place it, the vehicle, the necessary vehicle
equipment must be considered as part of the AEPS design, and the penalties
associated with this approach must be evaluated.
4. The AEPS system(s) concepts selected for earth e'zbital missions need not
necessarily be the system selected for lunar surface ,.r Martian surface
operations: howe_,_', commonality of subsystems was to be strived for as a
de qign goal,
5. No consideration was to be given to management of the astronaut urine or fecal
material.
I_ 4-4
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4.1.3 (continued)
6. Em( rgency and backup systems were not to be considered as a part of Phase One
of this study.
4.1.4 Study Evaluation Criteria
Selection of the most favorable EVA subsystem and system equipment has always
posed a difficult problem. This was particularly true for the AEPS study as it dealt
with long duration earth orbital, lunar surface, and Martian surface missions,
wherein the vehicle penalty for an AEPS configuration has now become increasingly
more important than it was for the shorter term Gemini and Apollo programs. This
reduces the validity of the traditional heavy emphasis on AEPS equivalent volume
and weight within the evaluation criteria. Thus, to fulfill the objective of tbe AEPS
study within the assumptions and guideline3 listed previously, it has been necessary
to establish criteria reflecting an objective evaluation of not only the EVA crewman
and his equipment, but also of the parent vehicle or shelter, and the total mission.
The determination of the AEPS study selection criteria was base_ on a recognition that
some requirements are absolute, others are of primary importance, and still others
are secondary in that they represe,lt second order effects. The criteria used as a
basis for the AEPS subsystems and system selection are shown in Figure 4-1. The -
criteria are applied sequentially in the groups shown to eliminate concepts that fail
on either an absolute (go/no go) or comparative basis ayJdto provide the basis for
selection between surviving candidates. If an elimina*_d concept still has a potential
application if adequately developed, it was identified as a possible candidate for
research and development in the pacing technology phase of the study program.
Go/No Go Criteria - Go/No Go criteria define the minimum acceptable requirements
for a concept. If a concept does not meet or cannot be m_iified or augmented to meet
all of the go/no go criter'ia, no further consideration was given in the study and that
particular concept was listed as unacceptable and eliminated. The go/no go criteria are
listed as follows:
Performance - All concepts must be capable of meeti_ng the entire performance
specification to be considered as candidates. To provide a common basis,
conceptual designs were adjusted for each competing subsystem, system, or
method to meet the same performance requirements.
Safety - Safety of each concept was evaluated with respect to fire, contamination,
exglosion hazards, hot spots, bacteriological problems, and crew hazards to
determine if any of these are present which cannot be eliminated by careful
demgn or inclusion of additional control equipment, different materials, etc.
Hazards are investigated during normal operation and off-design operation. If
• any serious problems were discovered which could not be reasonably avoided, the _:,
concept was eliminated. ,:_
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4.1.4 (continued)
Availability- Awtilability is a measure of *he probability of a concep_ being
fully operation'aJ within tile required time petit i (following reasonable de-
velopment effort). Preliminary screening of concepts eliminates many ques-
tionable coneepts where feasibility has not been convincingly established.
Availability is evaluated by an alialysis of the subsystem approach, its inter-
faces and hardware requirements to define problem areas and design "qualms".
Crew Acceptability - This is a measure of the psychological aeeeptability of
the approach by the eventual user. The equipment must be designed to assure
that it includes neither physical nor mental stress on the crew. If a concept
was deemed to be unacceptable by the crew and could not be corrected, the con-
cept was eliminated. Examples of potential marginal areas where crew accept-
ability may be an overriding criteria are the use of a radioactive power source,
location of controls and displays, specific EVA operational procedures, etc.
If a "marginal" concept did pass the go/no go test, it was highlighted as "mar-
ginal" te ensure further consideration of that criterion during later stages of
the evaluation.
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i GO/mOSO_ PmIMAHY _I SECOHUA|Y
CRITERIA CHITERIA CRITERIA
ABSOLUTE RELATIVE RELATIVE
•PERFORMANCE .VENICLEQUIV.WEIGHT .VEHICLEEQUIV.VOLUME
•SAFETY .AEPS EQUIV.VOLUME -AEPSEQUIV.WEIGHT
•AVAILAPSLITY .RELIABILITY "INTERFACECOMPATIBILITY
•CREWACCFPi'AUILITY "OPERABILITY •MAIHTAINAB_LI_V r-
•FLEXI_ILITT •COST
FIGURE4--1. EVALUATIONCRITERIA i
4
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4.1.4 (continued)
Primary Criteria - These primary criteria are the principal evaluation criteria for all
concepts that passed the go/no go criteria requirements. Thc ratings applied to a candi-
date concept are dependent upon the characteristics of the candidate relative to the
other candidates° Each candidate concept received a rating of from 0 to 100 for each
primary criterion. Each rating was then multipl.ed by the weighting factors defined in
Table 4-1 and these added to obtain a total rating for each candidate concept. If
a dear-cut choice was not evident, the remaining competing concepts were reviewed
againoot the _ccondary criteria. The primary criteria arc listed as follows:
Vehicle Equivalent Weight - The physical aspects of any given concept can be
converted to an equivalent vehicle launch weight penalty for purposes of com-
parison. Equivalent vehicle weight consists of subsystem or system fixed
weight, expendables, power requirements, heat rejection requirements,
recharge and/or regeneration equipment, spares, azld special interface equip-
ment.
AEPS Equi_alent Volume - AEPS equivalent volume consists of all EVA life
support equipment with which the crewman must egress from the vehicle and
i_ an indirect measurement of crewman encumbrance and mobility hindrance.
This criterion, as is equivalent vehicle weight, is a tool that provides an
objective quantitative basis for evaluation and represents the two most im-
portant evaluation criteria for use during the study.
Reliability - Reliability is a measure of the probab[iity that a concept will
meet the total mission requirements with a minimum of spares, redundancy
: acd maintenance time. In addition, single point failures and sequential fail-
ures are eliminated. Application of these criteria entail obje-tive engineering
assessments and do not involve interpolation of numbers representing failure
probability estimates.
Operability - Operability is a measare of the conceptts ability to be simply
used for the mission's various operating modes including: don/doff, startup,
checkout, egress/ingress, shutdown, reeharge/regeneratioa, and operational
,:rLL-iations during the actual EVA. If the operability of a candidate concept is
considered unacceptable, it is elimiuated.
Flexibility - Flexibility is a measure of the conceptts ability to be used under
various conditions at minimum penalty:
a. Different types of EVA missions such as exploration, cargo transfer,
assembly operations, etc.
b. Different space programs involving _,arying gravity en_-ironments, thermal
environments, etc.
c. Adaptability of incorporating new technology, _hus preventing premature
technical obsolescence.
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• PRIMARYCRITERIAWEIGHTINGFACTORS
CRITERIA _TEIGHTINGFACTORS
SPACESTATIONLUNARBASE MARS
VEHICLEEQUIVALENT 0.30 0.35 0.35WEIGHT
AEPSEQUIVALENT 0.30 0.25 0.25VOLUME
ii
RELIABILITY O.15 O.15 O.15
OPERABILITY 0.15 0.15 0.15
..... J i i
FLEXIBILITY 0.10 0.10 0.10
4-
TABLE 4-1
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4.1.4 (continued)
Secondary Criteria - These secondary criteria represent a step in depth of competitive
evaluation which was taken if no clear-cut selection is available from the primary
criteria. Ratings of the candtclate concepts against secondary characteristics are
relative assessments within _ach area of consideration and, as in the implementation of
the primary criteria, cack candidate concept received a rating of from 0 to 100 for each
criterion. Each rating was then multiplied by the weighting factors defined in Table 4-2
and these were added to obtain a total rating for each candidate concept.-A concurrent
review of both the primary and secondary evaluation results was then conducted. Those
concepts which scored relatively high in both evaluations were considered to have passed
the secondary evaluation; those that scored relatively lG_vin both evaluations were
rejected and elminated from further consideration.
In any event, the secondy.ry criteria were applied against all recommended concepts
to provide a systematic review of the overall acceptability of these selected concepts
and to ensure that these characteristics would not preclude their use. The secondary
criteria are listed as follows:
Vehicle Equivalent Volume - Equivalent vehicle volume is a volumetric measure
of the subsystem, expendables, recharge and/or regeneration equipment, power
penalty, heat rejection penalty, and special interface equipment, and is a "second-
order" tool which provides an objective quantitative basis for evaluation.
AEPS Equivalent Weight - Since this criterion is directly considered in the
primary criteria of equivalent vehicle weight, the primary emphasis of weight
in the secondary criteria is the limiting factor of ability to handle, service,
move, replace, and/or install the equipment and the effect upon the total EVA
system (including AEPS, space suit, etc. )cen_:er of gravity.
Interface Compability - ThiL is a measure of the abiliW of the concept '
integrate with other subsystems or components, the crew, the space suit and
the vehicle without a severe penalty on the other areas. Because of the pilysical
and functional scope of an AEPS, an interface check is necessary to assure that
no unreasonable problems are encountered in eventual integration of the AEPS
in the total mission/vehicle system.
Maintainability - Maintaiaability is a measure of the time required for checkout,
replacement c_ expendables, regeneration of components or subsystems, cleaning,
_nd scheduled and unscheduled maintenance where such operations are r_quired.
This assessment is made after a satisfactory design concept is evolved with
respect to performance, spares, redundancy, and modularity.
Cos_._t- Cost is a secondary criterion since the mission must first be achieved.
If two or more competing concepts can achieve the mission, then cost differepces
are considered as a significant basis for decision.
_ 4-10
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SECONDARYC ITERIAWEIGHTINGFACTORS
]
WEIGHTINGFACTORSCRITERIA .----
;PACESTATIONLUNARBASE MARS
i VEHICLEEQUIVALENT 0.30 0.30 0.30
, VOLUME
AEPSEQUIVALENT 0.15 0.20 0.20
• WEIGHT
INTERFACE
i COMPATIBILITY O.25 0.20_ 0.20
MAINTAINABILITY 9.20 0.20 O.20
/-
COST 0,10 0.1_ 0.10
TABLE4-2
":_- 4-11
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4.1.5 _udy Flow
The planned flow of the AEPS s_dy is pertinent as an aid in u:'derstanding the material
accumulat¢_J in this report and the discussion of the parametric aata :_] the subsequent
sections and volumes.
The AEPS study program consisted ofthe followingfour basic t,_ _ks conducted in
accordance with the summary study logic diagram presented in Figure 4-2.
a. Study Plan_and Specifications- The basic ingredientsto a meaningful AEFS study
are the study plans and the AEPS specifications. The diverse nature of earth
orbital,lunar, and Martian applicationsrequired that separate AEPS specifica-
tionsbc generated for each application. However, inthe conduct of the study, a
greater emphasis was placed on the earth orbitaland lunar base _EPS configuL'a-
tions due to the higher probabilityof the occurrence of these missions and their
better near-term schedule prospects. In addition,the technology required for
duvelopment of a Mars AEPS could be a natural otltgrowthofthe Space Station
or Lunar Base AEPS.
Some of the obvious design parameters w:_ichvary depending upon the type o{
applicationand thus affectAEPS concept selectionare:
i. Gravity environment
2. Ambient pressure
.2. E_vironmental thermal model
4. Metabolic work rates
5. Life requirc,'nents
6. Resupp'y periods
7. Mating vehicle EC/LSS configuration
_. Mating vehicle powe_ " source
9. Specific EVA mission work performance requirements
lo. Number of EVA hours per man per week
The goa_ of these specifications was {0 be general guidelines representing the
probable trends for earth orbital, Lunar Base, and Mars landing missions in
the 1980's. Efforts were made to remain flexible and to avo'.d basing the
specification on one particular mission concept or one particular vehicle
configuration. This approach prevented an ultimate system that is too _pecific
to be used with more than one vehicle or for more than one type of EVA mission.
To support the specification generation effort, baseline EVA mission models were
established to define work performance tasks and required crew 8kills; to
determine representative time alloca_.ions for these tasks; to define operational
procedures for donning/doffing, checkout, egress/ingress, recl__rge/regenera-
tion, etc. : and to define ap_!icab!._ interface areas. In addition, vehicle EC/I,S8
models were established to serve as guides to deter'mine the AEPS recharge/
4-12
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4. I 5 (continued)
regeneration capabilities of the vehicle. The vehicle mission models are based
upon Hamilton Standard's past contract efforts such as the Advanced Integrated
Life Support System (AILSS) program, and our present contract efforts on the
Space Station P-ototype (SSP) program and with both of the Space Station Phase
B Prime Contractors. l'hese EVA mission models and vehicle EC/LSS models
were continually recycled and revised during the study as the influence on the
AEPS concepts were determined.
b. Subsystem Studies - The first step in the subsystem definition study was the
nr'en_'r'_tinn of Q,lh_v_f_m r,_ ' .-,,.,+,._ ,_................. _ ........ -_mrem .... s for _--_" _* *_'^ major ".... ,,_._1._,**,_.v**,,, areas
of each configuration. Based upon these requirements, candidate concepts were
identified in each of the major subsystem areas (CO2 control/O2 supply, trace
contaminant control, thermal control/humidity control, and power), In areas
where in-house data was not complete, a literature survey was conducted and
industry contacts made, as required, Once all data was assembled and
candidate subsystem concepts identified, a preliminary evaluation was conducted
to screen out the candidates that are obviously noncompetitive. Performance
characteristics (such as flow rates, temperature levels and pressure !eve!s) of
the selected candidate subsystcms were roughly determined and preliLfinary
schematics and component lists generated. The candidate srbsystems were
; then sized to mect the subsystem requirements. ,"
These subsystems were then compared against the go/no go evaluation criteria
2 (performance, safety, availability and crew acceptability). If a concept was found
; unacceptable, sufficient auxiliary equipment was added, ff possible, to that
_ subsystem to meet the go/no go criteria. If a candidate concept could not be
made acceptable, it was removed from further consideration at that point.
A parametric analysis of the remaining candidate subsystem concepts was then
conducted. The following data was generated as required for comparison
_; purposes among the c_ndidate subsystems:
1. Vehicle launch weight, including expendables, spares, recharge and/or
:{ regeneration equipment, and checkout equipment, in addition to the basic
subsystem versus total mission duration,
2. EVA equipment volume versus EVA mission duration.
3. Vehicle launch volume versus total mission duration.
4. EVA equipment weight versus EVA mission duration.
(
4
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4. I. 5 (continued)
The remaining candidate subsystems were then compared against the primary
criteria (equivalent vehicle weight, AEPS equivalent volume, reliability, opera-
bility ,and flexibility). Further equipment was added or the arrangements modified,
as required, to upgrade candidate subsystem concepts that were found to be un-
acceptable or inferior relative to the reliability and operability criteria. Of
course, the associated weight, volume, and power penalties were also reflected
in the parametric analyses. If a candidate concept could not be made acceptable,
or was still obviously grossly inferior to the other candidates, it was removed
from further consideration at that point.
If a clear cut choice still could not be made from theprima_'y criteria evaluation,
the remaining candidate subsystem concepts were compared against the secondary
criteria (equivalent vehicle volume, AEPS equivalent weight, interface compati-
bility, maintainability, and cost). As in the primary criteria evaluation, equip-
ment modifications were made to a candidate concept(s) to upgrade it relative to
the qualitative criteria (interface compatibility and maintainability) if it appeared
inferior to other competing concepts. Again, the associated penalties were re-
flected in the parametric analyses.
Based upon the results of the subsystem evaluations, a selection of the best
competing subsystems were made for each of the AEPS configurations. It is
significant to note that several subsystems that pe_orm_, the sa_me _function were
recommended for further study on the system level.
In summary, the subsystem comparative evaluations continually attempted to
upgrade all candidate concepts to an equivalent level of acceptance as measured , )
by the qualitative criteria and thus permit final subsystem selections to be made
on a quantitative basis.
c. System Studies - After completion of the subsystem studies, a systems integra-
tion effort was conducted wherein the selected candidate subsystem concepts were
combined into several candidate baseline Space Station, Lunar Base, and Mars
Base AEPS systems. The systems integration effort evaluated and defined the
following elements that could not be fully evaluated on the subsystem level:
1. Subsystem interfaces (both functional and physical)
2. Instrumentation and controls
3. Thermal balance
4. Equipment power requirements
5. Humid_ _*.ycontrol
6. Method of heat transport to heat rejection system and associated coolant
flows
7. Trace contamination requirements
8. Suit and vehicle interfaces
4-16
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4.1.5 (continued)
The candidate baseline systems were then subjected to a comparative evaluation
utilizing the criteria defined in Paragraph 4.1.4 and the parametric results of the
subsystem studies. Results of the systems evaluation led to the selection of the
Space Station, Lunar Base and Mars Base AEPS baseline concepts. A baseline
concept is defined as a competitive AEPS concept for a given set of EVA mission
requirements and Mission/Vehicle constraints.
Prior to a final review and iteration of the AEPS baseline concepts._ Hamilton
Standard reviewed with NASA the general specifica¢ion and the evaluation criteria
to assure that both were still consistent with the objectives of the study and the
results to date. Upon satisfactory completion of this task, a detailed performance
review and evaluation of the AEPS baseline concepts was performed, as required,
to v_.._.__n*_"_nsystem p_r_rmano__v _. Componen_ and subsystems were resized,
as required, and system arrangements modified, if required.
The opeimtional modes of each baseline concept were reviewed in detail to
simplify operational procedures. Specific emphasis was placed on:
1. Startup, ct-eckout, and shutdown procedures
z. Recharge and/or regeneration procedures
3. Maintenance procedures -_
A safety/reliability evaluation of each baseline concept was conducted and all
single point and sequential failures were eliminated. This analysis also formed
the basis for the selection of the AEPS instrumentation.
The interface compatibility of each AEPS baseline concept was evaluated with
respect to the crew, the space suit, the vehicle and other EVA equipment.
Specific emphasis was placed on location of AEPS controls and displays, use of
mobile carts, use of the Time Independent Module/Time Dependent Module
(TIM/TDM) concept, partial and full integration of the AEPS into the space suit,
and compatibility of the AEPS subsystems with vehicle EC/LSS subsystems.
The final AEPS system recommendations resulted from this total effort. _i
J_
d. New Technolok_ - After establishment of the AEPS baseline concepts, a portion _
of the study effort was directed toward generation of a prtortized listing of required
technology development activity to permit the AEPS recommendations to be
implemented. _
X
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4.1.5 (continued)
The principal objectives of this effort were:
1. To provide confirmation of attractive concepts where, although feasibility
may have been demonstrated, development status and confidence is mar-
ginal.
2. To define problems and recommend approaches to solve these problems.
4.2 Phase Two Effort
4.2.1 General
The proposed study methodology for phase two was similar to the study methodology
used during the initial phase of the AEPS study. The general approach followed con-
sisted of:
a. Establishing the requirements of the systems and the criteria to be utilized in
making selections.
b. Conducting subsystem studies to screen, evaluate and seiect subsystem concepts.
, /
c. Conducting system integration studies and form'.dating recommendations for
Shuttle AEPS configurations.
d. Conducting system integration studies and formulating recommendations for 2 J
Emergency Systems for:
Space Station AEPS
Lunar Base AEPS
Mars AEPS
Shuttle AEPS
e. Defining pacing technology areas and recommending approaches to solve prob-
lems within these areas.
A detailed summary of each step in the phase two study flow is presented in Figure
4-3.
I 4-18
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4.2.2 ShuttleAEPS Systems
A major portionofthephase two AEPS studyeffortconsistedofan e_luationof the
AEPS forEVA operationsfrom Shuttlevehicles. This effortincluded(a)establish-
ment of specificat;onrequirements;(b)subsystem studies;and (c)system studiesre-
suitinginShuttleAEPS technologyrecommendations.
4.2.2.1 Specification - Hamilton Standard initially prepared a Shuttle AEPS specifi-
cation. This specification served as general guidelines representing the probable
trends for earth orbital shuttle missions in the late 1970's and the 1980's. Efforts
were made to remain flexible and to avoid basing the specification on one particular
mission concept or one particular vehfelv configuration. This approach prevents an
ultimate system that is too specific to Leased with more than one type of vehicle or
for more than one type of EVA mission.
As a basis for this effort, Hamilton Standard used NASA's objectives, pertinent
published literature, and our EVA equipment and vehicle EC/LSS experierce as a
guide. Baseline EVA mission models were established to define work performance
tasks; to define operational procedures for donning/doffing, checkout, egress/in-
gress, recharge/regeneration, etc. ; and to define applicable interface areas. In
addition, vehicle EC/LSS models were established to serve as guides to determine
the AEPS recharge/regeneration capabilities of the Shuttle vehicle. The vehicle
mission models were based upon Hamilton Standard's Shuttle EC/LSS contract efforts "_
for the NASA Langley Research Center and with both of the Shuttle Phase B Prime
Contractors. These EVA mission models and vehicle EC/LSS models were recycled
and revised during the study as their influence on the AEPS concepts were determined.
4.2.2.2 S_ubsystem Studies - The first step in the subsystem definition study was the ::._; i
preparation o,_ subsystem requirements for each of the major functional areas of the
Shuttle AEPS. Based upon these requirements, candidate subsystem concepts were
identified. In areas where in-house data was not complete, an exten_,',¢,'e literature
survey was conducted. Once all data was assembled and candl(iate subsystem con-
cepts identified, a preliminary evaluatiov was conducted to screen out and reject
the candid_,tes that were obviously non-competitive. Performance characteristics
(such as flow rates, temperature levels and pressure levels) of the selected candidate
subsystems were then roughly determined and preliminary schematics and component _
lists generated. The candidate subsystems were then sized "to meet the subsystem
requirements. _i
These subsystems were compared against the go/no go evaluation criteria (performance, i,
safety, availability and crew acceptabil_._). If a concept was found unacceptable, ii
sufficient auxiliary equipment was added, if possible, to that subsystem to meet the
go/no go criteria. If a candidate concept could not be made acceptable it was re-
,
moved from further consideration at this point. :_
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4.2.2.2 (continued)
A parametric analysis of the remaining candidate subsystem concepts was then con-
ducted. The following data was generated as required for comparison purposes
among the candidate subsystems:
_. Vehicle launch weight (including expendables, spares, recharge and/or regen-
eration equipment, and checkout equipment, in addition to the basic subsystem)
versus total mission duration.
b. EVA equipment volume vers,_s EVA mission duration.
c. Vehicle launch volume versus total mission duration.
d. EVA equipment weight versus EVA mission duration.
The remaining candidate subsystems were compared against the primary criteria
(equivalent vehicle weight, EVA equipment volume, reliability, operability and flex-
ibility). Further equipment was added or the arrangement modified, as required,
to upgrade candidate subsystem concepts that were found to be unacceptable or in-
ferior relative to the qualitative criteria. Of course, the associated weight, volume
'and power penalties were reflected in the par_,metric analy_es. If a candidate con-
cept could not be made acceptable, or was still obviously grossly inferior to the
other candidates, it was removed from further consideration at this point. ':
If a clear cut choice co,rid not be made from the primary criteria evaluation, the re-
maining candidate subsystem concepts were compared against the secondary criteria
(equivalent vehicle volume, EVA requipment weight, intertace compatibility, main-
tainability, and cost). As in the primary cr',teria evaluation, equipment modifications
were made to candidate concept(s) to upgrade it relative to the qualitative criteria
if it appeared inferior to other competing concepts. Again, the associated penalties
were reflected in the parametric analyses.
Note that the primary and secondary evaluation criteria refer_uced above are the
same criteria developed during the phase one of the AEPS st j.
Based on the results of the primary and secondary evaluations, a selection of the best
com!)ett_g subsystems was made _r the _uttle A_PS. It is significant to note that
several subsystems that perform the same function were recommevded for further study
on the system level.
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4,2.2.2 (Continued)
In summary, the subsystem studies continually attempted to upgrade all candidate
concepts to an equivalent level of acceptance as measured by the qualitative criteria.
Thus, final subsystern selections were made on a quanttatlve basis.
4.2.2.3 __stem Studies - After completion of the subsystem studies, a systems in-
tegration effort was conducted wherein the selected candidate subsystem concepts
were combined into several preliminary baseline Shuttle AEPS systems. The sys-
tems integration effort evaluated and defined the fc,llowtng elements that could not be
fully evaluated on the subsystem level:
a. AEPS operating pressure level
b. 02 supply subsystem pressure level
c. Contaminant control
d. Humidity control
e. Equipment power requirements
f. Instrumentation
g. Controls and displays
h. Suit and vehicle interfaces
:,e b )
The candidate baseline systems were subjected to a comparative evaluation
utilizing the primary and svcondary evaluation criteria and the parametric results
of the subsystem studies. Results of this evaluation led to the firm baseline sche-
matics.
The operational modes of each baseline concept were reviewed to simplify opera-
tional procedures. A aafety/reliabtlity evaluation of each baseline concept was con-
ducted to eliminate all single point and sequential failures. "Ihe interface com-
patibtlity of each baseline concept was evaluated with respect to the crew, the vehicle
and other EVA equipment. _
The final Shuttle AEPS system recommendations resulted from this total effort.
4,2.3 AEPS Emergency Systems
"l_e remainder of the AEPS study phase two effort consisted of an evaluation of separate
emergency backup and/or redundant systems for the AEPS configurations selected :i
for Space Station, Lunar Base, Mars, and she Shuttle missions. This effort included
4-23 _i
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4.2.3 (Continued)
(a) establishment of the AEPS Emergency System requirements; (b) definiticn of
candidate AE PS Emergency S) stems; and (c) determination of the effect of emer-
gency capability on the original AEPS selections and recommendations.
4.2.3.1 Emergency _y_ctem l_quirements - Emergency system requirements were
established separately for each of the foilowing AEPS configurations:
Space Station AEPS
I,unar Base AEPS
Mars AEPS
Shuttle AEPS
As a basis for this effort, Hamilton Standard used the results of the phase o_:e AEPS
study effort, NASA's emergency philosophy for Apollo EVA missions and our oper-
ational EVA experience as a guide. Establishment of the emergency requirements
took into consideratiop the issue of redundancy versus a s¢.parate independent back-
up system.
4.2.3.2 Subsystem/System Studic,s - The methodology utilized lh the subsystem/
system studies resulting in AEPS emerge_cy system recommendations is similar to
that used for the Shuttle AEPS Systems. However, a re-evaluation of _electiol:
criteria was required at tl:_ onset of this effort due to the nature and manner of use
of emergency systems (versus a primary life support system). The evalu-
ation criteria are presented in Figure 4--4 and the weighting of the comparative
criteria are presented in Table 4-3. The results of this i_._._ effort were emergency
system recommendations for each of the AEPS configurations referenced in Section
4.2.3.1.
4.2.4 pacing Technology
After establishment of the Shuttle AEPS and AEPS emergency system recommenda-
tions, the study effort, was directed toward generation of a priority listing of re-
quired technology development activity to permit *_('se recommendatioes to be imple-
mented.
The principal objectives of this effort we.-e:
a. To provide co,ffirmation of attractive concepts where, although feasibility may
have boen demonstrated, development status and confidence is marginal.
b. To define problems and recommend approaches to solve these problems.
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5.0 SUBSYSTEM STUDIES SUMMARY
5.1 Phase One Effort
5.1.1 General
To ensure that the results of tbis study were both meaningful and useful for future
related efforts, Hamilton Standard adopted a broad-based approach to candidate
subsystem concept identification. The whole gamut of concept approaches was investi-
gated with a specific effort on our part to preclude any pre-judgement of concept value
prior to concept identification. Specific emphasis was placed in the areas of thermal
control and CO2 control/e2 supply, as they represented the areas where the greatest
benefits could be derived through reduction of vehicle penalties and AEPS volume and
w eight.
Initial effort resulted in the identification of 55 candidate thermal control concepts
(Table 5-1), 21 candidate CO2 control concepts (Table 5-2), 14 candidate 02 supply
concepts (Table 5-3), and 3 candidate 02 generation concepts (Table 5-4). All of
these concepts were evaluated on a cursory basis and those that were deemed to be
vvnh,,lr,i nrw QI_T _n_r,,nm n _o,,I-,ifi ._r _t v
........ _ .......... _........ wcrc eliminated. Of these original candidate concepts
identified and analyzed on a preliminary basis, 25 thermal control concepts and 19 :
combined CO2 control/O 2 supply concepts were carried into the go/no go evaluation.
These candidate concepts were subjected to the go/no go, primary and secondary
evaluations in consecutive order and in accordance with the procedure described in
Section 4.1. As a result of these evaluations, the three general thermal control
categories selected for further evaluation during the system studies are:
a. Expendable concepts utilizing water
b. Radiation _ i
c. Thermal storage
One general CO2 control/e2 supply category was selected for further evalu- " "
ation during the system studies - a solid regenerable sorbent combined
with a high pressure gaseous oxygen supply system. Two families of
solid regenerable sorbents were tdentffied as candidate materials:
a. Metallic oxides
b. Solid amines
This section describes each of the subsystems recommended to be carried into
the systems studies and presents comparative parametric data.
5.1.2 Subsystem Descriptions
!
5.1.2_ 1 Thermal Control - The thermal control subsystem concepts recommended
to be carried into the systems integration phase of the AEPS study ale:
5...315-4
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TABLE 5-,1
THERMAL CONTROL COb
I. EXPENDABLES
Water
1. Water Boiler
2. Super-Cooled Water Boiler
3. Super-Cooled Water Boiler with Vapor Regenerative Cooling
4. Water Sublimator
5. Super-Cooled Water Sublimator
6. Super-Cooled Water Sublimator with Vapor Regenerative Cooling
7. Plate Fin Flash Evaporator
8. Nonsteady State Pulse Feed Flash Evaporator
9. Static Vortex Flash Evaporator
10. Turbine-Rotary Vortex Flash Evaporator
11. Motor-Rotary Vortex Flash Evaporator
12. Multi-Stage Flash Evaporator
13. Vapor Diffusion Through Suit Pressure Valves
14. Vapor Diffusion Through Water Permeable Membrane
Hydrogen Peroxide (H202)
15. H202 Dissociation into H20 & 02
Ammonia (NH3)
16. NH3 Boiler
17. NH3 Sublimator
Carbon Dioxide (C02)
18. CO2 Boiler
19. CO2 Sublimator
20. CH4 Sublimator
Cryogenics
21, Cryogenic 02
22. Cryogenic H2
Feces/Urine Sludge
23. Evaporation of H20 From Feces/Urine Sludge
II. CONDUCTION
24. Conduction Via the Lunar or Martian Surface
HI. CONVECTION (MARS ONLY)
25. Free Convection
26. Forced Convection
27. Hflech Tube
1972015250-085
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TABLE 5-1
AL CONTROL CONCEPTS
IV. RADIATION
Direct Cooling
28. LCG
29. Heat Pipe
30. Water Adsorption Utilizing ---
31. LiC1. 3H20
32. CaC1. 6H20
33. Molecular Sieve
34. Silica Gel
35. LiBr. 3H20
36. Na2Se. 16H2 0
Indirect Cooling
37. Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle Using Freon
38. Water Adsorption Cycle Using NH3
39. Water Adsorption Cycle Using LiBr
40. Brayton Cycle Using Air
V. THERI_IAL STORAGE
4Z. Ice
42. Subcooled Ice
43. Thermal Wax - Transit 86
44. Eutectic Salt- Sodium Sulphate (Na2SO4 . 10H20)
45. Phosphonium Chloride (PH4CI)
46. Hydrogen (H2)
47. Lunar or Martian Rock
VI. ENERGY CONVERSION
48. Thermoelectric
49. Thermionic
50. Thermodielectric
VII. HYBRIDS
51. Expendable/Radiatim - Direct Cooling
52. Expendable/Radiation _ Indirect Cooling
53. Expendable/Thermal Storage
54. Radiation/Thermal Storage
55. Thermal Storage/Water Adsorption
5-s/5-6
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TABLE 5-2
CO2 CONTROL CONCEPTS
I. EXPENDABLES
Solid Sorbents
t. Hydroxides
2. Superoxides
3. Peroxides
4. Ozonides
Liquid Sorbent
5. Hydroxide Solutions
Open Loop
6. Purge Flow
II. R EG ENERA BLES
Solid Sorbents P
7. Activated Charcoal
; 8. Molecular Sieve
9. Metallic Oxides
10. SolidAmines
f
: LiquidSorbents ..,.f
11. Carbonate Solutions
2 12. Liquid Amines
III. E L ECTROC H EMICA L
13. Hydrogen Depolarized Cell
14. Two-Stage Carbonation Ceil
15. One-Stage Carbonation Cell
16. Electrodialysis
17. Fused Salt
; IV. MECHANICAL
18. Simple Membrane Diffusion
19. Immobilized Liquid Membrane Diffusion
v 20. Mechanical Freez eout
21. Cryogenic Freezeout
I 5-7
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TABLE 5-3
OXYGEN SUPPLY CONCEPTS
I. 02 STORAGE
1. Gaseous
2. Supercritical Utilizing Thermal Pressurization
3. Subcritical Utilizing Thermal Pressurization
4. Subcritical Utilizing Positive Expulsion
5. Solid
II. SOLID DECOMPOSITION
6. Superoxides
7. Peroxides
8. Ozonides
9. Sodium Chlorate Candles (NaC103)
10. Lithium Perchlorate Candles (LiC104)
III. LIQUID DECOMPOSITION
11. Hydrogen Peroxide (H202) v
12. Reactant Storage (N2H4/N204)
: 13. Reactant Storage (N2H4/H202)
IV ELECTROLYSIS " :
14. Water Electrolysis
TABLE 5-4
OXYGEN GENERATION CONCEPTS
1. Solid Electrolyte
2. Bosch Reactor/Water Electrolysis
3. Sabatier Reactor/Water Electrolysis
s-8
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5.1.2.1 (continued)
a. Water Boiler (Figure 5.--1) - The water boiler was selected as repre-
sentative of expendable concepts utilizing the heat of vaporization or
heat of sublimation of water to provide thermal control. The water
boiler utilizes the heat of vaporization of water to provide direct cooling
of the Liquid Cooling Garment (LCG) loop and vent loop. The wick-fed
boiler also acts as the storage vessel for the expendablc water. The
expendable water boiling temperature is controlled by a back pressure
valve, which is either a temperature sensing or pressure sensing flow
control valve. Crewman comfort is achieved automatically by the
temperature control valve which controls LCG loop flow through the
water boiler. Water vapor in the vent loop is condensed in the water
boiler and removed by the water separator. This separated water is
then fed into the water boiler as expendable water, thus providing addi-
tional cooling capacity. A relief valve fuzv.ishes protection against
overpressurization due to storage temperature fluctuations. Recharge
is simply accomplished in the vehicle/base ,,fi!_,_g the water fill valve.
Although the water boiler is the lightest and most compact of the
recommended thermal control subsystems, its vehicle weight and volume
penalties are two to three times that of any of the other recommended
thermal control subsystems.
b. Thermal Storage - Phosphonium Chloride {PH4C_ - Thermal storage
utilizing PH4C1 is a self-regenerable thermal control concept and is
schematically depicted in Figure 5-2. PH4C1 has the following known
properties:
\
a. Heat of Fusion - 324 BTU/Lb at 82°F
b. Specific Gravity - 1.7 to 2.0
_ c. Triple Point of 48 atmospheres at 82°F - See Figure 5-3.
d. Readily decomposes below 20 atmospheres at room tempera-
ture to phosphine (PH3) gas and hydrogen chloride (HC1) gas.
Since PH 3 is highly toxic, the thermal storage unit has been
concepted to minimize the probability of any failure resulting
in external leakage.
PH4C1 melts at 82°F. Since it is desirable to reject heat from the
oxygen ventilation loop and the liquid heat transport loop at approxi-
mately 50°F, a heat pump loop is required. The heat pump loop is a
vapor compression cycle using Freon as the coolant. Heat from the
oxygen ventilation loop and the liquid transport loop is added to the
Freon loop at the heat exchanger. The compressor pumps the
evaporated Freon up to the saturation pressure equivalent to 82"F.
s-9 1
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5.1.2. i (continued)
b. A 150°F superheat temperature is actually achieved downstream of the
compressor due to compressor efficiency, which for the purposes of this
study has been assmned to be constant and equal to 36 percent. A
variable speed compressor is utilized to conserve battery power at low
load conditions and Freon flow is controlled electronically by feedback
from the pressure sensor at the Freon heat exchanger outlet. The Freon
is cooled and condensed across the PH4CI thermal storage unit b)" melting of
the PH4CI. The Freon is then expanded across the variable orifice back to the
Freon heat exchanger inlet conditions. The variable orifice back pressures
flow as a function of Freon heat exchenger outlet pressure and is electroni-
cally centre!led by the pressure sensor located at the Freon heat exchanger
outlet. T[ _ Freon cycle is completed as the Freon passes through the heat
exchanger to be re-evaporated.
For the purposes of the AEPS study, two candidate PH4CI thermal storage
_ configurations were concepted. A "tube bundle" configuration is shown in
. Figure 5-4. The brazed tube bundle assembly consists of a fixed head, a
floating head, a tube bundle brazed to both heads, and three headers welded
._ to each head to form a closed pressu_'e vessel. A fill port is provided on one
of the headers to permit initial PH4CI charging. The exterior of the unit
_ consists of a curved rectangular shell with stiffening ribs (not shown), inlet
• and outlet Freon ports, and a bolt flange and end cap. The fixed head of the
tube bundle is clamped to the shell at the bolt flange.
Freon gas enters the thermal storage _ni*.._t the inlet and then passes over the
tubebundlegivingup theAEPS heatloadby theheatofcondensationand tran_s- ._.
{erringitto thePH4CI which inturnmelts. Volumetricchanges in PH4CI are
_ accommodated by the floating feature of the tube bundle which eliminates any
damaging stresses due to expansion and contraction,
_ If leakage of PH4C1 should occur, it will only leak into the Freon loop. This
_ would create a change in the Freon design point which would be quickly noticed
=_ due to a ch_lge in performance of the AEPS thermal control subsystem. Cor-
_, rective action would then be taken immediately,
This configuration has a high packaging efficiency because of its dense tube
bundle arrangement and could be utilized for structural inte_,ztion into the i_
_ AEPS forming a monocoque construction. :_
_L ,*,
The second concept _s pictured in Figure 5-5 and is essentially three (3) 7,
i!_ "thermos" bottles connected in parallel with helical tubes containing Freon
:i_ running through the center. The internal pressure vessel contains the PH4CI.
_':. Not shown, butprobablyrequired,are in_ernaifinstomaintainuniform heat
,_. 5-13
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5.1.2.1 (continued)
transfer within the melt. A vacuum is maintained between the interual and
external vessel. A pressure gage monitors vacuum pressure and would,
therefore, sense any leak of PH4CI. Expansion clearance at the two end cap
mounting bosses permits expansion and cont_-action of the internaJ vessel.
Hamilton Standard conducted an extensive literature and industrj survey
in an attempt to find materials with a heat of fusion grater than that of
water and with a melting point between 50 to 150°F. PH4C1 was the
only candidate material identified. After reviewirg the pertinent litera-
ture and the properties of PH4C1 specifically, it was concluded that
there might be a famAy of high pressure/high heat of fusion material_.
According to the Clapeyron Relation, Johnston's Empirical Rule (JACS,
Volume 34, Page 788, 1912), and Oth_mer's Method (Ind. and Eng.
Chem., Volume 32, Page 841, 1940), the heat of fusion of a rnaterial
is a function of:
a. D P of the solid/liquid line on the triple point curve
_)t
b. _ v (change in specific vohm e from solid to liquid)
._'. Melting Point Temperature
Uti!izing these relationships as a base, synthesis of materials with a
high heat of fusion and a melting point within a given temperature range
is a distinct possibili W. Applied research and development toward this
goal is required. ,
c. ._Expendable/Thermal Storage - PH4C1 (Figure 5-6) - This hybrid concept
is a combination of the water boiler and the PH4C1 thermal storage
concepts. Hybrid concepts are utilized in an attempt to get the best of
' two worlds -- the !ow AEPS volume and weight associated with the
expendable water boiler concept and the minimum vehicle penalty associ-
ated with the PH4C1 thermal storage concept. The water boiler is
connected in parallel with the thermal storage unit via a temperature
control valve. The temperature control valve selects what percentage
of the heat load from the liquid heat transport loop is shared by each
subsystem, the intention being that the PH4C1 thermal storage unit
cam b___nd!ethe average AEPS heat load and the water boiler handle
• peak loads. By doing this, compressor power and expendable water
' are minimized.
v
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5.I.2.1 (continu_-_l)
The water boiler provides humidity control by cooling the oxygen vent
loop and condensing the entrained moisture. The condensate is then
separated from the oxygen vent loop by the water separator and fed
back into the water boiler to provide additional cooling capacity. This
system is flexible in that it can be sized for a multitude of thermal
load sharing combinations.
d. Expendable/Direct Radiativ___eeCooling _F_lgure 5-7).- This hybrid con-
cept consists of a water boiler and a low temperature radiator
connected in parallel through the temperature control valve. The
liquid heat transport loop is directly cooled in the radiator. The
temperature control valve selects the percentage of the AEPS heat
load shared by each subsystem. The radiator is a rate limited
thermal control device and is sized to handle the total AEPS thermal
load for a "dark side" mission, thus radiator size and water expended
in the boiler are minimized. The water boiler handles all excess
thermal loads.
Humidity control is provided by a condensing heat exchanger and a
water separator which feeds the separated water to the water boiler
to provide additional cooling capacity. For low load conditions, a
variable area device is utilized to prevent overcooling of the liquid
heat transport loop. Since this concept is a low temperature radia- /
tion concept, it is more applicable to a Mars application than a Lunar
Base application because of the smaller solar constant of Mars -- 192
versus 442 BTU/Hr-Ft 2. Due to the radiator size and configuration, ..... i
a deployable concept may be required to permit the crewman to egress
and ingress from his vehicle or base. To prevent surface degradation
of the radiator due to dust, meteorites, and/or operational wear, _:
planned maintenance may be required. This concept is not competitive. _
for Space Station.
e. Expendable/Radiator (Figure 5-8) - This hybrid concept consists of a , ;_
,/
water boiler and a high temperature radiator connected in parallel ,_
9
through the temperature control valve. The liquid heat transport loop ,_
is cooled indirectly by an intermediate vapor compression loop utilizing
Freon as a working fluid. The radiator is sized to handl_ the total _,
AEPS load for a "dark side" mission and the water boiler handles all _;_
excess thermal loads. Radiator area is minlmtzvd _, rejecting heat _,
at 180°F at the e::pense of compressor power. "_
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.3. 1.2, l /c,ontinuedl
Since it is desired to operate, the r.ldiator _11;m oullct temper_ture of
180 _'I,' to minimize radi:dor ;Irea, the vapor (.onq}ression leo t) is required t(_
t)ump [he l"reon up to the saturai.ion pressure equivalent to 180 ° [,' from :l
I,'r¢,_)n ev:lpor:dor temperature of 50 °F. tleat is "_d_led to the ewq)orator I)y Ih_,
heat of vaporization of I.'reoq, The compressor then p,4mps the I,'rc(m ul) t(J
a saturation pressure equiv:tlent of 180°F and a super heat temperature of
350 ° F. This tempcraiure results from an assumed c'_mpressor effieie:_(:y
of ;}6('_,. A variable speed cc,apressor is utilizad to conserve battery power
:it low load condil;ons and is controlled electronical!', _" feedback from the
pressure sensor at the Freon evaporator outlet. The Freon is cooled and
(.ondensed across the r_ldiator by radiation to space. The Freon is then cx-
i)andcxt across the variable orifice back to the Freon ewtporator inlet _'ondi-
tions. The variable orifice back pressures flow a.q a funetton of Freon he:_t
cxehmlger outlet pressure and is electronically controlled by the pressure
sensor located at the Freon evaporator outlet. The cycle Is completed as
the Freon passes through the heat e×eh,-mger to be re-e,,aporated.
I_ec_use of its higher radiation temperature and small radiator size, this
c(mcept is applicable to Space Station as well ,-_ Lunar Base and Mars. How-
ever, a deployable radiator configuration may still be required to permit the
crewman to egress 'rod ingress from his vehicle or base. Similar to the
Expendable/Direct Radiative Cooling concept, plano_ed maintenance may be
required to prevent radiator surface degradation due to dust, meteorites and/
or oper'ltional wear.
i,
In suntan:try, the ex'pendable water boiler concept does not meet the intent (:f the AI*]P,q
sludy -- to develop regenerab!e or partially regenerable subsystems to minimize
vehicle impact. However, the remaining four concepts discussed in this section are
:dl _i:fl)le candidate concepts for utilization in an AEPS-type system. To achieve the
performance projected in this report, state-of-the-art advancemepts are re(luired to
(h;velop therm:d storage materi_fls whose heat of fusion exceeds 300 BTU/Lb and melts
between 50 and 150 ° F. In addition, design/development improvements are required
to obtain a lightweight, deployable radiator configuration with op¢imized surface
coatings/treatments to enable it to meet the AEPS requirements.
5.1.2.2 CO 2 Control/e2 Supply - Th_ CO 2 eontrol/O 2 supply subsystem concepts
recommended to be carl"ledintothe syster0s integrationphase of the AEPS study are
described below. All of the concepts t!tilizea high pressure gaseous 02 supply system.
i
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5.1.2.2 (continued)
a. Zinc Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable (Figure _--9) - Metallic oxides such
as zinc side (ZnO) react with CO2 according to the following reversible
reactions:
a. MO + CO2 _. _ MCO3 + Q
b. MO _ ti20 _.-- "_ M(C)H)2
c. M(Ot]) 2 + CO2 _.. "_- MCO3 + H20
Although the adsorption of equation (a) is known to occur, sorbent
capacities and rates of reaction are significantly.improved in the pre-
sence of water vapor thus leadhlg to the possibility c f the combined
reactions described in equations 0a) and (c).
The equilibrium pressure cur',es shown in Figure S-10 indicate that the
carbonate readily dec:,lnposes with increasing temperature and, in some
cases, may be solely vacuum regenerPb!c. The reported deta in the
literatu':e for pure compounds indicate that an activation energy of 3r,9
to 400°F super heat may be required to promote rapid desorptton.
liowever, initial work with silver oxide indicates that catalysts are
effective in reducing this requirement.
"° /
01. •
200 400 IN 140 111 i 1,21 ' 1,4I0
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5.1.2.2 (continued)
a. Excessive volume change during the adsorb/desorb cycle affects the chemi-
cal's physical stabilit_ and is a prime consideration in any future design and
development effort. For the purposes of the AEPS study, two candidate
vehicle regenerab!e ZnO caJ_ister/cartridge configurations were concepted.
One concept shown in figur_ 5-11 is a "screen pack" configuration and it
consists of a rectangular canister into which are inserted four metal oxide
screen packs containing the ZnO. The canister has inlet and outlet water
headers, an inlet oxygen header, an outlet oxygen header, parallel flow
water coolant coils supported by perforated sheets, and ZnO screen pack
supports brazed in place. In addition, an access cover for the ZnO screen
packs is clamped and hinged to the open side of the canister and is sealed
with a "face" seal. The oxygen inlet header is mou_ted on the access cover.
Preload rubber padding holds the screen packs firmly in place.
T:'.e screen packs are constracted of a sandwich c(mstruction cOnsist-
ing of fine mesh screen, felt padding to prevent dusting, and a channel
enclosure to hold the assembly together. A handle is provided to
facilitate insertion and removal. Fairly large changes in bed v Aurae
can be accommodated with this approach.
The gas flow is both through and around the screen packs. For flow
arot, qd the scree_ packs, CO2 is removed by diffusion into the ZnO
bed; for riow :hrough the screen packs, CO2 is removed by dire_t con-
tact with the ZnO bed. In this vehicle regenerable configuration, the
ZnO is packaged in a screen pack which is replaced and rege,_erated
after each E VA mission. An oven/vacuum chan_er is provided within :i' '
the vehicle/base for regeneration. An advantage of the vehicle regen-
erable configuration is that it prov:des the oution for either venting the
desorbed CO2 to the ambient env_.ronment or collecting the desorbed
CO 2 and feedir_g it into the vehicle/base Environmen_l Control/Life
Support System (EC/LSb_ for CO2 reduction a_.cl 0 2 reclamation.
?
Other advantages of this concept include v_sual inspection of the packed i
bed before and after each use and simple replacement should it be :!
required; and a long available regeneration period which minimizes _;
the requirement/or a desorption catalyst(s) w_ich may be required for
the cyclic AEPS regenerable concept.
Although cooling coils are included in this configuration, the require- ,_
ment may be minimal because of low heat generation rates. Following :_'
are typical heat generation rates. Lithium hydroxide (LiOH) has been :_
included for purposes of comparison, i_ '
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5.1.2.2 (continued)
a. ZnO + C(_2 • _ ZnCO 3 _ 696BTU/LbofCO2
MgO + CO2 _ MgCO 3 + 1153 BTU/Lb of CO2
2 LiOH + CO2 _ Li2CO 3 + H20 (g) + 827 BTU/Lb of CO 2
The increased temperatures that would result by nct cooling may
actually raise the s_rbent capacity by promoting chemisorption. How-
ever, the final determination of the interacting effects of bed tem-
perature and waCer vapor upon sorbent capaaity must be determined
by test.
Another vehicle regenelable ZnO concept shown in figure 5-12 utilizes a
radial flow canister. The canister is a cylindrical assembly consisting of a
shell, a bolt flange for mounting the cartridge end cap, and a manifold of
water and oxygen inlets and outlets. Flow enters the cartridge through the
center perforated tube and flows radially outward through the perforated tube,
a particulate filter, the ZnO bed, another particulate filter, a mesh screen
and out the canister outlet. The particulate filters provide an even flow dis-
tribution as well as preventing dusting. CO2 is removed in the ZnO bed.
Coolant tubes are brazed to the cartridge coolant manifold and bed cooling
is provided by a combination of conduction through the bed and gas convection.
Vehicle regeneration of this concept is achieved by exposing the gas pas-
sages of the canister to vacuum and flowing superheated steam through the
coolant tubes as shown in figure 5-13. This is accomplished without remov- ,
ing the cgnister or the cartridge from the AEPS by first isolating the gas
passages of the canister by closing the isolation valves and exposing these
gas passages to vacuum; then a vehicle steam source is connected to the
coolant line and steam is circulated throughout the canister. Steam does
not flow through the remelnder of the liquid heat transport loop because the
positive displacement water pump in the liquid heat transport loop dead heads
this loop when it is not operating.
For purposes of the AEPS study, both vehicle regenerable metallic
oxide concepts were sized based upon a bed loading of 50% of the
theoretical capacity.
b. Zinc Oxide ~ AEPS Regenerable (Figure 5-141 - A variation of the
vehicle regenerable metallic oxidv concept considers a cyclic or
_; AEPS regenerablc configuration. Two beds, similar in design to
that described for the vehicle regenerable system, are provided,
_{ each containing electrical elements for regeneraticm and a cooling
"_ 5-26
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5.1.2.2 (continued)
b. loop to cool the regenerated bed and maintain temperature control
during EVA operation. A timer is provided to sequence the vent loop
and coolant loop valves to allow the vent loop and coolant loop to flow
to the on stream bed and to heat and expose the regenerating bed to
space vacuum. This concept operates on a thirty (30) minute half-
cycle.
Since the desorbed CO 2 is vcnted to ambicnt, this AEPS regenerable
concept requires no functional interface with the vehicle/base EC/LSS
for regeneration. However, it also does not allow for collection and
reduction of the desorbed CO2 for eventual 02 re_Aamation.
For purposes of the AEPS study, each of the AEPS regenerable ZnO
beds are sized based upon a bed loadinb of 25% of the theoretical
capacity.
c. Solid Amine - AEPS Regener:_ble (Fi_-_re 5-15! - A thin coating
of an amino compound is deposited on an inert carrier to form the
stable adsorbent bed used in this concept. Three (3) sets of reactions
occur in the adsorbed film:
• Primary Amino Groups
(1) RNH 2 + H20 _RNH 3OH
(2) RNH3OH * CO2 _ RNH3o HCO3
• _econdary Amino Groups
(3) R2NH + H20_. R2NH2OH
(4) R2NH 2 OH + CO2 _-- R2NH2*HCO B
• Tertiary Amino Groups
(5) R3N + H20 __ _- R3NHOH
(6) R3NHOH + CO2 _ R3NH, IIC(F_
1
Experimental effort has shown that equation (1) is not reversed during :,
regeneration and equation (6) does not proceed to any substantial degree. _
4
5_
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5.1.2.2 (continued)
c. The current a_ailable solid amine CO2 sorbents possess an affinity for water
vapor which is compatible with vehicle or base EC/LSS requirements of one
(1) pound of water per pound of CO2 produced. This level of removal would
exce3sively dehumidify the AEPS ventilation loop since the water generation
rate (from exhalation and perspiration) of a suited crewman utilizing a Liquid
Cooling Garment (LCG) is approximately one-half (1/2) po-nd of water per
pouna _)f CO2 prodilced. Excessive dehumidification could not only cause
crewman discomfort, it will also reduce the sorbent's capacity for CO2 re-
moval.
Thin problem has been recognized and solutions have been proposed oa the
Regenerable CO2 and Humidity Control System Program being conducted by
Hamilton Standard f:,r the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center wherein the pro-
per balance and quantity of each of the three (3) amin_ groups can be deter-
mined to obtain the desired ratio of CO2 and water vapor adsorption as weli
as total bed capacity.
For the purposes of the AEPS study, two candidate AEPS regenera.ble solid
amine canisters were concepted. One concept in which the solid amine is
packaged within the flow passages of a plate-fin matrix (similar in design to
an extended surface compact heat exchanger) is pictured i:: figure 5-16. The -
brazed plate-fin matrix consists of four alternating flow passages (two adsorb-
ing and two desorbing) separated by closure channels and parting sheets. Heat
is transferred from the adsorbing passages to the dvsorbing passages via
: sheared rcctang _Iar fins which are configured to prevent gas flow channeling.
Each header is equipped with a mesh screen and preload padding to facilitate
bed charging and to pi'ovlde a positive preload on the bed.
Utilization of alternate flow passages containing adsorbing and de_orbing
material results in _ isothermal arlsorb/desorb process. Energy released
from the adsort'_g passages is transferred by conduction through the metal
_ matrix to the desorbmg material to supply the requirements of the _ndother-
mic desorption. This concept neither imposes a thermal load on the AEPS
thermal control subsystem nor requires additional energy for regeneration.
In addition, it a_.so provides humidity control.
The second concept is the _ame as the plate-fin matrix concept except the
sheared fins are replaced with pins (bent wire) and is pictured In figure 5-17.
This pin-fin arrangement improves prevention of gas flow channeling but may
be more difficult to charge.
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5.1,2.2 (continued)
c. For the purposes of the AEPS study, each :_: the AEPS regenerable
solid amine beds are sized based upon a 2% CO2 removal capacity
by weight (weight of CO2 removed/weight of amine plus carrigr).
A timer and valving is provided to cycle the packed beds from the
on-line adsorb to the space vacuum desorb cycle. This concept
operates on a fifteen (15) minute half-cycle.
As ts the casc with the AEPS regenerable ZnO concept, this concept
requires no functional interface with the vehicle/base EC/LSS for
regeneration, However, it aIso does not allow for collection and
reduction of thc desorbed CO2 for eventual 0 2 reclamation.
Insummary, thethreeCO 2 controlconceptsdiscussedfn thissectionare allviable
candidateconceptsfor utilizationi an AEPS-type system. However, toachieve
theperformance projectedinthisreport,state-of-the-artimprovements through
appliedresearchand developmentare required.
5.1.3 Subsystem Parametric Data
Aftercompletionoftheprimary and secondary evaluations,theAEPS specification
requirementsforeach ofthethreemissions - Space Station,Lunar Base and Mars
were reviewedand updatedtoreflect helatestmissionprojections.Based upon
theseupdatedspecificationrequirements,theoriginalparametricanalysesofthe
recommended subsystem conceptswere reviewed and updated,r.srequired. The
followingparametricdataispresentedfor each ofthe threemissionsforallofthe
recommended thermal control and CO2 control/O 2 supply subsystems: •
a. Vehicle equivalent weight versus total mission duration.
b. Vehicle equivalent volume versus total mi_ sion duration.
c. AEPS equivalent volume versus EVA mission duration.
d. AEPS equivalent weight versus EVA ,',_ssionduration.
e. Accumulated resupply launch weight versus number of resupplies
(Space Station and Lunar Base only}.
The updated parametric analyses are presented in the foUowing figures.
• Thermal Control for Space Station AEPS - Figures 5-18 through 5-22.
• Thermal Control for Lunar ]Base AF,PS - Figures 5-23 t_'rough 5-27.
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5.1.3 (continued)
• Thermal Control for Mars AEPS - Figures 5-28 through 5-31.
• CO2 Control/O2 Supply for Space Station AEPS - _igures 5-32 through
5-36.
• CO2 Control/O 2 Supply for Lunar Base AEPS - Figures 5-37 through
5-41.
• CO2 Control/O 2 Supply for Mars AEPS - Figures 5-42 through 5-45.
Note that the accumulated resupply laun-h weight versus number of resupplies para-
metric data indicates that CO2 reduction only trades off favcrably when there are
three or more resupplies.
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5.2 Phase Two Effort
5.2.1 General
The subsystem studies effort conducted duridg phase two utilized the results of the
phase one effort as a baseline. Our experience during phase one permitted us to be
more discriminating in the selection of candidate subsystem concepts to be cat-ried
into the shuttle AEPS and the emergency system go/no go evaluations. This section
describes each of the shuttle AEPS subzystems and emergency system subsystems
t_ be carried .into the system studies and presents comparative parametric data.
5.2.2 Shuttle AEPS
5.2.2.10_ Supply_ - The 02 supply subsystem concept recommended to be carried
into the systems integration phase of the shuttle AEPS study effort is a 6000 psi
gaseous 02 storage concept. This concept requires shuttle storage of precharged O2
supply subsystems. Each subsystem contains a charged 6000 psi 0 2 bottle, pres-
sure regulator, pressure gage, fill fitting, shutoff valve; and low pressure discormz.ct.
After each AEPS EVA, the expended or partially expended O2 storage subsystem is
removed and replaced with a fresh unit. However, this recommendation wil_ be
examined on the systems level and, in the event that O2 supply subsystem replacement
is not acceptable, vehicle rechargeable 900 psi gaseous storage will be considered.
Both of these concepts are pictured in Figure 5-46. Other O2 supply concepts con-
sidered include NaC103 candles (described in section 4.2.1.1 of Volume II) and
flush flow and O2 makeup umbilicals.
5.2.2.2 Thermal Control - The thermal control subsystem concepts r_.commended to
be carried into the systems integration phase of the shuttle AEPS study vffort are: ..
a. Water Boiler - This concept is described in section 5.1.2.1 (a)
of this volume.
', b. Water S,:_bllmator (Figure 5--,t7) - The water sublimator is an
expendable thel:mal control concept that utilizes the heat of sub-
limation to provide direct cooling of the Liquid Cooling C_arment
(LCG) _ud ventilation loops. The sublimator is a porous media
heat exchanger wherein the do_mstream side of the porous media
is subjected to a hard vacumm and the upstream side is supplied
with expendable water. Upor, startup, the sudden drop In pressure
: across the porous wedla freezes the expendable water within the
_' porous media. The addition of heat from the LCG and vent loops
_' sublimes the ice on the vacuum end of the porous media and thus
_-:_ the thermal load is rejected to space. The sublimator is supplied
expendable water from a pressure-fed bladder tank which is pres-
rL
_ surized by the vent loop. '
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5.2.2.2 (Continued)
Although recommendation of both the expendable water boiler and water sublimator
concepts does not meet the intent of the AEPS study (... to develop regenerable or
partially regenerable subsystem to minimize vehicle lmpact_ those candidate sub-
systems which are regenerable or partially regenerable are uncompetitive due to the
short duration of the projected shuttle missions together with the relatively small
number of planned EVA excursions.
5.2.2.3 CO2 Control/O2 Supply - The CO2 control/O2 supply subsystem concepts
recommended to be carried into the systems integration ohase of the shuttle AEI?S
study effort are listed beluw. All of the concepts utilize a 6000 psi 02 s'Jpply sub-
system.
a. Lithium Hydroxide - LIOH (Figure 5-48) - Lithium hydroxide, a non-
regenerable solid absorbent, is packaged in replaceabl.3 cartridges
which also may contain a particJate filter and activated charcoal for
trace contaminant control. The LIOH coLtains 4 to 8% water and must
be stored in protective containers in a temperature controlled enviror,-
ment to ensure maximum performance.
After each use, the cartridge is replaced in the canister regardtess
of the total time or use ra_e accumulated on the unit. This procedure
ensures a fully operational charge for each mission bu_ has a built-in
unrecoverable w_ste whlcL is the unused portion of tk3 absorbent plus
the cartridge (unless the used cartridge is then utilized in the vehicle
ECS). In use. the vent loop returning from the astronaut is directed
to the LiOH wheze the following reacticns occur:
LiOH + H20(g ) ......... LiOH.H20
2 LiOH H20 + CO2 _Li2CO 3 + 3H20(g)
2 LiOH + CO2 _ Li2CO3 + H20(g)
; As a result of these reactions, era _y and water vapor are _dded to the
gas stream and are, in turn, renloved by the thermal/humidity control
subsystem. Outlet CO2 concentration remains near zero for almost
80% of the useful life, thus p-_oviding the astronaut an extremely low
time-averaged CO2 atmosphere. The curves depicted in Figures 5-61
through 5-64 are based on a IAOH utilization efficiency of 53% at an
average metabolic load of 1050 BTU/hr.
b. Metallic Oxide - Vehicle Regenerable - This concept is described in
section 5.1.2.2(a) of this volume.
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5.2.2.3 (Contiaued)
c. Metallic Oxide - AEPS Regenerable - This concept is described in
section 5.1.2.2(b) of this volume.
d. SotidAmLne - AEPS Regenerable - This conceptisdescribedin
section5.1.2.2(c)of thisvolume.
5.2.2.4 ShuttleAEPS Subsystems Parametric Data - Aftercompletionof theprimary
and secondaryevaluations,theshuttleAEPS specificationrequirementswere reviewed
and updatedto reflect helatestmission projections.Based upon theseupdatedspeci-
ficationrequirements,theparametricanalyseswere reviewed and updated,as re-
quired. The followingparametricdata ispresentedfortheshuttlemission and con-
tains the recommended 02 supply, thermal control and combined CO2 control/O 2
supply subsystems :
a. Vehicle equivalent weight versus total mission duration.
b. Vehicle equivalent volume versus total mission duration.
c. AEPS equivalent volume versus EVA mission duration.
d. AEPS equivalent weight versus EVA mission duration.
The shuttleAEPS subsystems parametricanalysesare presentedinthefollowing
Figures.
• 02 Supply - Figures 5-49 through 5-52 •
• Thermal Control - Figures 5-53 through 5-60
• CO2 Control/O 2 Supply - Figures 5-61 through 5-84
5-61
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5.2.3 Emergency Systems
5.2.3.1 Thermal Control- The thermal controlsubsystem conceptsrecommended
tobe carriedintothesystems integrationph_.seare:
Shuttle/SpaceStation
a. Water Boiler
b. Water Sublimator
Lunar _ase/Mars
a. Water Boiler
b. Water Sub!imator
c. Expendable/Thermal Storage-PH4CI*
d. Expendable/Radiation-HeatPump*
*Denotesa redundantprimary system concept
A parametricanalysescontainingthe above recommended subsystems togetherwith
allothercandidateconceptsconsideredare presentedinthefoUowing Figures.
e ThermRl contr_)lfor Space Station/ShuttleEmergency Systems - Figures
5-85 and 5-86
• Thermal Controlfor Lunar Base Emergency Systems - Figures5-87 and
5--88
• Thermal ControlforMars Emergency Systems - figures5-89 and 5-90
¢
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5.2.3.2 CO2 Control/O2 Supply - Due to the overall systems implications of some
of the candidate CO2 control/O 2 .Jply concepts (specifically the open loop and semi-
open leop concepts), final subsystem recommendations were postponed until the sys-
tems studie_. However, a parametric analyses of the candidate concepts are pre-
sented tn the following Figures for informational purposes. Those CO2 control and
02 supply subsystem which appear in the parametric analyses but are not discussed
elsewhere in this volume ma_" be found in Volume U. - Subsystem Studies.
• CO2 Control/O2 Supply for Space Station/Shutt,'e Emergency Systems -
Figures 5-91 and 5-92
• CO2 Control/O2 Supply for Lunar Base Emergency Systems - Figures 5-£3
and 5-94
• CO2 Control/O2 Supply for Mars Emergency Systems - Figures 5-95 and
5-96
i,
,_i, 5-87
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6.0 SYSTEM S2UDIES
6.1 General
Aftercompletionof the l_,aseone subsystem studies,a systems integrationeffortwas
conductedwherein the recommended subsystem conceptswere combined intoseveral
candidatebaselineSpace Station,Lunar I_.seand Mars AEPS configurations.The
systems integrationeffortevaluatedthefollowinge:3ments thatcnuldnotbe fully
evahmted on _lesubsystem level:
a. A EPS OperatingPressure
b. Oxygen StoragePressure Level
c. ContaminantControl
d. HumidityControl
e. Power Supply
f. Instrumentation
g. Controls ar,d displays
h. Suit and vehicle interfaces
In addition, the _ystems integration effort evaluated t._.,:_it,.ncdonal and pb:qical inter-
faces of the recommended thermal control and C()2 control/0 2 supply st,hsystems
The candidate A EPS baseline conflg,_rations ,,,ere b5en subjected to a comparative
! evaluation utilizing the primary and secondary evaluation criteria defined in Section
: 4.0. Results of this evaluation led to the selection of the Space Station, Lunar Babe
and Mars AEPS baseline concepts. A baseline concept is defined as a competitive
A EPS concept for a given set of EVA mission requirements and Mission/V_'hicle
constraints.
The phase two system studies utilized the system_' _ntegratkon effort conducted dur-
ing phase one as a basis for the determination of a shuttle A_PS b_,seline concept and
the Space Station, Lunar Base, Mars and Shuttle Emergency System baselines.
This section discusses each of the tasl_ investigated and evaluated in the conduct of
the systems integration effort and presents the AEPS baseline concepts and the
emergency system ba qline concepts.
6.2 S_jstems Integration
6.2.1 AEPS Operating Pressure
Selection of a _ult pressure level is dependent upon the physiological and operational {
constraints imposed on the crewman and his equipment by: !
a. Denitr,)genation requiremer, ts prior to decompression. ! ,
i:
b. Oxygen toxicity. 1
6-3 1'
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¢;.'2. '_ (Co,:din:-ed)
ll_e obje_0ve of this task is to establish an acceptable suit operating pressure level
and an EVA mission pressure tilneline for the use of a one-gas (pure oxygen) EVA
Life Support System operating in conjunction with a two-gas (oxygen: nitrogen) Space
System, Lunar Base, Mars Excursion Module or Shuttle vehicle. To be considered
acceptable, the selected pressure level should eliminate or require a minimum of
prebreathing, yet not adversely affect the crewman or his performance. This section
. presents a summary discussion of decompression smkness and oxygen toxicity and
their potel_tial effect upon EVA. A more detailed discussicn of AEPS operating press-
ure level is found in Volume II.
6.2.1.1 Decompression Sickness - The problems associated with safely transporting
man from _n area of high ambient pressure to an area of lower ambient pressure
have had a significant effect upon both system design and mission performance for
caisson workers, divers and aviators ._or many years. The origin of Lhe problem is
tow-fold: (1) trapped gas in body cavities, i.e., middle ear, sinus, intestines, etc. ;
(2) dissolved gases in '_ody tissues, i.e., fat, muscle, etc. The problems resulting
from trapped gases can be minimized via controlled diet; good health, specifically
of the ear, '_._ ,n6 throat; and adequate venting of body cavit,:es during the decom-
_'ression. 3,. ppe,_ gas is not considered of any significance with regard to the AEPS
desig tud .. '_e dissolved gases, however, represent a far mox'e serious problem
•vit,h _'_gard to the desiga of the AEPS.
During normal activities, the body become._ saturated with nitrogen (and/or other
inert gases), so that in each tissue ar,d fluid of the body sufficient nitrogen is dissolved
to produce a partial pressure of gas equal to that in the surxounding atmosphere. If
the pressure of the environment is reduced, there will be a nitrogen tension gradient
._ween the body tissues and the pulmonary alveolar (L e., lung) a_r and, as a result,
,' _rplus nitrogen will be exhah _. tlowever, with a sufficient reduction in environ-
mental pressure, Ossue_ which were saturated at a sea level equivalent pressure and
thus are in a state _: supersaturation will release these gases to f,_rm bukbles. This
supersaturatmn will, for any given rate and magnitude of pressure change, be great-
est in those tissues with the least blood supply and with the greatest dissolved nitrogen
content. These bubbles, by either direct pressure or indirect action, give rise to the
signs and symptoms of decompression sickness. The effects of decompxession sick-
ness range from mild discomfort to incapacitation and death.
T1-.evarious factors which can affect the occurance of nitrogen sickness are age, body
type, rute of _ressure change, initial pressure level, final pressure level, exercise
and equally important, the susceptibility of the particul_ar individual to decompression
sicknes_ (bends).
"#_ 6--4
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6.2.1.1 (Continued)
Protection from decompression sickness is aitected by controlled p2trogen elimination
from the body. This can be accomplished in _wo ways: (1) staged or uniform decom-
pression, which is a very time consuming procedure allowing the body to wash out
the nitrogen at a rate which is consistent with the capacities of both the lungs and the
blood; (2) accelerating the washout by pre-breathing oxygen at the initial equilibration
pressure for a specified time. Of the two choices, only pro-breathing oxygen prior to
the decompression is feasible for aerospace missions duc to the time involved. One
of file most recent approaches to predicting required pro-breathing tim,:s is based
upon a theoretical correlation with representative physiological test data and is sum-
marized graphically in Figure 6-1. This analyisis is based upon equations derived
to explain a theory of the time dependency of the body's nitrogen elimination mechan-
isms and exhibits a close correlation with actual experience in both military and
civilian aviation (i. e.. flight and altitude chambei testing).
The application of this pro-breathing data in hght of the various physioligical contrib-
: ut_on factors mentioned above, and the limitations of the final AEPS working pressure
to an equivalent pressure altitude below the "bends-level" (approximately 20,000 feet
or 6.75 psia) should minimize the occurrence of d_compression sickness during AEPS
operations. A reduction in the total base operating pressure from the current 14.7
psia Space Station level to the 10.0 psia level will provide higher confidence and poss--
ibly reduce the pro-breathing requirements.
:; 6.2.1.2 Oxygen Toxicity._: The problems associated with maintaining man in an envir-
onment which includes a higher than normal PO2, i.e., greater than 3.074 psia (159.0
mm-Hg) are considerably more complex add less quantitative in terms of definite
limits than the problem of nitrogen sickness. In general, oxygen toxicity in man has
been characterized by various types of s3_nptoms, primarily involving either the cen-
tral nervous system response, a cardiopulmonary response, or a hematological res-
ponse (i. e., changes in blood properties), or various combinations of the three.
Present information available on the specific signs and symptoms of oxygen toxicity,
: their relative time of onset, and the net long term effects, is primarily based upon
: military air crev experience, midlcal applications, limited space flight data, and
_ a very limiteJ number of controlled manned _sts. This data is best summarized
graphically in Figure 6-2.
?
The data sho_ clearly indicates that symptoms similar to those used clinically to
: describe oxygen toxicity are observ _d at partial pressures of oxygen well below the
_ generallyacceptedtoxiclevelof425 mm-Hg previouslyestablished.This graphic
; presentationof thedatadoes not trulyquantifymants tolerancetotheindicatedlevels, 1
./
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6.2.1.2 (Continued)
nor does it indicate the impact that repetitive exposure to such pressure levels would
have on man. Although this data shows o,.j a physiological trend, it does represent
the present "state-of-knowledge" oa the subject, and, therefore, should not be
exceeded. Based upon military_aviation experience, the intermittent exposures of the
AEPS crewmen to oxygen pressures below the values shown on the curve should pro-
vide a margin of safety, particularly if they are re_rned to the space station/planetary
base atmosphere and allowed to equilibrate fur a minimum of 24 hours.
6.2.1.3 Effect on EVA
The present Apollo A-7L-B suit operates at 4.0 psia maximum and would requrie
from 3 to 4 hours of oxygen prebreathing if utilized for any future planned EVA
missions. This prebrcathing requirement is costly both in time and supporting equip-
ment. Tf suit pressure is increased to approximately 8 to 14. 7 psia, the following
advantages occur:
a. No prebreathing required.
b. No 02 purge required for transfer from cabin to EVA equipment.
c. Other crewman may remain in cabin until needed for EVA emergency or
re scue.
The disadvantages associated with a higher pressure suit are:
a. Slight weight increase.
b. Some advanced technology required.
Ideally, the optimum suit pressure level is that level which eliminates prebreathing,
does not adversely affect the crewman or his performance, and has a minimum im-
pact cn the mission vehicle. However, to eliminate prebreathing requirements we
must elevate the operating pressure level of the suit to a level (approximately 8 psia)
that may or may not adversely affect the crewman due to 0 2 toxicity. Therefore, be-
fore suit pressure level can be selected, the physiologica! impact of the following
factors must be determined:
1972015250-189
6.2.1.3 (Continued)
a. Required versus tolerable 02 prebreathing time.
b. 02 partial pressu_,_ exposure limitations including frequency and duration.
c. Safe decompression/recompression levels, rates and frequency.
However, for routine exposures over an extended period of _ime, it appears there is
insufficient data available to establish a physiologically safe profile from either a de-
compression sickness or an oxygen toxicity standpoint. Too litffe is known about the
cumulative effects of frequent exposures to oxygen tension greater than normal sea
level values, and even less is known about the effect s of frequent exposures to __ecom-
pression/recompression cycles. Just the daily decompression cycles of crewmen
based upon experience with altitude chamber crews may be excessive because of the
fatigue resulting from the procedure, compounded by the physical exertion of the
planned EVA.
The additive effects of these stresses have never been assessed theoretically or em-
pirically. Therefore, it appears that without a comprehensive test program specifi-
cally oriented to the application in question (either Space Station, Lunar Base, Mars
or Shuttle), establishment of an acceptable and safe physiological baseline is not pos-
sible.
6. ,.9-.1t, Summary,
For the purpose of the remainder of the AEPS system studies effort, the following
EVA mission baseline requirements are recommended for use w'.th a one-gas (pure
oxygen) AEPS in conjunction with a two-gas (oxygen:nitrogen) Space Station, Lunar
Base, Mars Excursion Module (MEM) or Shuttle:
a. Space Station - Lunar Base - MEM -b1_uttle Atmosphere
- PT - 10.0- 14.7psia
- PO2 = 3.3psia
- Diluent = Nitrogen
b. l_nimum pre-breathing period at total base pressure (10.0-14.7 psia), 100%
02 is 43 minutes.
;: c. Decompression rate shall not exceed 1.0 psi per second.
_: d. AEPS working pressure is 6.75 psla with a maximum exposure time
_ of 8 hours.
_ 6-9
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6.2.1.4 (Continued)
e. Recompression rate shall not exceed 0.10 psi per second.
f. M'nimum off-duty time for crewmen returni_g from an 8 hour EVA is 24 hours.
The recommended crewman pressure timelines for a Space Station/Shuttle EVA and for
a Lunar Base/Mars EVA are presented in Figures 6-3 and 6-4, respectively. Al-
through the Lular Base/Mars EVA pressure timelines are based on an AEPS pressure
of 6.76 psia, the Lunar Base and Mars emergency EVA operating pressures have been
set at 5.5 psia as discuso,_d in section 64 of this volume.
6.2.2 Oxygen Supply
Results of the subsystem studies indicated that high pressure gaseous oxygen storage
represents the simplest 02 supply subsystem concept and has the minimum bu_ and
minimum vehicle impact. In addition, it was the only candidate concept which has
the capability to rapidly provide oxygen in the event of an emergency decompression
of the AEPS.
An evaluation to optimize the gaseous storage pressure level was conducted during
the systems integration effort. In addition, the effects of the selected pressure level
upon selection of the 02 bottle material, design of the 02 fill fitting, and the proce-
dures and equipment required for AEPS 02 recharge were investigated.
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/--EVA(4 HOURS)
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6.2.2.1 02 Supply Pressure Level - Selection of the AEPS 02 supply subsystem stor-
age pressure level is primarily dependent upon the following:
a. Vehicle/Base weight impact
b. Vehicle/Base volume impact 2
c. AEPS weight impact
d. AEPS volume impact
e. Operational and recharge conmderations
Variations in 02 supply subsystem storage presGure level bad a relatively small
effect upon Vehicle/Base "_veight or volume and, therefore, both of these evaluation
cziteria were eliminated from further consideration. Due to the decreased gravity
environment of the p_oposed Space Station, Shuttle, Lunar Base and Mars missions, the
importance of A EPS weight as an evaluation criteria was also diminished. However,
regardless of gravity environment, AEPS volume remains a direct measure of crew-
man encumberance and mobility and is the single most importaut criterion in the
determination of the 02 supply pressure level.
If m, evaluation of O2 supply pressure level is made utilizing weight as the primary
criteria, a pressure of approximately 2500 psi would be selected. However, if
volume is utilized as the primary criteria, the opt, mum exists at the highest pressure I
achievable. These re_ult_ are depicted graphically in Figure 6-5, which p,_esents
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6.2.2.1 (Continued)
bottle w:}ight and volume per pound ot stored 02 versus 02 supply pressure level.
As can be seen, 02 supply pressure levels above 7500 psi provide a very small
volume savings lor an attendant large increase in weight and are, therefore, uncom-
petitive. For instance, a ten (10) percent increase in pressure from 3000 psi reduces
volume by 7 in3 per pound of oxygen while a ten (10) percent increase in pressure
from 7500 psi reduces volume by 3 in3 per pound of oxygen -- all at an e_er increasing
gain in 02 bottle weight.
Operational and recharge considerations are complicated by increased 02 supply sub-
system storage pressure level but are certainly not insurmountable and are discussed
in more detail in Section 6.2.2.3 and 6.2.2.4.
In summary, a nominal 02 supply pressure of 6000 psi is recommended for the AEPS
applications. Although 7500 psi appears optimum, 6000 psi was chosen to allow for
pressure gage inaccuracies and pressure variations due to ambient temperature
changes during storage and operation.
_J 1.2
BOTTLEMATERIAI_LTIMA'ESTREIKTH" 28( )00 PSIA
50i BOTTLEMATERIAlDENSIT'-0.29LBS/IN3 j
J 1.1 _II
° i _/ "_ 400 ..... -_
,/_ .1.0,..
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..90_"'
2001 _I00|.. _--. .:0
I
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OXYGENSTORAGEPRESSURE(PSIA)
!_- FIGURE 6--5. BOTTLE VOLUME AND WEIGHT
,L, VS. OXYGEN STORAGE, PRESSURE
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6.2.2.2. O_ Presstwe Vessel Material - The multiple EVA excursions planned for' the
Shuttle, Space Station, Ltmar Base and Mars missions of the 1980's, together with the
recommended 6000 psi pressure level, requlr es that a high cyclic life/high static
strength 02 pressure vessel material be utilized. The current Apollo Extravehicular
Mobility Unit (EM_) Portable Life Support System (PLSS) utilizes a 1500 psi 02 supply
subsystem pressure vessel fabricated from unaged cryogenically formed AISI 301 with
an ultimate strength of 240,000 psi. The prese_ state-of-the-art in the area of stain-
less steel pressure vessels is represented by aged cryogenically formed AISI q01 whLch
has an ultimate strength of 280,000 psi. For the Shu ':le, Space Station and Lunar
Base missions, the A EPS 02 supply subsystem pressure cycle design requirement
is of the order of magnitude of 1000 cycles at nominal operating pressure. To be com-
petitive from a weight standpoint, the working st:ess at _c nc,m'..ual pr_ssur_ _huuld
be s_t at half the value of the ultimate strength (140,000 psi minimum). As shown in
Figure 6-6. neither aged or unaged AISI 301 meets thi3 requtrement. Although the
aged AISI 301 is relatively close to meeting this requirement, it is highly s_bject to
stress corrosion which would result in a cyclic life far less than that predicted. There-
fore, materials research and development in the areas of stainless steels, filament
wound materials, ete, to produce _. high cyclic life,_high static strength pressure ves-
sel material to meet the AEPS requirements is in order.
6.2.2.3 02 Fill Fitting - To permit simple and rapid recharge of the AEPS 02 supply
subsystem, a q,aic_onnect 02 fill fitting is required. A quick disconnect is de-
fined as a fluid coupling that may be rapidly connected or disconnected while under
pressure. A conventional method of connecting and disconnecting a high pressure
system is shown schematicaUy in Figure 6-7.
,41
a
/ F--- CAP"-"1 "%
02 PRESSURE
SUPPLYLINE ( VESSEL2FEMALECOUPLING MAL
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6.2.2.3 (Continued)
Eacl: shutoff valve is a three.-way valve with the fo!lowL:g positions:
a. Shutoff position.
b. Vent position to permit gas trapped between d_connect and valve to be
vented to ambient.
c. On position with a flow limiting ozlfice to prevent a rv;.i, pressure bthldup.
Both three-way valves are initially closed; they are then ,_ .n'_ed to permit the gas
trapped between th2 disconnects and the valves to e,_cape ant thus decrease the p:ug
"-ad to facilitate connection, the couplings are th_n connected. The z'._pply line
valve is shut off and the AEFS valve is opened. The supply line vaive is then opened
to charge the A EPS pressure vessel,
One major problem associated with design of a quick disconnect is one of geometry.
For a nominal 6000 psi quick disconnect with an effective flow diameter of ?. 120 inches,
the plug load that must be overcome by the insta_Aation load is 85 pounds° A reason-
able :nstallation load from a human factors point of view is twenty (20) pounds which
would result in an effective seal diameter of 0.03? Inches (assuming half the installa-
tion loads results from seal friction) thus _equirlng exceedin_y small pieces of hard-
ware designed and manutaetured to very close tolerances,
Other problems associated with design and de_,elopme_.: of a 6000 psi 02 fill fitting
are:
a. Prevent seal extrusion due to high pressure.
b. Prevent seal wear due to mating halt sliding over it.
c. Dampen pressure wave during connection to prevent, shock.
d. Prevent entrance of contamLuation.
," 9 2.4 02 Recharge - Pae Space Station, Lunar Base and Mars Excureion Module
_viEM) of the 1980's'are projected to contain a 3000 psi oxygen supply. "lherefore, a
toothed must be developed t_ step the Vehicle/Base 02 eupply pressure from 3000 psi
to 6000 psi to permit 02 recharge o" the AEPS. The follJv, t-g methods are candidate
concepts to b_ considered for future effort:
a. Direct Compression - E_ectric - The work to con:press 1. (_pounds of
oxygen from 5o00 psi to 6000 psi f.s approximately 32,000 ft-lb with an
adiabatic efficiency of 100m If this is accomplished by an electrify. 1t:¢
driven compressor with an overall efficiency of 10%, the vehicle elec-
trical power p_naltyisfive(5)pounds per AEPS. Vehiclepower pe_.W
is 2 wattsper poundand rechargetime istweNe hours.
6-15
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6.2.2.4 (Continued)
b. Direc_ Compression - Manual - If the compressor is a 10% efficient hand
pump, ten (10) minutes is assumed as a reasonable time for recharging the
AEPS. With the crewman working at 100% efficiency, he would work at a
metabolic rate of 2500 BTU/hr iN excess of his basal metabolic rate.
c. Nioht Tim e Supercritical Storage: - _he following is a concept to utilize
the thermal environment exi -,ring during night time or hrk side operation
to increase the Vehicle/_tse 02 supp.ly storage pressure. The 3000 psi
supply is stored in a temperature controlled environment of 530°R. A
pressure vessel is placed outside the vehicle and is connected to the
vehicle supply by a high pressure line and shutoff valve (Figure 6-8).
This vessel is designed to a maximum operating pressure of 10,000 psi.
During night time operation, this vessel is pressurized to 3000 psi by the
vehicle supply.
Using the cold ambient as the heat sink, the charged gas is allowed to cool
to 300°R and then maintained at this level by the insulating enclosure and
an internal heater. For night time operations, the AEPS are recharged by
drawing cold gas off of the supereritical vessels and a!lowing the tempera-
tureto riseto530°R inthecabinambient thuspressurizingtheAEPS ves- -
selto6000 psi. During day time operation,thevehiclevesselsupplyshut-
offvalveis tvrnedoffand thesupercriticalcryogenicvesselisallowedto
heatup to530°R where itspressurebuildsup to 10,000psi. Oxygen for
AEPS rechargeisthenbledoff,as required. Ifsuch a conceptwas utilized
in conjunctionwitha Lunar Base, a 3.5 ft3 sphericalpressurevesselwould _,
provideenough oxygenforfourteen(14)days of operation.One tunerday is
theequivalentof 28 earthdays and, therefore,thissizepressurevessel
would provideenoughoxygen forthefourteendays of surdightoperation.
Regardlessofwhich conceptis selectedto stepup Vehicle/Base02 supplypressure
from 3000 to 6000 psi,designand developmentof thesubsystem and/or components
are required.
6.2.3 Contaminant Control
The contaminant control subsystem mair tains the concentration of particulate matter,
biological microorganisms, and trace gases at acceptabie levels so d_at the health
and com_.ort of the crewman is safeguarded. To aid in the design conception of a con-
taminant control subsystem for the AEPS, a model of the contaminant atmosphere was
_ generated and is presented in Table 6-1. The model identifies the contaminants
known to be biologically generated and also includes generation rates and maximum
allowable concentrations.
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TABLE 6-1
TRACE GAS__CONTAMINATION MODEL
taminant _____ ..... Rate, lb/hr | Concentration m,_/m 3
I
Acetaldehyde i -- 9.16 x 10 -9 360
Acetone _/ 2.02 x 10-8 2400
Ammonia / 2.62 x 10-5 70
n-Butanol 1.2 x 10-7
303
l'u_s, _ Acid
6.92 x 10-5 | 144
Carbon Monoxide 1.43 x 10-6 ] 15
Ethanol 3.68 x 10-7 i 1880
Hydrogen 8.08 x 10-7 (4.1%)
Hydrogen Sulfide 4.61 x 10 -10
28
Indole 9.18 x 10 -6 126
Methane 1.3 x 10-5 (5.3%)
Methanol 1.39 x 10 -7 262
Phenol 3.46 x 10-5
19
Pyruvic Acid
1.92 X 10-5 9.2
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6.2.3 (Continued)
An evaluation to determine the contaminant control subsystem configuration was con-
ducted during the systems integration effort and resulted in a subsystem whose
_ctional schematic is shown in Figure 6-9.
This section discusses the main constituents of the proposed contaminant control
subsystem.
FIGURE 6-'9. CONTAMINANT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
6.2.3.1 Debris Trap - A debris trap was selected to control gross particulate matter
such as hair, skin flakes, fabric particles, vomit.s, etc., which may enter the AEPS
_ ventilation loop. The debris trap is concepted as an in-line conical configuration con- .
sisLing of a 100 mesh teflon-coated screen with a hydrophilic sponge on its outer diam-
eter to serve as a sump. Located at the inlet to the AEPS ventilation loop, a clean
debris filter will have a maximum pressure drop of 0.25 inches of water at a flow of
_ 6 acfm. This pressure drop should be constant throughout the mission, only rising
when subjected to gross contamination such as vomitus. Maintenance is limited to
.._' ,.
,. post EVA inspection and replacement, if required. Minimal replacement is expected ,_
due to the low generation rates of such gross particulate matter.
6.2.3.2 Trace Contaminant Control - Trace ga.ses consid6red in this effort are pre-
sented in Table 6-1 and are limited to those which are biologically generated. An
i optimistic assumption is made utilizing this procedure since compounds contributed
by the AEPS equipmentare notconsidered. Justificationforthisapproach isbaeed
upon futurematerialsdevelopmentleadingto surfacecoatingsand treatmentsallowing
minimal outgassing.
The e_po_ure_m_ts'.....presentedare based on thresholdlimitvalues(TLV). These
limitsgenerallyapplyto eight(8)hour exposuresforan industrialworker subjectto
_ f_,,,_..__,,_ddR%,work week with the recovery or non-wo_-b__.......im_ __k_-g._place in a
relatively contaminant-free atmosphere. Space maximum allowable concentrations :
_ (SMAC) are normally utilized for space vehicle applications. However, these are _,
•_ defined for continuous exposure and were considered too restrictive for the A EPS
i ap_lication. A realistic set of constraints will only be aredefined after test data
•_ obtainedon man subjectedtoa smallclosedsystem (i.e.1 2 R3) witha gradual
I 6-19
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6.2.3.2 (Continued)
buildup of contaminants rather than a steady concentration. Other factors requiring
evaluation include repetitive exposure to the operational atmosphere with recovery
time subject to SMAC limits.
Based upon the defined model, the following trace gases build up in _hc AEPS beyond
io_. t .....
the _...v_ll.....,, ._.,_hl"_concentration _,u_"-:-~,_*_'^_,_eight _.o_uuu,- EVA mission:
a. Am m on ia
b. Butyric Acid
c. Indo le
d. Phenol
e. Pyruvic Acid
All other trace gases generated remain within acceptable limits during an eight (8)
hour EVA.
Utilization of the following adsorbents to control the above trace gases was evaluated:
a. Sorbead - Silica gel modified by Hamilton Standard with a CuSO 4
coating; primarily used for ammonia control; nonregenerable.
b. Purafil-Controls CO, H2S , acid gases, SO2, 03 and NO;
nonregenerable.
c. Activated Charcoal - Wide range sorbent; will not control CO, H2,
CH4 and NI43; regenerable.
.' 2.
i d. Phosphoric Acid Impregnated Charcoal - Primarily utilized for NH3;
" nonregenerable.
i e. Catalytic Oxidizer (including_pre- and post-sorbers) - Controls CO,
H2 and CH4.
Results indicated that use of activated charcoal for control of buty_-ic acid, indole,
: phenol and pyruvic acid and the use of purafil for control of ammonia presents the
_: optimum arrangement from both the vehicle and AEPS standpoints. The activated
charcoal cartridge is removed and regenerated after each EVA mission in a Vehicle/
Base oven/vacuum chamber. One concept presently under consideration combines
the vehicle regenerable metallic oxide with th_ activated charcoal to pe__rrnit removal
_ and vehicleregenerationas a combined assembly. ,
t_
J{
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6.2.3.2 (Continued)
Approximately 0.02 pounds (or 1 in3) of purafil are required to provide ammonia
control for an eight (8) bour AEPS mission. Since this is such a small amount, the
purs:fil could be packaged in a multimission cartridge and replaced by the crewman,
as required.
the trace contaminant control unit must be prevented from being recirculated to the
suited crewman. In addition, bacteria control may be required within the AEPS itself
due to the long term duration of future space missions and _e extensive planned use
fortheAEPS. A depthfiltercan be utilizedto co-_rolbethdustand bac_ria genera-
tion.
As a designmodel for loadingof thedepthfilter,a classi00,000cleanroom witha
limitof i.5 x 10-6 g/ft3 was selectedas representativeofthe AEPS atmosphere.
Loadingduringone 8 houi-EVA _:issionwould be approximately5 mg at a designflow
of 6 acfrn.
• The following filters were considered for dust and bacteria control:
_ a. Flanders Econocell
i b. Flanders Airpore J Series
c. Mott Series A Porous Stainless Steel
d. PallRigimesh
eo MilUpore UG and VH
i The FlandersAirpore J seriesappears tobe the optimum selectionbased on pressure
drop and performance characteristics. It has an initial pressure drop of 0.3 inches
of water rising to a maximum of 0.8 inches of water at the end of the _ hour mission.
i It is capable of removing 95 percent of all contaminants 0.3 microns or larger. !t
will, however, require periodic replacement to prevent excessive pressure drop.
6.2.2.4 Summar _' - The contaminant control subsystem concepted in this section will
maintain adequate contaminator _ontrol within the AEPS It should be noted that theo
contaminant control subsystem has not been concepted as a regenerative subsystem
: due to the extremely small chemical bed weight involved. However, further effort is
required to confirm (or modify) the AEPS contaminant model selected m_d to deter-
mine the effect of long term intermittent exposure upon the suited crewman.
6.2.4 ,Humidity Control ,
The hm._iditycontrolsubm./_temmaintainsthe r_lativehumiditywithinthespace suit
ata comfortablelevelforthesuitedcrewman. Water vapor entersthe gas stream
as a productofcrewman respirationand sweatingand must be continuallyremoved.
i u-21
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6.2.4 (Continued)
Selection of a humidity control subsystem is greatly dependent upon the CO2 ccntro!
or thermol control subsy__tem selected. The solid amine subsystem provides both
CO2 and humidity control and A EI)S configurations containing a solid amine subsystem
require no additional humidity control. However, AEPS configurations containing a
metallic oxide subsystem for CO2 control may require a humidity control subsystem.
The following candidate humidity control concepts were identified during the sub-
system studies and were evaluated during the system studies:
a. Condensing heat _xchanger combined with any of the following "change-
of-momentum" type devices:
1. Elbow wick separator
2. Elbow scupper separator
3. U-shaped gravity separator
4. Vortex gravity separator
5. Motor driven rotary separator
6. Turbine driven rotary separator
b. Water vapor adsorptionutilizinga desiccantsuch as silicagel.
c. Water emulsionformationand storage.
d. Freezeout.
1. Mechanical
2. Cryogepic
e. Condensing heat excha:_ger in series with a hydrophobic/hydrophyllic
screen separator.
f. Water vapor diffusion through permeable membrane.
g. Condensation and separation utilizing a Hllsch tube.
h. utilization of electrical energy to provide separation by:
1. Electrolysis
2. Electrophoresis
3. Electroosmosis
: i. Vapor dump.
8.
_ I. Open loopvent system
Z 2. Semi-open loop vent system
6-22
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6.2.4 (Continued)
Resulls indicate that a condensing heat exchanger in series with either an elbow wick
separator or a hydrophobic/hydrophyllic _creen separator are i:he optimdm choices.
Both concepts are relatively simple, small, light, require no electrical power for
operation, and are not gravity sensitive. However, due ,_o the Ior_g useful life re-
quirements of the proposed Shuttle, Space Station, Lunar Base and Mars missions,
these subsystems are subjcct to contamination build-up which would steadily decrease
their performance. In the case of the elbow wick separator, bacterial and fungus
growth is also a possibility. Therefore° research and development is reqt:tred in these
areas to develop a humidity control subsystem with long life charactertstlcs.
6.2.5 Power Supply
Selection of an AEPS power supply is heavily dependent upon the required power
capaci b" for a given mission duration. The AEPS subsystems and components which
require electrical power are:
a. Communications and Telemetry
b. Instrumentation
: c. Displays
d. 0 2 Vent Loop Prime Mover
e. Liquid Heat Transport Loop Prime Mover¢
f. CO2 Control Subsystem (AEPS Regenerable Metallic Oxide only)
g. Thermal Control Subsystem (Thermal Storage - PH4C1, l_'xpendable/
i Thermal Storage- PH4CI , and Expendable/Radiationonly)
The above subsystems and components have a totalpower consumptionof 30-180
'$.
watt:e,dependingupon which CO 2 controland thermal controlsubsystems are
selec,ted.
: For thi_ range of power consumptior, the electric stora_.e battery represents the
lightest, smallest and most reliable concept. The present Apollo EMt3 PLSS utilizes
a silver vxide-zinc batter._ which has a capacity of 40 to 50 watt-hours per pound.
Laboratorytestsby GultonIndustrieswitha lithium-nickelhalidebatterywere
reportedtohave achieveda capacityof !00 war%hours per pound. Based on these
results,a i'ithium-nickelhalidebatterywitha capaej.*yof 100 watt-hoursper pound
was assumi_ as theAEPS power supplyand incorporatedintoallAEPS concepts.
However, operationaldevelopmentofthisbattery(orany otherbatterydemonstrating
a similaror greatercapacity)is stillrequiredthroughresearchand development.
i 6-23
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6.2.6 lnstru-nentation
Instrumentation is required to provide status monitoring of the crewman and his
equipmqmt for the following purposes:
a. Operational safety.
b. To be able to perform an adequate analysis of
circumstances should a mission abort be required.
Instrumentation utilized to provide the above functions must meet the followir.: opera-
tional reqvirem ents:
a. Crewman corn fort.
b. Reliability.
c. System compatibility with AEPS, vehicle, etc.
d. Mission non-interference.
In accor&mce with the above guidelines and constraints, instrumentation for the
following parameters were incorporated into the AEPS concepts:
a. High Pressure Oxygen Storage Pressure - Telemetered to central
receiving station; electrically drives a gage visible to the AEPS
crewman. This parameter is an indirect measure of crewman
metabolic rate and aids in the determination of 02 remaining.
b. Suit Pressur2 - Telemetered to central receiving station, triggers
audible and visual warning signals when pressure decreases below
a pre-determined level. ,
c. Suit Inlet CG2 Partial Pressure - Telemetered to central receiving
station. Thi_ parameter is a measure of CO2 control subsystem
p erformanc e.
d. 02 Vent Loop Flow Sensor - Triggers audible and visual warning
signals when 02 vent loop flow decreases below a pre-determined
level.
e. Liquid Heat Transport Loop Inlet and Outlet Temperatures -
Telemeter(_ to central receiving station. These parameters are a
measure of thermal control subsystem performance.
f. Freon Evaporator Outlet Pressure - Telemetered to central receiving
station; provides electrical signal to control both the variable-speed
compressor and the variable orifice. This parameter is a measare
of thermal control subsystem performance and is only measured for
thermal control subsystems utilizing a vapor compression cycle.
6-24
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6.2.6 (Continued)
g. Batte,- T Voltage - Telerz, etered to central receiving station; triggers
audible and visual warning signals whezi battery voltage fails be_ow
a pre-determined level.
h. Fan Current - Telemetered to central receiving station; triggers
audible and visual warning signals when fan current rises above a
p re-determ ined lee el.
i, l_'ump Current - Telemetered to central receiving station; triggers
audible and visual warning signals when pump current rises above
a pre-determined level.
j. Compressor Current - Telemetered to central receiving station;
triggers audible and visual warning signals when compressor current
rises above a pre-determined level. This parameter is only measured
for thermal control subsystems utilizing a vapor compression cycle.
6.2.7 Displays
The following displays are recomm_d,_d for AEPS operation and must be easily
visib|e to the suited crewman:
a. High Pressure Oxygen _orage Pressure Gage
b. Suit Pressure Gage
c. Visual Warning Displays for -
1. Low suit pressure
2. Low 02 vent flow
3. Low battery ",'oltage
4. High fan current
5. High pump current
! 6. High compressor current (only for thermal control
subsystems utilizing a vapor compression cycle)
: 6.2.8 Controls
The following manual controls are required for AEPS operation and must be readily
accessible to the suited crewman:
? a. Oxygen Supply Shutoff Valw_
b. Fan On-Off Switch
, c. Pump On-Off Switch
i d. Compressor On-Off Switch (oniy for thermal control subsystems
utilizing a vapor compression cycle)
i e. Communication System Controls
i e-25
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6.2.8 (Continued)
In addition, each AEPS is concepted to contain an automatic temperature control valve
with a readily accessible manual overrride. Automatic temperature control provides
the following benefits:
a. Improved crewman comfort.
b. Decreased number of crewman manual operatiot_s.
c. iVIore efficient use of expendable water.
Several signal parameters, many of which are a function of metabolic rate, have been
suggested to provide accurate temperature control:
a. Heart Rate
h. Deep Body Temperature
c. Skin Temperature
d. Oxygen Consumption
e. CC_2 Generation
f. Water Ceneration
g. LCG Differential Temperature
Heart rate is inaccurate; measurement of both deep body and skin temperature is
uncomfortable and in some cases, pychologicaily unacceptable; and oxygen consumption
is impractical to measure witk;.n a space suit. CO2 generation, water generation, LCG
differential temperature, or any comDination of the three, appear to have promise.
Further research and develop,nent is required to determine the signal parametei
that provide accurate automatic temperature control and to develop the required
hardware.
6.3 AEPS Baseline Concepts
Upon completion of the systems integration effort, the selected subsystems and com-
ponems were combined into baseline Space Station, Lunar Base, Mars and Shuttle
ALPS concepts. This section discusses six (6) potential AEPS con/lgurattons which
, might result if the technology recommendations emanating from the AEPS study are
implemented. The schematics discussed are examples of combinations of recom-
mended subsystems and components, and are not necessarily ,,_., only competitive
combinations. In the same vein, the pachaging configurations presented are intended
only as examples of potential approaches.
!
6.3.1 AEPS Concept 1 - Space Station ,Figure 6-10)
6.3.1.1 System Description - This AEPS concept contains all required life support
i equipment for extravehicular operation including an 02 ventilation loop, a high
pres-
_.! _ure 02 subsystem, a water heat transport loop, a Freon heat transport loop, a _'er
supply, tnstramentation, communications, and operating controls and displays. The
_i 6-26
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FIGURE 6--1G, AEPS CONCEPT 1 --SPACE STATION
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6.3.1.1 (Continued)
02 ventilation loop circulates a reconditioned and replenished 02 supply through the
suit, 02 from the suit enters the atmosphere regeneration subsystem and first passes
through the debris trap where solid particles and/or droplets are removed; next CO2
is removed by both physical adsorption and chemical absorption using a vehicle
regenerable metallic oxide -- zinc oxide; odors and trace contaminants are removed
thl-ough physical adsorptie- by the activated charcoal in the contaminant control
,_,,,l_, _,,,: ..,J,,,y, _ui au_OLuL_l,L_r pr'ovid¢:s dus_ and bacteria con_roi. 'lnc 02
then passes to a Freon evaporator heat exchanger which cools the circulated 02 and
condenses the entrained moisture. The cooled 02 continues to the water separator
where the condensed water vapor is removed and transferred to the water boiler to
provide additional cooling capacity. The cool, dry 02 then passes to the fan which
circulates a ventilation flow of 6 acfm to the suit.
The high pressure 02 subsystem contains 0.75 pounds of usabIe 02 at 6000 psia and
65°F and regulates tim pressure in the 02 ventilation loop to 7.0 _- 0.1 psia. This
subsystem consists of an 02 bottle, fill fitting, pressure sensor, shutoff valve and
pressure regulator.
The water heat transport loop cools the suited crewman by supplying and circulating
cool water through a network of tubes built into the crewmants undergarment. The
skin is cooled by direct conduction and the mean skin temperature is lowered to a
level where little, if any, perspiration occurs. A pump circulates the cooled water
through the water heat transport loop at a flow rate of 4 lb/m!n, Flow through the
thermal control subsystem is regulated by an automatic temperature control valve.
The thermal control subsystem is a hybrid expendable/thermal storage concept _
which consists of a water boiler and phosphonium chloride (PH4C1) thermal storage
unit. A Freon heat transport loop consisting of a Freon evaporator, a variable
speed comp:cessor and a variable orifice is utilized to transfer heat added at the
evaporator to the phase change thermal storage unit. Average thermal loads are
handled by the Freon evaporator. However, as the heat load increases aLove average
levels, an increasing qhantity of flow is precooled in the water boiler to prevent over-
loading of the evaporator and resultant loss of humidity control.
6,3.1.2 System Configuration - A potential packaging configuration for AEPS Con-
cept 1 is shown in Figure 6-11. The configuration shown integrated the life support
equipment into a hard center torso section. Since a waist joint is not necessarily re-
quired for zero gravity operation, some equipment has been packaged in the lov'er
torso area. The thermal storage unit is a PH4C1 tube bundle configuration which is
packaged external to the suit pressure wall. The metallic oxide unit is a multiple
screen pack configuration which is readtly accessible for removal, regeneration and
replacement.
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": 3.1.3 System Operational Modes - This section presents an example of the oper-
.,, ional procedures a crewman might follow in the conduct of his EVA mission. De-
tailed operational procedures are dependent upon the final AEPS configuration and the
final vehicle configuration selected.
Step 1. Unstow AEPS
Step 2. Initial Checkout
- Visually inspect AEPS
- Verify 02 supply subsystem pressure
- Verify PH4C1 deep core temperature to be below 81°F
- Verify water boiler is £ully charged
Step 3. Don AEPS in Donning Station
Step 4. Enter Airlock
- Close air lock to cabin hatch
- Connect vehicle oxygen and multiple water connectors i
- Attach prebreathing face mask
- Prebreath pure 02 for 43 minutes ..
Step 5. Final Checkout and Startup
- Depress automatic checkout switch to verify fan, pump, compressor
and battery performance
- Check mission plan '_'_'
- Doff face mask; don helmet and gloves
- Purge AEPS of diluent (nitrogen) by manually opening vehicle 02
supply shutoff valve and the suit purge valve
- After 60 seconds, close the vehicle 02 supply shutoff valve and
then close the suit purge valve
- Activate the air lock compressor and depressurize the air lock at
a maximum rate of 2 psi per minute. Open the AEPS 02 supply sub-
system shutoff valve when the air lock pressure decreases to 1 5 psia.
•
- Verify AEPS pressure regulation is normal
- Actuate air lock dump and open air lock to ambient hatch {
- Disconnect vehicle multiple water connector and activate AEPS pump i
- Activate AEPS compressor and verify freon evaporator outlet i,
pressure is normal
: - Verify CO2 partial pressure is within allowable limits }
- Manually override temperature control valve and verify water boiler !
performance. Switch temperature control valve back to automatic _
_ operatingmode.
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6.3.1.3 (Continued)
Step 6. Egress Airlock
Step 7. Perform EVA Mission
Step 8. Ingress Airlock
Step 9. Shutdown
- Attach vehicle multiple water connector
- Deactivate AEPS pump and compressor
- Close airlock to ambient hatch
- Attach vehicle O2 supply umbilicals; do not open shutoff valve
- Start airlock repressurization
- When airlock pressure reaches 4 psia, turn off AEPS 02 supply sub-
system shutoff valve and turn on vehicle 02 shutoff valve; turn off
AEPS fan
- When airlock pressure reaches 10 psia, depressurize suit; turn off
vehicle 02 shutoff valve; purge suit to equalize pressure; remove i
helmet and vehicle 02 umbilicals
- Open ai_'lock to cabin hatch o.
Step 10. Ingress Cabin
Step 11. Doff AEPS in Donning Station
- Visually inspect AEPS _
Step 12. Recharge ./Regene ration/Mainte nance
- Water Boiler - Connect vehicle quick disconnect from potable water
supply to water boiler fill fitting. Recharge until water flow through
the vehicle potable water flow meter ceases. Detach vehicle quick
disconnect.
- Liquid Heat Transport Loop - Check the liquid heat transport loop
accumulator level indicator. If the level is within an acceptable
range, the liquid loop is topped off by adding water through a t,. f_t-
_ ting. If the level is not within an accel_table range, corrective main-
tenance is performed to determine the source of the leak and to cor-
rect it. Then the liquid loop is topped off by adding water through a _'
fill fitting.
- Oxygen Sut)Mv - Ensure 02 supply subsystem shutoff valve is in
closed position. Connect vehicle high pressure 02 supply to AEPS
02 fill fitting. Monitor AEPS 02 bottle to specified level, remove
6 -32
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6.3.1.3 (Continued)
vehicle connector. Confirm pressure level with AEPS pressure
gage and pressure sensor.
- Metallic Oxide/Charcoal Bed - Unclamp and rotate canister access
cover out of way. Remove spent metallic oxide screen packs and
visually inspect for signs of damage and/or malfunction. Place used
screen packs in regenerating oven and actuate pressure/temperature
controller. Place fresh screen packs (from storage) in the AEPS
canister and close and reclamp the canister access cover.
- Debris Trap - Remove from AEPS and visually inspect for signs of
moisture and contaminants. If excessive contaminants are present,
replace debris trap in AEPS. Contaminated units are bagged and
transferred to the maintenance area.
- Depth Filter - Remove used filter and transfer to sterilization area.
Inspect and clean filter housing. Install new filter in AEPS.
- Battery - Connect the vehicle electrical connector to the AEPS battery
_ recharge connector. Recharge for 12 hours. Battery circuit voltage
is then checked across a known resistance against acceptable limits.
i If ILe minimu, n acceptable voltage level cannot be achieved, the
battery is replaced.
Step 13. Stow AEPS
6.3.2 AEPS Concept 2 - Space Station (Figure 6-12)
6.3.2.1 S_,stem Description - This AEPS concept contains all required life support _
equipment for extravehicular operation including an 02 ventilation loop, a high pres-
sure 02 subsystem, a water heat transport loop, a Freon heat transport loop, a power
supply, instrumentation, communications, and operating controls and displays. The
02 ventilation loop circulates a reconditioned and replenished 02 supply through the
suit. 02 from the suit enters the atmosphere regeneration subsystem and first passes
through the debris trap where solid particles and/or droplets are removed; next the
flow enters an AEPS regenerable solid amine plate-fin matrix which removes both
CO2 and water vapor from the 02 ventilation loop thus providing CO2 and humidity
control. This is a cyclic concept using a 30 minute full cycle. Energy released du1:-
ing the adsorb cycle is conducted to the regeneration portion of the sabsystem thus i
i
supplying the endothermlc heat of desorption. Odors and trace contaminants are then
removed tl_rough physical adsu,-ptivn by the activated charcoal in the contaminant i
control canister; and finally, an absolute filter provides dust and bacteria control, i
The 02 then passes to a Freon evaporator heat exchanger which cools the circulated 1
02 and passes it to the fan which circulates a ventilation flow of 6 acfm to the suit. I
!
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6.3.2.1 _ocntinued)
The high pressure O2 subsystem contains 0.75 pounds of usable 02 at 6000 psia and
65°F and regulates the pressure in the 02 ventilation loop to 7.0 • 0.1 psia. This
subsystem consists of an 02 bottle, fill fitting, pressure sensor, shutoff valve and
pressure regulator.
The water heat transport loop cools the suited crewman by supplying and circulating
cool water through a network of tubes built into the crewman's undergarment. The
skin is cooled by direct conduction and the mean skin te_.perature is lowered to a level
where little, if any, perspiration occurs. A pump circulates the cooled water through
the water heat transport loop at a flow rate of 4 Ib/min. Flow _rough the thermal
control subsystem is regulated by an automatic temperature control valve.
The thermal control subsystem is a hybrid expendable/radiation heat pump subsystem
r.nd consists of a water boiler and a Freon refrigeration system. The Freon refrigera-
tion system consists of a Freon evaporator, a variable speed compressor, a high
temperature radiator and a variable orifice. The Freon system is sized to reject
average heat loads at night time conditions. Heat in excess of this amount is rejected
by the water boiler. The automatic temperature control valve maintains the correct
flow split between the two thermal control subsystems as well as conditioning the
water heat transport loop.
6.3.2.2 .System Configuration - A potential packaging configuration for AEPS Concept
2 is shown in Figure 6-13. The configuration shown integrates most of the life support
equipment into a hard center torso section. Since a waist joint is not necessarily
required for zero gravityoperation, some equipment has been packaged in the lower
torso area. The thermal control subsystem, Includhlg the radiator assembly, Freon
evaporator, and water boiler, is packaged in the upper back portion of the torso. The "
radiator assembly and the suit pressure wall form a monocoque construction. The
high temperature radiator is a fixed area device and is Insulated on the suit-facing
side to prevent radiating back to the AEPS. The solid amine CO2 control subsystem
is a plate-fIn matrix configuration and is packaged in the lower front torso section.
Similar to AEPS Concept 1, the cross-section of this configuration is less than that for
the Apollo EMU PLSS. However, this suit is also appr_imately four inches higher
than the present Apollo suit due to the increased helmet size required to facilitate
packaging of the communications and warning display. The center of gravity for this
configuration is very close to that of the nude crewman.
The estimated total volume and weight for this AEPS configuration (less the suit) are
3100 In3 and 65 pounds based on an average metabolic rate of 1000 BTU/hr for an EVA
duration of 4 hours.
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6.3.2. ;3 :_jstem Ope.ration.al Modes - This section presents an example of the opera-
tional procedures a crewman might follow in the conduct of his EVA mission. Detailed
operational procedures are dependent upon the final AEPS configuration and the fin[J
vehicle configuration selected.
Step 1. Unstow AEPS
Step 2. T.nitial Checkout
- Visually inspect AEPS
- Verify 02 supply subsystem pressure
- Verify water boiler is fully charged
Step 3. Don AEPS in Donning Station
Step 4. Enter Airlock
- Close air lock to cabin hatch
- Connect vehicle oxyger, and multiple water connectors
- Attach prebzeathing face mask
- Prebreath pure 02 for 38 minutes
Step 5. Final Checkout and Startup "-
- Depress automatic checkout -._witch to verify fan, pump, compressor
and battery performance
- Check mission plan
- Doff face mask; don helmet and gloves •/
- Purge AEPS of diluent (nitrogen) by manually opening vehicle 02
supply shutoff valve and the suit purge valve
- After 60 seconds, close the vehicle 02 supply shutoff valve and
then close the suit purge valve
- Activate the air lock compressor and depressurize the air lock at
a maximum rate of 2 psi per minute. Open the AEPS O2 supply
subsystem shutoff valve when the air lock pressure decreases to
1.5 psia. i
- Verify AEPS pressure regulation is normal
- Actuate air lock dump and open air lock to ambient hatch
- Disconnect vehicle multiple water connector and activate AEPS pump
: - Verify CO2 partial pressure is within allowable limits
- Manually override temperature control valve and verify water :_
boiler performance
#
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6.3.2.3 (conHnued)
Step 6. Egress Air!ock
- Activate AEPS compressor and verify freon evaporator outlet
pressure is normal
- Switch temperature control valve back to automatic operating mode
Step 7. Perform EVA Mission
Step 8. Ingress Airlock
Step 9. Shutdown
- Deactivate compressor
- Attach vehicle multiple water connector
- Deactivate AEPS pump
- Close airlock to ambient haich
- Attach vehicle 02 supply urabilicals; do not open shutoff valve
- Start airlock repressurization
- W'aen airlock pressure reaches 10 psia, depressurize suit; turn off
vehicle 02 shutoff valve; purge suit to equalize pressure; remove
helmet and vehicle 02 umbilieals
- Open airlock to cabin hatch
- Step 10. Ingress Cabin
Step 11. Doff &EPS in Donning Station
\
-. VisuallyinspectAEPS
; _¢eu 12. Recharge/Regeneration/Maintenance
:° - Water Boiler - Connect vehicle quick disconnect from potable water
',_,
.: supply to water boiler fill fitting. Recharge until water flow thro, tgh
!_ the vehicle potable water _]ow meter ceases. Detach vehicle quick
_ disconnect.
_ - Licluid Heat Transport Loop - Check the liquid heat transport loop
_ accumulator level indicator. If the level is within an acceptable range,
the _iquid loop is topped off by adding water through a fill fitting.
. _ Ifthelevelisnotwithinan acceptablerange, correctivemaintenance
_ is performed to determine the source of the leak and to correct it.
_ Then the liquid loop is topped off by adding water through a fill fitting."
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6.3.2.3 (continued)
- Oxygen Supply. - Ensure 02 supply subsystem shutoff valve is in closed
position. Connect vehicle high pressure 02 supply to AEPS 02 fill
fitting. Monitor AEPS 02 bottle pressure to ensure fill is taking place.
Two hours after pressurizing 02 bottle to _pecffied level, remove
vehicle connector. Confirm pressure level with AEPS pressure gage
and pressure sensor.
- Charcoal Cartridge - Unclamp and rotate canister access cover out
of way. Remove spent charcoal cartridge and visually inspect for
signs of damage and/or malfunction. Place used charcoal cartridge
in regenerating oven and actuate pressure/temperature controller.
Place fresh cartridge (from storage) in the AEPS canister and close
and recla_mp the canister access cover.
- Debris Trap - Remove from AEPS and visually inspect for signs of
moisture and contaminants. If excessive contaminants are present,
replace with space from storage. If contaminants are not present,
replace debris trap in AEPS. Contaminated units are bagged and
transferred to the maintenance area.
- Depth Filter - Remove used filter and transfer to sterilization area.
Inspect and clean filter housing. Install new filter in AEPS.
- Battery - Connect the vehicle electrical connector to the AEPS battery ._
recharge connector. Recharge for 12 hours. Battery circuit voltage
is then checked across a known resistance against acceptable limits.
If the minimum acceptable voltage level cannot be achieved, the battery
is replaced.
Step 13. Stow AEPS
6.3.3 AEPS Concept 3 - Lunar Base (Figure 6-14 I
6.3.3.1 System Description - This AEPS concept contains all required life support
equipment for extravehicular operation including an 02 ventilation loop, a high pres sure
02 subsystem, a water he at transport loop, a Freon heat transport loop: a power supply,
instrumentatiu,, comn.unications, and operating controls and displays. The 02
ventilation loop circulates a reconditioned and replenished 02 supply through the suit.
02 from the suit enters the atmosphere regeneration subsystem and first passes
through the debris trap where solid particles and/or droplets are removed; next
the flow enters an AEPS regenerable solid amine plate-fin matrix which removes
both CO2 and water vapor from the 02 ventilation loop thus providing CO2 and humidity
• control. This is a cyclic concept using a 30 minute full cycle. Energy released during
the adsorb cycle is conducted to the regeneration portion of the subsystem thus
supplying the endothermic heat of desorption. Odors and contaminants are removed
through physical adsorption by the activated charcoal in the contaminant control
canister; and finally, an absolute filter provides dust and bacteria control. The 02
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6.3.3.1 (continued)
then passes to a Freon evaporator heat exchanger which cools the circulated 02
and passes it _o the fan which circulates a ventilation flow of 6 acfm to the suit.
The high pressure 02 subsystem contains 1.5 pounds of usable 02 at 6000 psia and
65"F and regulates the pressure in the 02 ventilation loop to 7.0 :L0.1 psia. This
subsystem consists of an 02 bottle, fill fitting, pressure sensor, shutoff valve and
pressure regulator,
The water h,_at transport loop cools the suited crewman by supplying the circulating
cool water through a network of tubes built into the crewman's undergarment. The
skin i3 cooled by direct conduction and the mean skin temperature is lowered to a
level where little, ff any, perspiration occurs. A pump circulates the cooled water
through the water heat transport loop at a flow rate of 4 Ib/min. Flow through the
thermal control subsystem is regulated by an automatic temperature control valve.
The thermal control subsystem is a thermal storage subsystem utilizing PH4C1 and
is composed of a PH4C1 thermal storage unit and a Freon refrigeration cycle con-
sisting of a Freon evaporator, a variable speed compressor and a variable orifice.
Heat is added at the evaporator and stored at the thermal storage unit by the melting
of PH4C 1.
6.3.3.2 System Configuration - A potential packaging configuration for AEPS Concept
3 is shown in Figure 6-15. The configuration shown integrates the life support equip-
ment into a hard center torso section. This concept combines the highest AEPSvolume
CO2 control subsystem (AEPS regenerable solid amine) with the highest AEPS volume ,
thermal control subsystem (PH4C1 thermal storage unit). Although this configura?ioh
can still pass through a 29 inch diameter batch, the extended profile of the therma:
storage unit may slightly impair arm mobility. In addition, this concept does not
have a waist joint. To solve both of these problems, the thermal storage unit could
, be repackaged in the upper torso area, with an attendant increase in suit cross-
section.
The estimated total volume and weight for this AEPS configuration (less the suit) is
4500 in3 and 193 pounds based on an average metabolic rate of 1050 BTU/hr for an
EVA duration of 8 hours. This configuration has been presented because it requires
no vehicle interface for recharge or regeneration of the CO2 control or thermal
control subsystems.
6.3.3.3 System Operation_ Modes. - This section presents an example of the opera-
tional procedures a crewman might follow in the conduct of his EVA mission. Detailed
operational procedures are dependent upon the final AEPS configuration and the final
base configuration selected.
L
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6.3.3.3 (continued)
_ep 1. Unstow AEPS
Step 2. In_ti:d Checkout
- Visually inspect AEPS
- Verify 02 supply subsystem pressure
- Verify PH4C1 deep core temperature to be below 81°F
Step 3. Don AEPS in Donning Station
Step 4. Enter Airlock
- Close airlock to cabin hatch
- Connect base oxygen and multiple water connectors
- Attach prebreathing face mask
- Prebreath pure 02 for 38 minutes
Step 5. Final Checkout and Startup
- Depress automatic checkout switch to verify fan, pump, compressor
and battery performance
- Check mission plan
- Doff face mask; don helmet and gloves
- Purge AEPS ofdiluent(nitrogen)by manually openingbase 02
i
: supply shutoff valve and the suit purge valve
- After 60 seconds, close the base 02 supply shutoff valve and then ,
close the suit purge valve
: - Activate the atrlock compressor and depressurize the airlock at
a maximum rate of 2 psi per minute. Open the AEPS 02 supply
subsystem shutoff valve when the alrlock pressure decreases to
:, 1.5 psia.
! - VerifyAEPS pressure regulationisnormal
_" - Actuate alrlockdump and open airlockto ambienthatch
- Disconnectbase multiplewater connectorand activateAEPS pump
: - Activate AEPS compressor and verify freon evaporator outlet
pressure isnormal I
- Verify CO2 partial pressure is within allowable limits
-i
Step6. Egress Airlook _
Step7. Perform EVA Mission _
Step8. IngressAirlock
6-45
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6.3.3.3 (continued)
b_ep 9. Shutdown
- Attach base multiple water connector
- Deactivate AEPS pump and compressor
- Close airlock to ambient hatch
- Start airlock repressurization
- When aivlock pressure reaches 4 psia, turn off AEPS 02 supply
subsystem shutoff valve and turn on vehicle 02 shutoff valve; turn
off AEPS fan
- When airlock pressure reaches 10 psia, depressurize suit; turn off
vehicle O2 shutoff valve; purge suit to equalize pressure; remove
helmet and vehicle 02 umbilicals
- Open airlock to cabin hatch
Step 10. Ingress Cabin
Step 11. Doff AEPS in Donnin_ Station
- Visually inspect AEPS
Step 12. Recharge/Regeneration/Maintenance
- Liquid Heat Transpo, _ Loop - Check the liquid heat transport loop
accumulator level indicator. If the level is within an acceptable range,
the liquid loop is topped off by adding water through a fill fitting.
If the level is not within an acceptable range, corrective maintenance
is performed to determine the source of the leak and to correct it.
Then the liquid ioop is topped off by adding water through a fill
fitting.
- Oxygen Supply - Ensure 02 supply subsystem shutoff valve is in closed
position. Connect base high pressure O2 supply to AEPS 02 fill
fitting. Monitor AEPS 02 bottle pressure to ensure fill is taking place.
Two hours after pressurizing O2 bottle to specified level, remove
base connector. Confirm pressure level with AEPS pressure gage
and pressure sensor.
- Charcoal Cartridge - Unclamp and rotate canister access cover out of
way. Remove spent charcoal cartridge and visually inspect for signs
of damage and/or malfunction. Place used charcoal cartridge in
regeneration oven and actuate pressure/temperature controller. Place
fresh cartridge (from storage) in the AEPS canister and close and
reclamp the canister access cover.
t
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6.3.3.3 (continued)
- Debris . Trap - Remove from AEPS and visually inspect for signs of
moisture and contaminants. If excessive contaminants are present,
replace with spare from storage. If contaminants are not present,
replace debris trap in AEPS. Contaminated units are bagged and
transferred to the maintenance area.
- Depth Filter - Remove used filter and transfer to sterilization area.
Inspect and clean filter housing. Install new filter in AEPS.
- Battery - Connect the base electrical connector to Lhe e.,.PS battery
recharge connector. Recharge for 12 hours. Battery open circuit voltage
is then checked across a known resistance against acceptable limits.
If the minimum acceptable voltage level cannot be achieved, the battery
is replaced.
_tep 13. Stow AEPS
6.3.4 AEPS Concept 4 - Lunar Base (Figure 6-16}
6.3.4.1 System Description - This AEPS concept contains all required life support
equipment for extravehicular operation including an 02 ventilation loop, a high pressure
02 subsystem, a water heat transport loop, a Freon heat transport loop, a power sup-
ply, instrumentation, communications, and operating controls and displays. The 02 -.
ventilation loop circulates a reconditioned and replenished 02 supply through the suit.
02 from the suit enters the atmosphere regeneration subsystem and first passes
through the debris trap where solid particles and/or droplets are removed; next C02
is removed by both physical adsorption and chemical absorption using a vehicle
regenerable metallic oxide--zinc oxide; odors and trace contaminants are removed
through physical adsorption by the activated charcoal in the contaminant control
canister; and finally, an absolute filter provides dust and bacteria control. The 02
then passes to a Freon evaporator heat exchanger which cools the circulated 02 and
condenses the entrained moisture. The cooled 02 continues to the water separator
where the condensed water vapor is removed and transferred to the water b_ i,er to
provide additional cooling capacity. The cool, dry 02 then passes to the _ , which
circulates a ventilation flow of 6 acfm to the suit.
The high pressure 02 subsystem contains 1.5 pounds of usable 02 at 6000 psia and
65°F and regulates the pressure in the 02 ventilation loop to 7.0 • 0. 1 psia. This
subsystem consists of an 02 boa!c, fill fitting, pressure sensor, shutoff valve and
pressure regulator.
The water heattransportloopcoolsthesuitedcrewman by supplyingand circulating
coolwater througha network oftubesbuiltintothecrewmants undergarment. The _
skiniscooledby directconductionand themean skintemperature islowered toa
! levelwhere little,ifany, perspirationoccurs. A pump circulatesthecooledwater i .]
through the water heat transport loop at a flow rate of 4 lb/min. Flow through the
_ thermalcontrolsubsystem_sregulatedby an automatictemperaturecontrolvalve. '!
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6.3.4.1 (Continued)
The thermal control subsystem is a hybrid expendable/radiation heat pump subsystem
and consists of a water Joiler and a Freon refrigeration system. The Freon refrigera-
tion system consists of a Freon evaporator, a variable speed compressor, a high
temperature radiator and a variable orifice. The Freon system is sized to reject
average heat loads at night time conditions. Heat in excess of this amount is rejected
by the water boiler. The automatic temperature control valve maintains the correct
flow split between the two thermal control subsystems as we].l as conditioning the
water heat transpurt l_op.
6.3.4.2 System Configuration - Two potential packaging configurations for AEPS Con-
cept 4 are shown in Figures 6-17a nad 6-17b. Both configurations shown are com-
posed of a separate suit and life support systems. The main difference between the
two configurations is the location of the life support system on the suit and its resul-
tant effect upon radiator deployment. The mid-back mounted configuration requires
that the variable area radiator assembly be telescoped into a position above the crew-
man while the higher mounted configuration is ulready in that position. However, the
higher mounted configuration may be too '_op-heavy".
This approach has the disadvantageu of umbllicals and a large cross-section dimension
(similar to _he APOllo EMU) and the advantage of being able to integrate with a highly
mobile suit. The estimated total volume and weight for this AEPS configuration (less
the suit) ts 3500 in 3 and 100 pounds based on an average metabolic rate of 1050 BTU/
hr for an EVA duration of 8 hours.
6.3.4.3 System G_erati_.)r,a_ Modes - This section presents an example of the oper-
ational procedures a crewman might follow in the conduct of his EVA mission. De-
tailed operational procedures are dependent upon the final AEPS configuration and the
final base configuration selected.
Step 1. Unstow AEPS
Step 2. Initial Checkout
- Visually inspect AEPS
- Verify 02 supply subsystem pressure
- Verify water boiler is fully charged
Step 3. Don AEPS in Donning Station
Step 4. Enter Airlock
- Close airlock to cabin hatch
- Connect base oxygen and multiple water connectors
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6. :3.4.3 (Continued)
- Attach prebreathing face mask
- Prebreath pure 02 for 38 minutes
Step 5. Final Checkout and Startup
- Dep_'ess automatic checkout switch to verify fan, pump, compressor
and battery performance
- Check mission plan
- Doff face mask; don helmet and gloves
- Purge AEPS of diluent (nitrogen) by manually opening base 02
supply shutoff valve and the suit purge valve
- After 60 seconds, close the base 02 sapply shutoff valve and
then close the suit purge valve
- Activate the air lock compressor and depressurtze the air lock at a
maximum rate of 2 psi per minute. Open the AEPS 02 supply sub-
system shutoff valve when the air lock pressure decreases to 1.5
psia.
- Verify AEPS pressure regulati_ff, is normal
- Actuate air lock dump and open air lock to ambient hatch
- Discommct base multiple water connector and activate AEPS pump ._
- Verify CO2 partial pressure is within allowable limits
- Manually override temperature control valve and verify water
boiler performance.
Step 6. Egre_.q Airlock
- Activate AEPS compressor and verify freon evaporator outlet
pressure is normal
- Switch temperature control valve back to automatic operating mode
Step 7. Perform EVA Mission
Step 8. Ingress Airlock
Step 9. Shutdown
- Deactivate compressor
- Attach base multiple water connector
- Dea_,ivate AEPS pump
- Close airlock to ambient hatch
.o - A_tach base 02 supply umbilicals; do nc_t open shutoff valve
!- - Start airlock repressurizati_m ,
_ _-5o
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6.3.4.3 (Continued)
- When airlock pressure reaches 4 psia, turn off AEPS 02 supply
subsystem shutoff valve and turn on base 02 shutoff valve; turn
off AEPS fan
- When airlock pressure reaches 10 psia, depressurize suit; turn off
base O2 shutoff valve; purge suit to equalize pressure; remove
helmet and base 02 umbilicals
- Open airlock to cabin hatch
Step 10. Ingress Cabin
Step 11. Doff AEPS in Donning Station
- Visually inspect AEPS
Step 12. Recharge_/Re gene ration/Maintenance
- Water Boiler - Connect vehicle quick disconnect from potable water
supply to water boiler fill fitting. Recharge until water flow through
the base potable water flow meter ceases. Detach base quick dis-
connect.
- Liquid Heat Transport Loop - Check the liquid heat transport loop
accumulator level indicator. If the level is within ax_acceptable
i range, the liquid loop is topped off by adding water through a fill
fitting. If the level is not within an acceptable range, corrective
7 maintenance is performed to demrmine the source of the leak and to
correct it. Then the liquid loop is topped off by adding water through
_ a fill fitting.
- Oxygen Supply - Ensure 02 supply subsystem shutoff valve is in
closed position. Connect base high pressure 02 supply to AEPS 02
; fill fitting. Monitor AEPS 02 bottle pressure to ensure fill is taking
_, place. Two hours after pressurizing 02 bottle to specified level,
_ remove base connector. Confirm pressure level withAEPS pressure
gage and pressure sensor.
- Metallic Oxide/Charcoal Bed - Unclamp and rotate canister access !
cover out of way. Remove spent metallic oxide screen packs and i
: visually inspect for signs of damage and/or malfunction. Place used
i screenpacks in regeneratingoven and actuatepressure/tempera-
turecontroller. Place fresh screen packs (from storage) in the 1AEPS canister and close and reclamp the canister access cover.
_ - Debris Trap - Remove from AEPS and visually inspect for signs of I
moisture and contaminants. If excessive contaminants are present, y
replace with spare from storage. If contaminants are not present, i'
replace debris trap in AEPS. Contaminated units are bagged and
transferred to the maintenance area.
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6.3.4.3 (Continued)
- Depth Filter - Remove used filter and transfer to sterilization area.
inspect and clean filter housing. Install new filter in AEPS.
- _atte_ - Connect the base electrical connector to the AEPS battery
recharge connector. Recharge for 12 hours. Battery. open circuit
voltage is then checked across a known resistance against acceptable
limits. If the minimum acceptable voltage level canno_ be achieved,
the battery is replaced.
Step 13. Stow AEPS
6.3.5 AEPS Concept 5 - Mars IFigure 6-18)
6.3.5.1 System Description - This AEPS concept contains all required life support
equipment for extravehicular operation including an 02 ventilation loop, a high pres-
sure 02 subsystem, a water heat transport loop, a Freon heat transport loop, a
power supply, instrumentation, communications, and operating controls and displays.
The 02 ventilation loop circulates a reconditioned and replenished O2 supply through
the suit. 02 from the suit enters the atmosphere regeneration subsystem and first
passes through the debris trap where solid particles and/or droplets are removed;
next CO2 is removed by both physical adsorption and chemical absorption using a
vehicle regenerable metallic oxide--zinc oxide; odors and trace contaminants are
removed through physical adsorption by the activated charcoal in the contaminant con-
trol canister; and finally, an absolute filter provides dust and bacteria control. The
02 then passes to a Freon evaporator heat exchanger which cools the circulated 02
and condenses the entrained moisture. The cooled 02 continues to the water separa-
tor where the condensed water vapor is removed and transferred to the water boiler
to provide additional cooling capaci_. The cool, dry 02 then passes to the fan which
circulates a ventilation flow of 6 acfm to the suit.
The high pressure 02 subsystem contains 1.7 pounds of usable 02. at 6_00 psia and
65°F and regulates the pressure in the 02 ventilation loop to 7.0 + 0.1 psia. This
subsystem consists of an 02 bottle, fill fitting, pressure sensor, shutoff valve and
pressure regulator.
The water heat transport loop cools the suited crewman by supplying and circulating
cool water through a network of tubes built into the crewman's undergarment. The
skin is cooled by direct conduction and the mean skin temperature is lowered to a
level where little, if any, perspiration occurs. A pump circulates the cooled water
throu,,,'h Se water heat transport loop at 'a flow rate of 4 lb/min. Flow through the
thermal cont:ol subsystem is regulated by an automatic temperature control valve.
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6.3.5.1 (Contt,nued)
The thermal control subsystem is a hybrid expendable/direct radiative cooling sub-
system and consists of a water boiler, direct radiator and a condensing heat ex-
changer. As the radiator load increases and exceeds d_)sign values, a portion of the
water heat transport loop flow bypasses to the water boiler, thus maintaining a con-
stant radiator outlet temperature.
6.3.5.2 System Confi_ration - A potential packaging configuration for AEPS Concept
5 is shown in Fit,rare 6-19. The configuration shown integrates the life support equip-
ment into the upper hard torso section and helmet assembly, thus permitting incor-
poration of a waist joint into this configuration. The low temperature radiator is hel-
met mounted to minimize the view factor with the Martian surface. This radiator is
foldable to permit egress/ingress through the Mars Excursion Module (MEM) hatch-
ways. The metallic oxide unit is a multiple screen pack configuration which is
readily accessible for removal, regeneration and replacement.
The estimated total volume and weight for this AEPS configuration (less the suit) is
3100 in3 and 84 pounds based on an average metabolic rate of 1200 BTU/hr for an
EVA duration of 8 hours.
6.3.5.3 System .Operational Modes - This section presents an example of the oper-
ational procedures a crewman vaight follow in the conduct of his EVA mission. De-
tailed operational procedures are dependent upon the final AEPS configuration and
the final vehicle configuration selected.
Step 1. Unstow AEPS
Step 2. Initial Checkout
- Visually inspect AEPS
- Verify 02 supply subsystem pressure
- Verify water boiler is fully charged
Step 3. Don AEPS in Donning Station
Step 4. Enter Airlock
- Close air lock to cabin hatch
- Connect vehicle oxygen and multiple water connectors
- Attach prebreathtng face mask
- Prebreath p'are 02 for 38 minutes
!,
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6.3,5.3 (Continued)
Step 5. Final Checkout and Startu_)
- Depress automatic checkout switch to verify fan, pump and
batter), performance
- Check mission plan
- Dgflf face mask; don helmet and gloves
- Purge AEPS of diluent (nitrogen) by manually opening vehicle 02
supply shutoff valve and the suit purge valve
- After 60 seconds, close the vehicle 02 supply shutoff valve and
theh close the suit purge valve
- Activate the air lock compressor and depressurize the air lock at
a maximum rate of 2 psi per minute. Open the AEPS 02 sl,pply
subsystem shutoff valve when the air lock pressure decreases to
1.5 psia.
- Verify AEPS pressure regulation is normal
- Actuate air lock dump and open air lock to ambient hatch
- Disconnect vehicle mulitple water connector and activate AEPS pump
- Verify CO2 partial pressure is within allowable limits
- Manually override temperature eontrel valve and verify water
boiler performance
Step 6. Egress Airlock
- Switch temperat_tre control valve back to automaLic operating mode.
Step 7. Perform EVA Mission "
Step 8. Ingress Airlock
Step 9. Shutdown
- Attach vehicle multiple water connector
- Deactivate AEPS pump
- Close airlock to ambient hatch
- Attach vehicle 02 supply umbilicals; do not opev shutoff valve
- Depressurize airlock to remove any vestiges of the Martian atmos-
phere
- Start airlock repressurization
- When airlock pressure reache_ 4 psia, turn oH AEPS 02 supply sub-
i system shutoff valve and turn on vehicle 02 shutoff; turn off AEPS
fan
6-61i
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6.3.5.3 (Ccntiimed)
- When airlock pressure reaches 10 psia, depressurize suit; turn off
vehicle 02 shutoff valve; purge suit to equali_e pressure; remove
helmet and vehicle 02 umbilicals
- Opel, airlock to cabin hatch
Step 10. Ingress Cabin
Step 11. Doff AEPS in Domling Station
- Visually inspect AEPS
Step 12. Recharge/Regeneration/Maintenance
- Water Boiler - Connect vehicle quick disconnect fror. potable water
supply to water boiler fill fitting. Recharge until ware,, flow throu_
the vehicle potable water flow meter ceases. DeO=ch _ehicle quick
disconnect.
-. Liquid Heat Transport I_- Check the liquid heat transport loo_
accumulator level indicator, ff the level is within an acceptable range,
the liquid loop is topped off by adtdng ._ater through a fill fitting. If
the level is not within an acceptable range, corrective maintenance
is performed to determine the source of the leak and to correct it.
Then the liquid loop is topped off by adding water through a fill
fitting.
- __ - Ensure O2 supply subsystem shutoff valve is in
closed position. Connect vehicle high pressure 02 tmpply to AEPS :
02 fill fitting. Monitor AEPS O2 bottle pressure to ensure fill is
taking place. Two hours after pressurizing 02 botde to specified
level, remove vehicle connector. Confirm pressure level with AEPS
pressure gage and pressure _ensor.
- MetalllcOxide/CharcoalBed - Unclamp and rotatecanisteraccess
cover outof_ J. Remove spentmetallicoxidescreen packs and
visuallyinspec_for signsofdamage and/or malfonction.Placeused
screen packs in regenerating oven and actuate pressure/temper-amre
controller. Place fresh screen packs (from storage) in the AEPS
canister and close and reclan,p the canister access cover.
- I)epris Trap - Remove from AEPS and visually inspect for signs of
moisture and contaminants. If excessive contaminants are present,
replace with spare from storage. If contan, inants are not present,
replace debris trap In AEPS. Contamlimted units al_ bagged and
transfer,'ed to the maintenance area.
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6.3.5.3 (Continued)
- _p_ Filter _ Remove used filter and transfer to sterilization area.
:nspect and clean filter housing. Install new filter in AEPS.
- _ - Connect the vehicle electrical connector to the AEPS
battery, recharge connector. Recharge for 12 hours. Battery circuit
voltage is then checked across a known resistance against acceptable
limits. If the minimum acceptable voltage level cannot be achieved,
the battery is replaced.
Step 13. Stow AEPS
6.3.6 AEP,q Concept 6 - Shuttle (Figure 6-20)
6.3.6.1 System_ Description - This AEPS concept contains all required life support
equipment for extravehicular operation including an O2 ventilation loop, a high pres-
sure 02 sllbsystem, a water heat transport loop, a power supply, instrumentation,
communica*iops, and operating controls an I displays. The O2 ventilation loop cir-
, culates a reconditioned and replenished 02 m.,pply through the suit. 02 from the suit
enters the atmosphere regenera_ "l,..v"s:ystem and first passes through the debris
trap where solid particles and/or _roplets are removed; next CO2 is removed by both
' physical adsorption a,ad ch. ic_ absorption using a vehicle regenerable metallic
: xide ; odors and trac, _ cont;.miumnts are removed through physical ad_ orptmn by the
: activated charcoal in the contaminant control canister; and finally, an absolute filter
provides dust and bacteria control. The 02 then passes to a wat-r sublimator which
cools _he cL:ctflated 02 and condenses the entrained moisture. The cooled 02 con-
tinues to the wa_er separator where the condensed water vapor is removed and _rans-
ferred to the reservoir for condensate storage. The cool, dry 02 then passes to the
_ fan which c;. dates a ,entilation flow of 6 aefm to the sui.
' The high p ,.ss _ O2 subsystem contains 0.75 pounds of usable 02 at 6000 psia and
, 65°F and rc_gulat,_ the pressure in the 02 ventilation loop to 8.75 + 0.1 psia. This
.: subnystem consists of an 02 bottle, fill fitting, pressure sensor, shutoff valve and
_ pressure regulator.
The water ,,eat transport loop cools the suited crewman by supplying and circulating
coo! water th-ough a network of tubes built into the crewman's undergarment. The :
skin is coole,] by direct conduction and the me.:n skin temperature is lowered to a
level where httle, if a_ly, perspiration occurs. A pump circulates the cooled water
: through the water heat transport loop at a flow rate of 4 lb/min. Flow throagh the
ithermal control subsysten, is regulated by an automatic _.emperature control valve.
_ 6.3.6.2 System CoP.figaration - A potential packaging configuration for AEPS Concept
. 6:3 shown in Figure 6-21. The configuration shown integrates the life support equip- :i '
_ r,-ent into a bard ee _er torso s_ction. Since a waist joint is not necessarily required _
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for thisconfigurationis very close to thatof the nu_]ecrewman.
The estimated to,elvolume and weight for thisAEPS configuration tlessthe suit-u__,
the ernerg_ncy system} are II00 in8 and 38 pounds based on everage meta[k_licFate
of iOu_ n _/hr _or an EVA duration el 4 hours.
6.3.6.3 System Operational Modes - This section presents an ex._mple of the o_-r -
ationalprocedures a crewman might follow in the conduct of his EVA mission. De-
tailedoperationalprocedures are dependent upon the finalAEPS eor,/igurationand the
final vehicle configuration selected.
Step i. Unstow AEPS
Step 2. Initial Checkout
- Visually inspect AEPS
- Verif-)., 0 2 supply subsystem pressure
- Verify water reservoir is fully charged
Step 3. Don AEPS in Donning Station
Step 4. Enter Airlock
- Close air lock to cabin hatch
- Connect vehicle oxygen and multiple water connectors
- Attach prebreathing face mask
- Prebreath pure 0 2 for 43 minutes _,
Step 5. Final Checkout and Startup
- Depress automatic checkout switch to verify fan, pump and
- battery performance ii
C
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6.3.6.3 (Continued)
- Check missionplan
- Dofffacemask; don helmet _r_dgloves
- l_,rgeAEPS ofdiluent(nitrogep)by nmnuallyopeningvehicle0 2
supplyshutoffvalveand thesuitpurge valve
•- After60 seconds,closethevehicle02 supplyshutoffvalveand then
closethesuitpurge valve
- Activatethe air]ockcompressor and depressurizethe airlockata
maximum rateof 2 psiper minute. Open theAEPS 02 supply_ub-
system shutoffvalvewhen the airlockpressure decreasesto 1.5 psia.
- VerifyAEPS pressure regulationisnormal
- Actuate airlockdump and open airlocktoambiti:thatch
- Disconnectvehiclemultiplewater co_mectorand activateAEPS pump
- ActivateAEPS compressor and verifyfreonevaporatoroutlet
pressure isnormal
- VerifyCO 2 partialpressure iswithinallowablelimits
- Manuallyoverridetemperaturecontrolvalveand verifywater subli-
mator performance. Switchtemperaturecontrolvalveback to auto-
matic operatingmode.
Step6. _ess Airlock
Step7. Perform EVA Mission
Step8. IngressAirlock
Step 9. Shutdown _'
- Attach vehicle multiple water connector
- Deactivate AEPS pump
- Close airlock to ambient hatch
- Attach vehicle 02 supply umbilicals ; do not open shuto.% valve
- Start airlock repressurization
- When airlock pressure reaches 4 psia, ture _fAEPS 02 supply
subsystem shutoff valve and turn on vehicle 02 shutoff valve; turn
off AEPS fan
- When a_rlock pressure reaches 10 psia, depressurize suit; turn off
vehicle 02 shutoff valve; purge suit to equalize pressure; remove
helmet and vehicle 02 umbilicals
- Open airlock to cabin hatch
Step 10. Ingress Cabin
L
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6.3.6.3 (Cont nued)
Step 11. Doff AEPS in Donning Station
- Visually inspect AEPS
Step 12. Recharge/Regenerati(m/Maintenance
- Water Reservoir -Connect vehicle quick disconnect from potable
water supp_[y to water reservoir _'ill fitting. Attach vehicle drain fit-
ting to the reservoir drain fitting. Recharge until water flow through
the vehicle potable water flow meter ceases. Detach vehicle quick
disconnects.
- Oxygen Supply - Ensure 02 supply subsystem shutoff valve is in
closed position. Disconnect low pressure disconnect and remove
spept 02 supply subsystem. Replace with fresh 02 supply _ubsystem.
Confirm proper AEPS 02 supply pressure with AEPS pressure gage.
- Metallic Oxide/Charcoal Bed - Unclamp and rotate canister access
cover out of way. Remove spent metallic oxidc screen packs and
visually inspect for signs of damage and/or malfanction. Place used
screen packs in regenerating oven and actuate pressure/temperature
controller. Place fresh screen packs (from storage) in the AEPS
canister and close and reclamp the canister access cover. _
- Debris Trap - Remove from AEPS and visually inspect for signs of
moisture and contaminants. If excessive contaminants are present,
replace with spare from storage. If contaminants are not present,
replace debris trap in AEPS. Contaminated units are bagged and
transferred to the maintanance area.
- Depth Filter - Remove used filter and transfer to sterilization area.
Tnspect and clean filter housing. Install new filter in AEPS.
- Battery - Connect the Vehicle electrical connector to the AEPS
batter), recharge connector. Recharge for 12 hours. Battery open
circuit voltage is then checked against acceptable limits. If the mini-
mum acceptable voltage level cannot be achieved, the battery is re-
placed. _.
7
Step 13. Stow AEPS !
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6.4 Emergency System Baseline Concepts
Duc to the overall system implications of some of the candidate CO 2 eontrol/O 2 sup-
ply concepts (specifically the open loop candidate concepts), the CO 2 control/O 2 sup-
ply subsystems evaluation w_,'_ conducted on the system level. Maximum allowable
CO2 partial pressure level and total suit pressure level directly affect the overall
emergency system concept a_,d design. Figure 6-22 depicts required ventilation rate
(as measured with the Apollo helmet configuration) versus metabolic rate for CO2
partial pressure levels of 7.6 and 15 Jnm Hg. The required ventilation rates (based on
metabolic work rate) can be converted to e,:luivalent volume and weight penalties for
various total suit pressure levels, as depicted in Figures 6-23 and 6-24. Note for a
metabolic work rate of 2000 Btu/hr, approximately 4.3 CFM are required to maintain
the CO 2 partial pressure level below 13 mm Hg. Fog a suit pressure level of 6.75 psia,
this would result in .an equivale,lt volume penalty of 600 in3/hr of mission duration and
an equivalent weight penalty of 24 Ibs/hr of mission duration. These high penalties as-
sociated with higher suit pressu:re levels indicate that the simple purge )w concept,
such as the oxygen purge system used on the Apollo Program, may be too bulky and
heavy for the intended AEPS applications (especially the longer duration emergency
systems such as Lunar Base and Mars).
This section discusses seven (7) potential emergency system configurations which
might result if the technology recommendations emanating from the AEPS study are
implemented. The schematics discussed are examples of combinations of recom-
mended subsystems and componentS.s, and are not necessarily the only competitive
combinations. Emergency 3ystem concepts applicable to Shuttle, Space Station, I,unar
Base and Mars applicaticns are ircluded in this section.
6.4.1 Emergency System Concept_. -Space Station/Shuttle _Fi_ure ;i-25) _
This is a separate, independent emergency system concept which contains all re-
quired life support equipment for extravehicular operation during an emergency in-
cluding an 02 ventilation loop, a high pressure O2 subsystel.1, a water heat transport
loop a_ld a thermal control subsystem.
The 02 ventilation loop circulates a reconditioned and replenished O2 supply through
the suit. CO2 and humidity control is accomplished by the addition of a fresh supply
of oxyger_ at the ejector, which circulates the ventilation system at 6 CFM, and the
purging of suit outlet ventilation flow at the dJmp valve. The dump valve maintains
a back pressure of 6.75 + 0, 1 psia.
The high press_lre 02 subsystem contains 1.9 pounds of ttsable O2 at 6,000 psia and
60°F and ret,mlates the ejecto_ upstream pressure to 200 ± 10 psia. In addition, this
subsystem drives the gas-powered pump and regulates pump flow to 4.0 ± 0.2 lb/min
: and pump inlet water pressure to 6.9 + 0.2 psia via a pressure accumulator. This
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6. t. 1 (Continue(t)
sul)s\stem conaists o! :m 02 bottle, fill fitting, shut-offwilve, pres,"ure regulalor
anti ;I low pl'essol'u quick disconnect for replacement (not shown).
The x_at e_" heat I ransp()rt loop cools the suited ecowman by supplying and (:i r(_'ula|lng
('eel water through a nelwork of tubes b,:ilt into the crewman's undergarment, The
skin is then cooled I,y direct eonductio _. Flow through the lhermal control sul)s,,:_tem
i_ regulated by a gq-oui;d adjustable })yl:oss valve (adjusted prior to flight).
The water heat Iransport loop is temperature conditiened by a water sublimator. The
Madder within tee water reservoir is pressurized by the 02 ventilation loop and sup-.
plies the sublima/or with feedwater. The tne:tm_u co__utu_ subsystem consists of a
water sublimator, c water reservoir, fill and drain fittings, and a shut-off and relief
The estimated total v,_lume and weight for this AEPS Emergency system a£e 512 it: 'q
and 1,I. 5 pounds, based on an average metabolic rate of 1500 BTV/hr for an emergency
EVA duralion of :30 minutes.
t;. t. 2 Emergency System Concept 2 - Space Station/Shuttle (Figure 6-26)
This is a separate, independent concept which contains all the required life support
equipment l'or extravechicular operation during an emergency including an 02 venti-
lation loop, a water heat transport loop, a power supply and operating controls. The
02 ventilation loop circulates a reconditioned and replenished 02 supply through the
suit Oxygen from the suit enters the lithium peroxide (Li202) cartridge which re-
mov(,_ ('()2 from ti_,, ventilation loop and generates oxygen. Odors and trace con-
lamipants art, then cemoved through physical adsorption by activated charcoal in the
eontami_)m_t control canister. The 0 2 then passes to a water sublimator which cools
the circulated 0. 2 and condenses the entrained moisture. The cooled 02 continues to
the water separator where the condensed water vapor is removed and transferred _o
the sublimatoc feedwaler reservoir. The cool, dr 5 02 then passes to the fan which
circulatus a wmtilation flow of 6 acfm to the suit. The metabolic exygen make-up re-
quiremenl is provided by the Li202 chemical release of 02 plus the output of a sodium
chlorate candle. Thq Li202 oxygen release is metabolically controlled at approxi-
mately one-half the instantaneous total requirement while the fixed output of the candle
is sized for one-halt" the metabolic peak of 2500 Btu/hr. The excess oxygen generated
1)_ the candle, while the crewman is working at less than 2500 Btu/hr, is vented over-
board by the suit pressure eontrol valve.
The water l_eat tranal__rt loop cools the suited crewman by supplying cool v.,:tter
through JJle liquid cooli_g garment utilized for the primary AEPS system operation.
i pun!p "" .... 1._ .... ,t. .... ,(it _UL,t_uou,,_ cvvted water through the water heat transport loop at a flow
rate of ,t lb/min. The thermal control subsystem is an expendable concept utilizing
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(;.-t. 2 (Continu_d)
a water sublinmlor an(1 a 1oladder reservoir. The ground adjustable bypass xalv(, is
sel prior to flight for lhe anticipated cooling requirements of the individual m'ewm'm.
The estimated tot;ll vohlme and weight for this emergency system concept are 512 in 3
and 1 t. 1 poun(ts based on an average metabolic rate of 1500 Btu/hr for an emergency
duration of 30 minutes.
_;. i. 3 Emergency Systcm Concept 3 - Space Station/Shuttle (lqgure 6-27)
This is a separate, independent concept which contains all required life support equip-
ment for extravehicular operation during an emergency including an oxygen breathing
,_,_,.vr...,,,_,_,, , it t*Jt_.l press-t.lee k.)2 _tlubVbt, ellI, a Wgt_.(2I" " ' _.Ygillg:YpOl't
q V( _V / II'_/t _11 , u llg_J.[,
loop ,'rod a thermal control subsystem.
The oxygen breathing vest/mouth piece assembly provides fresh oxygen at the oral
nasal face area as a ,.tireet function of crewman inhatation/exhalation rate. The
breathing vest consists of a double-walled garment covering the upper torso and worn
over tim liquid cooling garment. Because the vest is restrained on the outside b5 the
inner suit wall, any torso volumetric change causes an equal volumetric change in the
vest. During an inhalation, the reduction in volumetric size of the vest forces the
displaced o.wgen to the oral nasal area through the mouth piece. During exhalation,
flow through the mouth piece ceases and the vest is refilled with fresh oxygen from
the high pressure oxygen subsystem. Exhaled breath is purged out of the suit at the
dump valve which maintains suit pressure at 6.75 + 0.1 psia.
The hi_ pressure O2 subsystem contains 1.6 pounds of usable 02 psia at 60_F :rod
regulates the gas powered water pump inlet pressure by a pressure regulator and
supphes the breathing vest with oxygen through a flow control orifice. Controlling the
pump .gas inlet pressure to 10.8 J: 0.2 psia and the pump liquid cooling loop inlet pres-
sure to 6.9 + 0.2 psia via a pressure accumulator provides a pump flow of 4.0 ± 0.2
lb/min. This subsystem consists of an 02 bottle, fill fitting, shut-_ff valve, pres-
sure regulator and a low pressure quick disconnect for replacement (not shown). The
water heat transport loop cools the suited crewman by supplying and circulating cool
water through a network of tubes built into the crewman's undergarment. The skin is
cooled by direct conduction and the mean skin temperature is lowered to where little,
if any, perspiration occurs. Flow through the thermal control subsystem is regulated
by a ground adjustable by-pass valve.
•_qle wafer heat transport loop is temperature conditioned by a water sublimator. A
bladder water reservoir pressurized by the oxygen low pressure line supplie_ the
sublimator with feedwater. _l_e thermal control subsystem consists of a water sub-
limator, a water reservoir, fill and drain fittings, and a shut-off and relief valve.
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6.4.3 (_'ontmued)
Q
The estimated total volume mid weight for this AEPS Emergency System ave -i{;£ in"
and t4.2 pounds, based in _n average metabolic rate of 1500 Btu/hr for an emergency
duration of 30 minutes.
6.4.4 _Emergency System Concept 4 -Space station (Figur e ,-28)
This em_rcr°n°V_.. q'_'_:............._-*_v-,_ ""_""_*...... ,_v,o_,_,,zu:"_am'-eoi_junction wii.it the AEP8 pri-
mary system, contains all required life support equipment for extravehicular oper-
ation during an emergency. S'ystem reliability is predicated on the assumption that
no single failure can occur that vdll create a massive decompression of the oxygen
circuit, either within the suit or life support system; that is, the system is designed
to be rugged enough to preclade this possibility,. Therefore, the same duct work may
be utilized for both the emergency and primary life support system with the following
prime, ftmctions being made redundant:
1. The emergency battery is utilized in the event that the primary battery fails
to function or that it is becoming evident that failure of the battery is about
to take place. A failed primary battery is easily detected by the simulta-.
neous drop-off i'., voltage and current drain of the fan. pump, compressor.
and battery.
'2. The emergency fan is required in the event of a primary fan failure.. Cheek
valves are required dox_-nstream of both tim primary and emergency fans to
prevent flow short circuitry. A speed sensor easily measures a fan failure
or drop in performance.
3. The emergency pump is required in the event of a primary pump failure.
Cheek valves to prevent short circuitry (shown schematically in the Figure)
are an inherent part of the pumps because they are positive displacement de-
viers. Measuring pressure head and/or current and voltage drain easily
measures a pump failure.
4. The emergency CO2 and contaminant control system and the ox.'ygen supply
system consists of an Li202 cartridge/canister assembly, a contaminant
control canister and a chlorate candle. In the event of a high pressure
oxygen system failure, clogging of the debris trap and/or failure of the me-
tallic oxiJe and contaminant control canisters, this entire emergency sub-
system is utilized.
5. An emergency thermal control capability is an inherent part of the primary
subsystem. The water boiler is sized for an entire normal mission capa-
bility although it is utilized under normal conditions for handling thermal
peak loads. The PH4CI thermal storage subsystenq has the capability of
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6.4.4 (Cent inued)
perfo,_'n_ingan entirenormal mission at average heat loads in:i(Iditionto an
emergency capability at emergency heat loads. I;'cr this reason, the com-
pressor is sized for lhe emergency condition. The automatic temperatut-_
controlvalve is provided with a manual over-ride I,opreclude loss of oper-
ation of the valve. In the event the PI[4CI thermal storage loop fails,the
boiler provides thermal control by directlyconditioningthe ]iquidcooling
loop and indirectlycooling the vent loop with the LCG in the thermal stor._,ge
evaporator. In the event the boilerfails,me PH4CI thermal storage loop
provides directcooling of the LCG and the vent loop in the evaporator°
In additionto the above, a dump valve isprovided for purging of any over production
of oxygen from the chlorate candle and the Li20 2 canisters.
The estimated totalvolume and weight for thisAEPS emergency configuration(the
delta increase over the primary system) is 222 in3 and 8.0 pounds, based in an
average metabolic rate of 1500 Btu/hr for an emergency EVA duration of 30 minutes.
6o4.5 Emergency System Concept 5 --Lunar Base (Figure 6-29)
This concept contains allthe required lifesupport equipment for emergency atmos-
phere revitalizationand thermal controlduring extravehicular operation. This sys-
tem, in combination with the AEPS Concept 4 primary system, provides redundant sub-
I systems and compon(mts (denoted by dashed lines) to ensure continued function of the
(),) ventilation loop, oxygen supply suhsystem, the water heat transport loop, the power
supply _nd operating controls. Integration of these components into the primary system
provides a maxlmunl emergency capability for maximum weight and volume impact.
r.,mergency CO2 and trace contaminant control is provided by a cooled LiOH cartridge
and activated charcoal in a loop bypassing the primal, metallic oxide system. Valves
at the inlet and outlet provide positive bypass and sealing of the system when not in
use. The LiOH loop would be placed in operation when the primary system has in-
dicated a failure such as debris trap plug_ng, high CO 2 level or high odor level.
Both prime movers, _he cooling loop pump and the vent loop fan, have backups with
check valves preventing recycle through the idle component.
The redundant high pressure 0 2 subsystem contains 0.52 pounds of usable 02 at 6000
psia and 65_F, and regulates the pressure in the ventilation loop to 5.5 :_ 0. l p_ia
(considering a Ltmar Ba_e total pressure of 10.0 psia). This subsystem consists o_
an 0 2 bottle, fill fitting, pressure gages, shutoff valve and pressure -egulator. The
system would only be activated in emergency conditions noted by lo'v vent loop pressure
or low primary O 2 supply pressure. Other than the pump, redundancy in the water
heat transport ioc,p is not required.
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6. i.(; Emergcn('y System Concept (i - Mars (Figure 6-;/0)
Thi_ is a separate, independent concept which contains all 'he required life supt)o_q
equipment for emergency atmosphere revitalization and thermal control during ex-
travehicula," oix_ration including an 02 ventilation loop, a water heat transport loop,
a power _ui)i)ly and operating controls. The 02 ventilation loop circuJates a recondi-
tioned and replenished 02 supply through the 3uit. Oxygen from the suit enters the
l!thiun_ peroxide (Li202) cartridge which removes CO 2 from the ventilation loop.
(Xtors and trace contamin,'mts are then removed through physical adsorption by acti-
vated cl_lrcoal in the contaminant control canister. The 02 then passes to a water
boiler which cools the circulated 02 and condenses the entrained moisture. The
cooled O2 continues to the water separator where the condensed water vapor is re-
moved and transferred to the water boiler to provide additional cooling capacity. The
cool, ,_,cv O-, then passes to the fan which circulates a ventilation flow of (i aefm to the
s,di _.
The metabolic oxygen make--up .requirement is provided by the Li202 chemic_:l re-
lease of ()2 plus the output ef a sodium chlorate NaCI03 candle. The Li202 oxygen
release' is metabolically controlled at approximately one-half the instantaneous total
r._'quirement while the fi×ed output of :he candle is also sized for one-half the meta-
bolic peak of 3500 lRu/hr. _l_nc excess oxygen generated by the candles while the
"_rcwman is working at less than 2500 Btu/hr is vented overboard by the suit pressure
i eomroI valve.
The wa_cr heat transport loop cools the suited crewman bv supplying and ci_'cul,',ting
cool _s_tter through the liquid cooling garment utilized for the primary, system opera-
tion. A pump circulates the cooled water through the water heat transport loop at a
} flow rate of 4 lb/min. A portion of this flow is directed to the Li202 canister for
tcmt)eratut'," c,-ntrol and to remove the heat of reaction released durir " CO 2 abso,-ption
and o._:yg"'n genu_ aqon. l.'low through the thermal control sub_,xstem is set t)rmr Io EVA
for the anticq)at4,d coo!ing requirements of th,, "ndividual crewman.
':'he the_'m..l control suhsvstem is an expendable concept utilizing a wat(,r boih,r.
The estimated ':otal volume an(! weigdat for this emergency system concept arc 518 in J
and 15.8 pounds, based on an average metabolic rate of 2000 Btu/hr for an emergency
duration of one(l) hour.
(;. 4.7 Emergency _,stem Concept 7 - Mars (Figure (i-al)
I
This emergency system concept, when considered in ,;onjunction with the AEPS
primary system con*ai._s all required life support equipment for extravehicular oper-
ation during all emergency. System reliability is predieat(.d on the assumpti_m that
no single failure can occur that will create a massive decompression of the oxygen
cireqit, either within the suit or life support system; that is, the system is designed
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6. 1.7 (Contintmd)
to be rugged enough to preclude this possibility. Therefore, the same ductwork may
be utilized for both the emergency, and primary life support system with the following
prime functions being made redundant:
1. The emergency battery is utilized in the event that:
a o the primary battery fails to function
b. that it is becoming evident that failure of the battery is about to take
place.
A failed primary battery is easily detected by the simultaneous drop-off in
voltage and current drain of the fan, pump, compressor and battery.
2. The emergency fan is required in the event of a primary fan failure. Check
valves are required downstream of both the primary and emergency fans to
prevent flow short circuiting. A speed sensor easily measures a fan failure
or drop in performance.
3. The emergency pump is required in the event of a primary pump failure.
Check valves to prevent short circuiting (shown schematically in the figure)
are an inherent part of the pumps because they are positive displacement
devices. Measuring pressure head and/or current and voltage drain easily
measures a pump failure.
4. The emergency CO2/contaminant control subsystem and 02 supply subsystem
consists of a liquid cooled Li20 2 cartridge/canister assembly, a con!aminant
control canister and a chlorate candle. In the event of a high pressure oxygen
system failure, clogging of the debris trap. and/or failure of the metallic
oxide and contaminant control canisters, the entire emergency subsystem is
utilized.
5. An emergency thermal control capability is almost an inherent part of the
primary subsystem. The primary expendable/direct radiation system radia-
tor is sized for average normal heat loads and is therefore, not capable of
handling the higher emergency heat loads. A small emergency water boiler
is added for topping off of the radiator in the event the primary water boiler
fails. The automatic temperature control valve is provided with a manual
override to preclude loss of operation of _he valve. In addition, a shut-off
valve is included for the emergency water boiler. Lnthe event the radiator
fails, the primary water boiler provides the_'mal control.
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6.4.7 (Continued)
In addition to the above, a dump valve is provided for purging over production of
oxygen from the chlorate candle and the Li202 canister.
The estimated total volume ,'rodweight for thisemergency configuration(thedel_ in-
crease over the primary system) are 518 in2 and 15.8 pounds, based on _-maverage
metabolic rate of 2900 Btu/hr for an emergency EVA duration of one hour.
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7.0 NEW TECHNOLOGY
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7.0 NEW TECItNOLOGY
After establishment of the AEPS baseline concepts, a portion of the study effort was
directed toward generation of a priority listing of required technology development
activity to permit the AEPS recommendations to be implemented. This section
prosenl,q the new technology requirements and recommendations listed in order of
priority.
7.1 Thermal Control
Requirement - Thermal control subsystem that requires a minimum of expendables.
Recommendations
ao Identify, evaluate and operationally develop candidate thermal storage materials
possessing a heat of fusion greater than 300 BTU/lb and melting between 50 to
150°F. One such candidate material--phosphonium chloride (PH4Cl)--has been
identified and analytically evaluated during conduct of the AEPS study, and is
hereby recommended for further research and development. In addition, an
investigation to determine the correlation between heat of Nsion and crystal
composition and structural properties is recommended to identify and, if
required, synthesize promising materials with a high heat of fusion.
b. Design and develop a light-weight, deployable radiator with improved thermal
performance characteristics. Research and development is recommended to
develop improved radiator surface coatings and treatments to optimize the
performance and minimize potential surface degradation due to dust, meteorites
and/or normal operational wear.
7.2 CO2 Control
Requirement - Regenerable CO2 control subsystem that provides the performance,
regeneration and life characteristics for an AEPS-type application.
Recommendation - Operationally develop a solid regenerable CO2 sorbent and
associated hardware. Two candidate families of solid regenerable sorbents--
metallic oxides and solid amines--have been identified and analytically evaluated
during conduct of the AEPS btudy, and are hereby recommended for further research
and development.
7.3 02 Supply
Requirement - High cyclic life (1000 cycles minimum)/high pressure (6000 psi nominal)
02 supply subsystem that minimizes EVA equipment volume and meets life require-
mcnts for AEPS-type applieations.
7-3
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(continued)
7. :l Iieeommendations
a. l)evelop high cyclic h"e/high static strength (ultimate strength equals 2s0, 0(1()
psi minimum) pressure vessel material. Materials research and devciopm_'nt
in the areas of stainless steels, filament wound materials, etc., is r(,comm(,n(h,d.
b. Design and develop a nominal 6000 psi quick disconnect oxygen fill fitting.
c. D(velop a method, and the associated hardware, to step up the Vehicle/Base
oxygen supply pressure of 3000 psi to 6000 psi for AEPS oxygen recharge.
7.4 Power Supply
Requirement - High energy density (100 watt-hours per pound minimum)/multiple
recharge capability (100) power supply that minimizes EVA equipment volume and
meets life requirements for AEPS-type applications.
Recommendation - Operationally develop a high energy density, rechargeable electric
storage battery. One candidate--a lithium-nickel halide battery--was identified
during conduct of the AEPS study, and it (together with any other battery demonstrating
a similar or greater energy capacity) is recommended for further research and
development.
7.5 Contaminatnt Control
llequirement - Contaminant control subsystem that maintains the concentration of
particulate matter, biological micro-organisms, and trace gases at acceptable levels
so that the health and comfort of the crewman is safeguarded.
l{ccommcndation - Confirm or modify the AEPS contaminant model selected and
determine the effect of long term intermittent exposure upon the suited crewman;
then design, develop and test the contaminant control subsystem to confirm performance
characteristics.
7.6 Hum.idity Control
Requirenmnt - Humidity control subsystem that meets life requirements for AEPS-
type applications.
Rccommcndation - Results of the AEPS study indicate that a condensing heat exchanger
in series with eithcr an elbow wick separator or a hydrophobic/hydrophyllic screen
separator arc the optimum choices for an AEPS-typc application. Research and
development to determine the effect of contamination and bacterial/fungus growth
upon the perfornmnce of both of these concepts is recommended to permit design and
development of a long life humidity control subsystem.
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7.7 Prime Movers
£¢equirements - Prime movers that have a minimum power consumption and meet the
lonff lffv r'equireme.nts of an AEPS-type appiicatior:.
l/eeommendatlon -- l)esign and develop long_ r life prime movers (i. e., tara, pump,
and variable-speed compressor) that have higher compressor efficiency an,i lowe,:
electronics and t)earing losses than those presently being utilized in aerospace'
programs.
7.8 Automatic Temperature Control
Requirement - Attain improved crewman comfort, decrease the pumber of required
crewman manual operations and obtain more efficient use of expendable water.
Recommendation - Design and develop an automatic temperature controller. Further
research and development is recommended to determine the signal parameters that
provide accurate automatic temperature control, and to develop the required hardware.
7.9 Miscellaneous
The following miscellaneous areas ot required new technology are identified and
recommended for further effort (not in any order of priority):
a. Develop automated equipment to permit simple, rapid checkout of the AEPS.
The present Apollo EMU PL88 requires approximately thirty (30) minutes for
checkout prior to egress of the vehicle.
b. Investigate and evaluate potential integration (both functional and physical) of
the crewman's personal maneuvering equipment with the AEPS for EVA missions
in a zero gravity environment.
c. Improve the thermal isolation characteristics of the Thermal Meteoroid
Garment (TMG), thus decreasing the peak thermal load on the AEP8 thermal
control subsystem.
d. improve' the Liquid Cooling Garment (LCG) heat transfer characteristics.
This permits the liquid heat transport loop to operate at a higher temperature
and thus decreases the power penalty associated with the thermal control
subsystems which utilize a vapor compression (heat pump) cycle.
e. Conduct m_-mned testing to evaluate the short-term and long-term physiol-
ogiea.1 effects of various candidate pressure suit levels (3.5 to 14.7 psia) upon
the crewman. S_peeific factors m be determined are:
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7.9 _Coatinucd)
• Required versus toler'tble 0 2 prebreathii_g time
• O 2 partial pressure exposure limitations including frequency and duration
• Safe dccompression/recompression levels, rates and frequency
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